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Executive Summary

1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report has been developed through collaboration between the Town of Banff and Stantec
and aims to provide a comparative assessment of potential solutions to mitigate congestion
caused by increased vehicle volume over time. The project objective is to:

Develop a context sensitive plan to accommodate increased
visitation and reduce vehicle congestion so as to preserve the park
for future generations
With 93% of Banff’s 3.8 million visitors per year arriving in a personal vehicle, traffic congestion is
an issue which has required considerable time and resources to manage in recent years. In 2013
the Transportation Master Plan identified a “congestion threshold” of around 20,000 vehicles per
day (vpd) at the town entrances (both entrances, 2 way count); this threshold was established
through detailed traffic counts, site observations and modelling, and is an approximate
threshold beyond which traffic congestion is inevitable given the finite capacity of Banff’s road
network.
Since 2013 a number of initiatives have enabled an increase in the congestion threshold to
around 24,000 vpd. In July and August 2015, these initiatives were demonstrably successful in
that the number of days over the threshold increased by 93% (from 15 to 29) and the number of
days where delay exceeded 15 minutes decreased by 43% (from 14 to 8).
The use of a “green override” - whereby north-south movements between the Buffalo
Street/Banff Avenue intersection and the Mountain Avenue/Spray Avenue intersection are
prioritized by providing a 3-minute green light during periods of congestion - is currently an
essential component of managing traffic delays in the principal north-south corridor. The
technique is successful in managing delays for the majority of vehicles but has adverse
implications - causing unacceptable pedestrian wait times at the Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street
intersection and contributing to queuing along Wolf Street, Caribou Street, Norquay Road and
to the highway.
Without new interventions, congestion delays are expected to increase in both severity and
frequency; Banff’s road capacity is finite and, given that the vast majority of visitors arrive in a
personal vehicle, actions must be taken to solve the issues caused by the volume of vehicles
(and not necessarily the number of people) on the road system. This plan has been developed
to investigate the potential solutions of:


expanding the road capacity by building additional road infrastructure



moving people by mass transit (either conventional or aerial)
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In all options intercept parking is required and the Town should take the next steps toward
establishing locations and identifying funding sources. Approximately 1,000 stalls are required in
the short term with up to 2,000 stalls being required by 2045 - a trial of intercept parking at the
Fenlands parking lot will help to inform future decisions.
Assuming an average annual vehicle volume increase of 1.8% (consistent with the average
growth since 2008) then - with no action taken - 9 months of congestion are predicted by the
year 2045 with the congestion threshold being exceeded by 16,000 vehicles (90%) per day in the
peak months.

The following table provides a high-level comparative assessment of each of the options:
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Comparative assessment of each option:

Criteria

Intercept lots

Road bypass

Aerial transit

Conventional transit

Months of congestion in 2045

N/A

0

0 to 7

0 to 8

% over the congestion threshold by
2045

N/A

0

0 to 16%

0 to 18%

Environmental impacts in
construction

Moderate

Significant

Moderate

Slight

Environmental impacts in
operation

Moderate

Significant

Slight

Slight

Visual impacts

Moderate

Moderate

Significant

None

Alignment with Community Plan

Moderate

Negative

Moderate/Strong

Moderate/Strong

$5.5M

$130M

$66M

$8.4M (2015)
$2.3M additional every 5
years
- $21.6M by 2045

Operating revenue (subsidy) -2015

($1.0M)

($6.5M)

($1M) to ($3.8M)

($0.4M) to ($1.4M)

Operating revenue (subsidy) -2045

($2.7M)

($6.5M)

$15M to $27M

($0.4M) to ($6M)

Capital cost
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Carbon dioxide emissions - Grams
per person km

N/A
Accommodates
increasing vehicles and
allows other initiatives to
be effective

140 to 229
Can resolve congestion
for long term (assuming
no induced demand)

Principal advantages

80 to 186

Mode is consistent with
travel choices frequency, on-timeperformance & personal
space

Scalable system, flexibility to
change routes if desired

Visitor experience can
generate revenue which
can offset or eliminate
operating costs and
required tax support
Requires space

Principal disadvantages

27 to 59

Inconsistent with
community plan goals

Visual impacts at Wolf
Street and Bow River

Perceived reduction in visitor
experience

Environmental impacts

Alignment outside the
town boundary needs
careful consideration
with Parks Canada

Tax support required

Additional parking would
be required at Sulphur
Mountain in order to
accommodate additional
visitors
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All options have the ability to solve congestion for the long term however the road bypass
option is fundamentally misaligned with the objectives of the Banff Community Plan as the
concept would have significant adverse environmental implications in both construction and
operation. The road bypass option is not recommended for further study.
Both mass transit options are recommended for further study – both options have the capacity
to solve congestion in the long term and both are consistent with the community plan goals; the
principal differences being:


Conventional transit (with fares varying between $0 and $2) requires an operating
subsidy in all years of operation.



Aerial transit is both a mode of transportation and a visitor experience which removes
frequency, on-time-performance, schedule and personal space as barriers to the use of
mass transit. The system generates revenue that can reduce or eliminate operating costs
and required tax support.



The visual impacts of an aerial transit system would need to be carefully considered if the
concept were to be further developed.



Conventional transit enhancements would be relatively straightforward to implement but
are considerable in scale – with between 8 and 11 buses required for short term
congestion mitigation, and between 20 and 28 buses required by 2045.

It should be noted that this report is high-level in nature and that the intent is to establish whether
the concepts outlined above could be successful in alleviating congestion associated with
increasing vehicle volumes.
The next steps in developing a Long Term Transportation Plan for Banff should include public and
stakeholder input on the concepts outlined in this report and – for concepts that are to be
developed to the next stage - a more fulsome analysis of costs, impacts, capacity and ridership.
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2.0

PROBLEM DEFINITION

With over 3.8 million visitors per year to the Town and a reputation for being one of Canada’s
national treasures, visitor experience and environmental stewardship are of upmost importance
to the Town of Banff. The number of visitors destined for Banff is growing faster than ever before,
which is resulting in traffic delays and warrants consideration of new transportation options to
alleviate congestion. Options for consideration such as park-and-ride lots, new roadway links,
transit service enhancements, and aerial transit service have all been discussed in the past to
varying degrees. This report is a summary of how some of these options compare in their ability
to respond to future transportation issues while staying true to the Town of Banff’s Community
Plan.
One subtle, yet very important, question that has been contemplated is whether Banff’s
transportation system should be focused on moving vehicles or moving people. There is a
fundamental difference between the two concepts, which provides a framework for reviewing
and evaluating each of the options.

2.1

CURRENT CONGESTION LEVELS

In 2015, 5.9 million vehicles entered and exited the townsite - an average of roughly 15,000
vehicles per day (both east and west entrances, both directions). In 2012, vehicle counts and
modelling undertaken as part of the 2013 Transportation Master Plan update (TMP)
demonstrated that the road network reached capacity at a total volume of around 20,000
vehicles per day (vpd). 2012 saw 10 days in July and August where volumes exceeded this limit.
Similarly, in 2013 and 2014, there were 33 days and 54 days (87%), respectively, in July and
August where traffic volumes exceeded the 20,000 vpd capacity. In brief, Banff’s road system is
over capacity for much of the busy summer period.
Since 2012, a number of initiatives have been implemented by the Town including:














Optimization of the traffic signal timings
Implementation of scramble crosswalks
Use of LED and printed signage to alert motorists of congestion delays
Public education and promotion of walking, cycling and Roam transit
Construction of a pedestrian bridge (and resultant net increase of 35% in the total
number of river crossings by pedestrians and cyclists)
Commencement of the Canmore-Banff regional Roam service (with over 100,000 riders
in 2015)
Regular communication with stakeholders
Use of the green override at peak periods
Stakeholder engagement in issues including parking management at the Sulphur
Mountain parking lots, enforcement of parking restrictions on Mountain Avenue, free
shuttle service to the Gondola/Hot springs
Creation of a parking and traffic dashboard to help inform vehicle drivers
Enhanced parking enforcement
Real-time parking lot counters and enhanced parking guidance
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Combined, these initiatives are responsible for increasing the road capacity before congestion
occurs from 20,000 to approximately 24,000 vehicles per day (both principal entrances, both
directions).
Vehicle volume data experienced in summer 2015 is highlighted below:


61 out of the 62 days (98%) in July and August were over the 2013 congestion threshold
of 20,000 vpd – an increase of 7 days, (13%) over 2014 and nearly double the number of
days in summer 2013 (33).



29 out of the 62 days (47%) in July and August were over the 2014 congestion threshold
of 24,000 vpd – an increase of 14 days (93%) over 2014 and more than triple the number
of days in summer 2013 (9).

Travel time delays were measured between the Rimrock Hotel and Rabbit Street. A summary of
the key points observed over the summer of 2015 is provided below:
 Delays greater than 15 minutes for north-bound traffic were reduced by 43% from 14
days in July and August 2014 to 8 days in the same period in 2015.
 Delays greater than 30 minutes for north-bound traffic were reduced by 75% from 4 days
in July and August 2014 to 1 day in the same period in 2015.
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South Bound delays greater than 15 minutes in July and August remained the same
between 2014 and 2015, at 4 days.

To help assess the effectiveness of the options considered in this document, a model was
created to forecast when congestion could be expected to occur. This model uses a number of
assumptions Including:


The delay experienced along Mountain Avenue and Spray Avenue is proportional to the
number of vehicles travelling in the area.



Vehicle volumes on the Bow River Bridge and on Spray Avenue are proportionally related
to the volume on Mountain Avenue (where permanent counters have been in place for
a number of years).



The ratio between bridge volume, Spray Avenue volume and Mountain Avenue volume
remains constant throughout the year.



A congestion threshold for the bridge was established at 18,000 vpd

Vehicle volumes used in the model were captured during the week of August 12 to 18, 2015 and
then correlated to other months of the year. A congestion threshold for the bridge was
established at 18,000 vpd as green overrides were typically run for every day when vehicle
volumes exceeded 18,000. Confirming the bridge congestion threshold and establishing
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whether the ratio between bridge volume and Mountain Avenue volume varies throughout the
year are important factors in determining the effectiveness of solutions and predicting future
congestion patterns. To this end data gathered from permanent counters on the bridge –
installed on July 5, 2016 - will be a benefit to the data set.

2.1.1

Volume distribution at peak

The table and images below show the distribution of vehicle volumes for the week of August 12,
2016 when a series of tube counters were deployed. Key findings include:


Vehicle volume over the bridge is 76% of the volume at the entrances



Vehicle volumes between the entrances are evenly distributed



Vehicle volumes at Spray Avenue and Mountain Avenue are evenly distributed



Cave Avenue volume is 13% of the volume over the Bridge



Bow Falls Avenue volume is 40% of Spray Avenue volume and 18% of the volume over
the bridge.



29% of the vehicles passing between the Parks admin building on Mountain Avenue and
the counter at the town boundary disburse on to residential streets
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Date

Day of Main Ent
week

12/08/2015
14/08/2015
15/08/2015
16/08/2015
17/08/2015
18/08/2015

Wed
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue

Total
Avg

Vehicles per day (two-way counts)
North of Bridge
Bridge
Tunnel
Tunnel
St Julien
Tunnel Surprise
Bridge
Mtn Rd Mtn Rd W Rd S of Mtn Dr N Corner
RMR
of Hidden Wolverine
of St
Ridge Wy
St
Julien Wy

South of Bridge
Cave Ave Spray Ave Bow Falls Admin Parks Mtn
Ave
Gds Mtn
Ave
Ave

7832
7901
8045
8088
7598
7685

3351
3175
2956
3156
3066
3240

7812
7771
7558
7645
8183
7976

5359
5404
5520
5644
5706
5563

13,821

47,149

18,944

46,945

33,196

2,304

7,858

3,157

7,824

5,533

24,390
24,691
22,641
24,065
23,126
23,323

2,479
2,791
2,158
2,255
1,983
1,885

5,103
4,889
5,007
4,574
4,520
4,389

1,339
1,456
958
1,043
1,246
1,234

805
725
594
673
627
638

1,707
1,765
1,579
1,717
1,996
1,797

18,082
17,393
18,632
18,323
17,953
17,546

2,291
2,259
2,469
2,489
2,148
2,165

142,236

13,551

28,482

7,276

4,062

10,561

107,929

23,706

2,259

4,747

1,213

677

1,760

17,988
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2.2

DESIRED ‘ACCEPTABLE’ CONGESTION LEVELS

Council, through the four-year Strategic Plan, have set outcomes to reduce the number of days
with traffic wait times over 30 minutes to zero by 2018 and to maintain, in the long term, travel
time delays of less than 15 minutes. Actions taken to mitigate congestion delays have been
demonstrably successful, however, in spite of these actions, significant delays still occur. In 2014,
a maximum delay of 1 hour 38 minutes was recorded on August 3, 2014 with vehicle volumes in
excess of 30,000 vpd entering the Town.
Delays of this magnitude are detrimental to the visitor and resident driving experience, as well as
goods movements and emergency response. In addition, reports from other towns and cities
have indicated that congestion can be a barrier to sustainable economic growth.

2.3

FORECAST FUTURE CONGESTION

Feedback from the private sector indicates that continued increases in visitor volumes are
anticipated and it is expected that traffic volumes will continue to increase in the coming years.
With this increase in visitation - and subsequently traffic volumes - the delays that are currently
experienced are likely to be present on more days of the year and are likely to intensify on days
which are currently busy.
Historical visitor information for the park between 2007 and 2015 was analyzed to determine the
previous rates of growth and project future growth. Figure 2.1 shows the trend in visitor counts
(obtained from Parks Canada) over the past eight years.

Figure 2.1 Visitors to Town of Banff since 2007

Banff Yearly Visitors
3,700,000
3,600,000
3,500,000
3,400,000
3,300,000
3,200,000
3,100,000
3,000,000
2,900,000
2,800,000
Visitors
2007/08

Visitors
2008/09

Visitors
2009/10

Visitors
2010/11

Visitors
2011/12

Visitors
2012/13

Visitors
2013/14

Visitors
2014/15
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For this study an average annual growth rate of 1.8% percent was used which represents the
average growth in visitor volume since 2008. Based on this assumed growth rate range, future
visits to the Town were forecast and are shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Potential future visitation to Banff

Visitor Growth Projections for Town of Banff
6,000,000

5,000,000

Visitors

4,000,000

3,000,000
1.8% Yearly Visitor Growth
2,000,000

1,000,000

0

Year
Utilizing monthly data available from the two entrances to the Town together with historical
growth data in visitation, vehicle projections were conducted in 5-year increments from 2015 to
2045 (i.e. 30 years future horizon). The table below shows the projected annual vehicle count
and visitation estimates using an average annual 1.8% growth rate the months for the future
horizons. 1.8% is used as the average annual growth rate and is adjusted seasonally - with
greater growth in June, September and the shoulder seasons to account for hotel and
campground occupancy being close to full in July and August.
The rate of 1.8% growth was used for the analysis so as to exclude outlier data and keep forecast
estimates conservative. It should be noted that growth in 2014 and 2015 was around 9% in each
year but, in the long term, the 1.8% average annual growth is a conservative estimate
appropriate to this level of study. The town should consider higher growth rates in the short term
when planning for events such as free access to the National Park in 2017.
Correlations between monthly vehicle volumes on Mountain Avenue and predicted volume
over the bridge were then used to determine which months of the year congestion along this
corridor could be expected (when bridge volume exceeds 18,000vpd). In this way, a monthly
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model looking at the months that can be expected to have significant delays occur over the
bridge was created.
The results of the model for the base case (1.8% growth rate and no action taken) is shown in the
figure below.

Projected vehicle growth and congestion impacts:

As shown, for the next 5 years, these calculations show that congestion will remain in the July
and August months. After the 10-year horizon, however, this spreads to the shoulder months of
summer, eventually expanding to eight to nine months of the year at the 25- and 30-year horizon
with no action taken.
Without intervention, the desired travel times will not be met and the capacity of the road
system will be a limiting factor in accommodating future visitation growth. The principal goal of
this report is to compare a number of options for accommodating future visitor growth against a
common set of criteria.
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3.0

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Without action congestion delays are expected to increase in both severity and frequency;
Banff’s road capacity is finite and, given that the vast majority of visitors arrive in a personal
vehicle, action must be taken to solve the issues caused by increasing vehicles (and not
necessarily visitors per se) on the road system. This plan has been developed to investigate the
potential solutions of:


expanding the road capacity by building additional road infrastructure



moving people by mass transit (either conventional or aerial)

In all solutions intercept parking is required maximize the success of investments as described
below.

3.1

PARK AND RIDE LOTS / MOBILITY HUBS

Intercept parking is commonly used throughout Europe, in North American cities and at many
destinations where space to accommodate vehicles is not readily available downtown or at the
attraction; or where the presence of vehicles would undermine the visitor experience at the
destination.
By providing a safe and inviting place for visitors to park their vehicles outside the destination
and by providing (usually free or low cost) transit to the destination, the character of the
destination can be retained and visitor experience can be enhanced as visitors are removed
from congestion and are guided to and around the destination on convenient mass transit.
Analysis completed for this study and the 2013 Transportation Master Plan has demonstrated that
the roadway capacity is exceeded at peak times in Banff; intercept parking has been
recommended since 1992 in the Downtown Enhancement plan and is logical given that:


vehicle volumes are expected to continue to increase and



the road system capacity is finite.

In order for potential intercept lots to be successful - particularly in the context of visitor
experience - the choice to use these lots needs to be the most attractive option for visitors.
Experience from other destinations indicates that, in order to establish intercept parking and
mass transit as the most attractive option, a mixture of incentives to use the lots and disincentives
to driving is beneficial. The notion of creating a transportation hub and gateway to town where
“the experience starts here” will be important to consider when developing intercept parking methods to encourage the use of the lots whilst enhancing visitor experience should be carefully
considered. Incentives may include:
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Safe, free and easily-accessible parking; well sign posted with real-time parking
occupancy counts



Displays of available parking stall occupancy downtown and at the attractions so visitors
can make informed choices for their travel plans



Free or low-cost transit to downtown – clean, affordable, frequent service with no need
to consult a schedule.



Available services at the intercept parking lots – bike rental, visitor information etc.



Clear orientation to the town and surrounding areas – walking maps, destinations, how to
move on transit etc.



Transit priority lanes in town to reduce or eliminate delays currently experienced by the
Roam system.



Clear & defined integration between the intercept parking lots and the trail system.

Given Banff’s visitor-based economy, incentives to use the lots will be important to emphasize
but disincentives to driving downtown should also be considered. These could include:


User-pay parking at premium locations in the downtown core and at popular attractions



Displays of current vehicle delay times downtown

It should be noted that, for all of the transportation options presented in this report, intercept
parking is required for the success of the option - while the options all can be constructed and
operated without intercept parking, the system effectiveness is greatly reduced without
intercept parking. Given the finite capacity of the road system, intercept parking –
implemented in combination with incentives and disincentives to ensure that the lots are well
used – should be considered a pre-requisite for all of the options in the following sections.

3.1.1

Intercept Parking Size

Congestion occurs in Banff when the volume of vehicles moving around the system exceeds the
system capacity. For the purpose of this study a vehicle volume of 18,000 vpd over the Bow
River Bridge was considered as the congestion threshold and a model was developed to
estimate monthly vehicle volume increases over time. The intercept parking lot demand was
calculated by comparing monthly vehicle volume growth over time to the congestion threshold
(how many vehicles would need to be removed from the system in order to solve congestion).
The table below assumes a parking stall turn-over of 4 turns per stall per day (consistent with
data gathered through license plate recognition studies on 2014 and 2015) and shows the
maximum stalls required in five year increments.
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Intercept lot stall requirements:

As shown, in the near term around 1,000 stalls would be required – increasing to around 2,000
stalls by 2045. Seasonal operation of the intercept parking lots would be possible - operation of
the lots and associated transit would be required for around 4 months by 2020 and by up to 9
months by 2045.
Given the availability of intercept parking at the Fenlands it would be possible to trial intercept
parking in the short term in order to verify these estimates and to determine the effectiveness of
initiatives such as real-time parking stall availability counters (installed in June 2016) and transit
service (to be included with a Green TRIP funding application in August 2016)
Entrance counters at the main entrances to town have shown that the volume of vehicles
entering and exiting the town is evenly distributed between the two entrances and therefore it is
recommended that both entrances should be considered for an even initial distribution of
parking – around 500 stalls along Norquay road and around 500 stalls along Banff Avenue.
Exact locations will need to be examined in greater detail but two potential options are
Fenlands and Elkwood Lands (shown below for illustrative purposes only).
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Potential intercept parking locations:

Conceptual Elk Woods site on Banff Avenue:

Currently, the Fenlands site has 138 stalls in the main lot and 71 stalls in an overflow lot, providing
209 stalls total. These stalls are underutilized during the peak summer months at this time and it is
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possible that they be used as they currently exist for a trial of the intercept lot concept and then
expanded when required. The image below shows the location and orientation of a potential
intercept parking lot at the Fenlands site.

Conceptual Fenlands site on Norquay Road:
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3.1.2

Intercept Lot Cost

For both intercept sites, surface parking costs of $7,000 per stall was used - this is higher than
would be typically expected in an urban environment but - given the environmental constraints
and limited information regarding ground conditions - this estimate was deemed appropriate for
this level of study.
Capital costs for the construction of the 2 lots are shown in the table below.

Intercept parking capital costs:

Operation of the transit system to serve the lots would not be required year-round and the table
below illustrates transit operating costs for a system of 4 buses shuttling from the lots to
downtown - operating 18 hours a day, every day, in the months when congestion would be
likely with no action taken. Adjustments to schedule and operating hours would be possible and
could vary based on ridership.
The model assumes that - in order to promote intercept parking as the most attractive option free transit would be supplied (and hence no fare revenue generated) for this portion of the
transit service.

Intercept parking transit service operating costs

In summary:
 Intercept parking is recommended to be implemented in conjunction will all potential
congestion mitigation solutions
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Around 500 stalls are required at each entrance to town (with up to 1,000 stalls per
entrance by 2045)



Intercept parking should be evenly distributed between the two entrances



Capital costs for the construction of the lots are in the order of $5.5M (assuming the
expansion of the Fenlands lot as the option for Norquay Road)



Operating costs are around $1M per year, rising to around $2.7M per year by 2045



A trial of the intercept lot concept is possible using existing stalls in the Fenlands lot (which
are under-utilized during the busy summer months)
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3.2

OPTIONS CONSIDERED FOR CONGESTION MITIGATION

For this project, in addition to the required intercept parking described above, two basic
concepts have been considered as options to reduce congestion over the Bow River Bridge;
these are:


Increasing the ability to move vehicles by expanding the road capacity – i.e. building
additional road infrastructure



Increasing the ability to move people by enhancing mass transit options.

The people movement concept is further divided into options to:


enhance the existing Roam system



explore aerial transit

3.3

EXPANDING ROAD CAPACITY

The conventional solution to traffic congestion is to widen roads and build more of them to allow
for increased throughput to the desired locations. Upon review of the existing roads, widening of
select travel lanes is possible through the removal or displacement of on-street parking. This
solution is, however, limited by the approach to the existing three lane Bow River bridge, where
widening would be extremely difficult and costly due to the age and historical significance of
the bridge.
This option is further limited by modeling carried out in the 2013 Transportation Master Plan and
through onsite observations. This analysis has demonstrated that the Buffalo Street and Banff
Avenue intersection is beyond capacity and widening the Bow River Bridge would have minimal
effects as traffic movements are constrained by this intersection’s capacity. Additional analysis
was conducted by Bunt & Associates in 2016 and is attached in Appendix 1. This analysis
determined that:
“a localized improvement at Buffalo Street will not substantially reduce driver wait times or
vehicle queuing on Banff Avenue and would simply shift the problem downstream to Caribou
Street or elsewhere in the road network because the downstream network is full.”
The road network is finite and at capacity - in order to increase the vehicle-carrying capacity of
the road network new infrastructure would need to be built.

3.3.1

Roadway options considered

A number of potential roadway options were considered to address congestion over the Bow
River Bridge; these were developed in the spirit of trying to seek an optimal solution using
infrastructure suited primarily for vehicular movement and are outlined below:
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Option 1 - Adding a lane across the existing Bow River Bridge
Description: Narrow existing sidewalks from 2.8m to around 1.2m, add barriers, add 4th lane.

Advantages:


Could be used for transit



Lower cost compared to construction of new bridge

Disadvantages:


Significantly reduces sidewalk widths across the structure



Constrains turning movements onto the bridge



Implications of construction on the historic structure



Erosion of the pedestrian experience (around 7,000 pedestrian crossings per day in July
and August 2015)



Minimal relief of congestion due to restriction at Buffalo Street & Banff Avenue
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Option 2 – Banff Avenue couplet
Description: Creation of a one-way system around Banff Avenue & Lynx/Bear Streets.

Advantages:


Simplifies wayfinding for visitors



Could be phased into short term and long term if future bridge is required

Disadvantages:


Does not provide direct service to Sulphur Mountain



Depending on direction, could give a different feel for entrance into Banff



Minimal relief of congestion since Spray and Mountain Ave remain unchanged



Traffic flow impacts
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Option 3 – Bridge at Buffalo Street across Bow River to Sundance Road
Description: Construct a new bridge as an extension of Buffalo Street; new road to Sundance
Road; connect to Cave Avenue.

Advantages:


Provides alternate route for crossing the river



Can reduce cost and environmental impacts of 1984 by-pass option (below) by tying
back to existing road network at Sundance Road

Disadvantages:


New bridge location may be too close to the existing bridge to divert traffic



Does not provide direct access to Sulphur Mountain



Increased vehicle activity and congestion on Buffalo Street to Cave Avenue



Increased traffic issues at south end of bridge to access new connection



Exacerbates congestion issues already occurring on Cave Avenue



Minimal congestion relief – may cause more congestion at Cave Avenue
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Option 4 – Bridge at Wolf Street across Bow River to Cave Avenue/ Mountain Avenue (1984
Roadway bypass Option)
Description: Construct a new bridge as an extension of Wolf Street, new road to Mountain
Avenue.

Advantages:


Can encourage more people to access Banff from Norquay Rd – divert traffic off Banff
Ave



Adds more direct connection to Cave & Basin

Disadvantages:


Environmental impacts in wetlands



Environmental impacts on Sulphur Mountain



Social and recreational impacts at Bow River, Recreational Grounds, Cave avenue and
Middle springs



Constructability and construction cost issues of significant retaining structures on Sulphur
Mountain
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The best option to bring forward that effectively reduces the congestion on Mountain Avenue is
the 1984 bypass option – this option was selected for further consideration and is expanded
upon below.

3.3.2

Detailed Investigation of Roadway Bypass Option

The roadway bypass option includes several changes on the west side of the Town to manage
the automobile congestion in the downtown, these changes are primarily focused towards
vehicle traffic and include:


Intersection modifications at Mountain Avenue and Lynx Street



Removal of some on-street parking stalls along Lynx street and Wolf Street to
accommodate proper turning movements



New bridge crossing at Wolf Street with a new bypass road to Mountain Avenue

Since this alignment was first identified (in a 1984 Parks Canada study) development has
occurred requiring an encroachment of the roadway further into the side of Sulphur Mountain –
exacerbating already significant grade issues.
Additionally, the ecology of the area has since been better understood and attitudes towards
the preservation of the natural environment have evolved. A significant consideration with this
option is the environmental impact.
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Environmental issues identified for this option during construction are provided below, together
with a high-level assessment of its level of impact.

Environmental impacts in construction:
Environmental Impact During Construction

High-level Assessment of Impact

Sensitivity of valley bottom

Significant

Aquatic impacts (e.g. run-off, sedimentation,
contamination)

Significant

Built-up infrastructure on flood plain

Moderate

Sensitivity of Banff Spring Snail habitat

Significant

Similar to the issues during construction, environmental issues were identified during operation, as
shown in the table below.

Environmental impacts in operation:
Environmental Impact During Operation

High-level Assessment of Impact

Sensitivity of valley bottom

Significant

Aquatic impacts (e.g. run-off, contamination,
disturbance to natural movement and
spawning of fish)

Slight

Built-up infrastructure on flood plain

Significant

Sensitivity of Banff Spring Snail habitat

Significant
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3.3.3

Congestion Relief

The congestion impacts for this option were determined based on the existing performance of
the Bow River Bridge (i.e. daily capacity of 18,000 vehicles per day). With this new roadway
connection in place, the capacity of the roadway network to the Mountain Avenue destinations
effectively doubles from two travel lanes to four travel lanes. Therefore, a capacity of around
18,000 vpd could be expected on the 1984 bypass option. The table below illustrates, at peak,
how many vehicles per day need to be diverted away from the Bow River Bridge in order to
resolve congestion.

Long term congestion impacts with no action taken:

As shown above in none of the planning scenarios do the volumes exceed the theoretical
capacity of the roadway bypass of 18,000 vehicles per day and, as such, it is expected that this
option would alleviate congestion until at least the 30 year horizon. However no allowance is
made for the induced demand that is commonly seen with road capacity increases (i.e.
increasing capacity leads to increased volume). Additional parking at the Sulphur Mountain
parking lots would be required the road bypass option were to be considered further.
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3.3.4

Capital cost

The bypass option is anticipated to cost approximately $130 million in capital construction costs,
assuming a breakdown of costs as outlined below

Roadway Bypass construction costs:
Item

Assumed Cost

Assumptions

New Bridge Construction at
Wolf Street

$55,000,000

Dimensions 130m x 16.5m which
accounts for 3 - 3.5m lanes and 3m for
pathways on either side.

Roadway Construction (Flood
Plain)

$11,000,000

700m of two lane road with multi use
pathways elevated above flood levels

Roadway Construction
(Sulphur Mountain)

$27,000,000

1.6 km of two lane road with gravel
shoulder, grade accommodation (e.g.
switch backs), retaining walls, sub base,
environmental mitigation, drainage, and
owner costs

Design Contingency

$18,600,000

20% of sub-total

Construction Contingency

$18,600,000

20% of sub-total

Total

$ 130,200,000
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3.3.5

Operating cost

Item

Assumed Cost

Assumptions

Cost of Borrowing (for first 30
years) and amortization

$6,400,000

Borrowing assumed for full project cost.
Ministerial approval would be required as
the borrowing would exceed current
borrowing capacity

Roadway maintenance

$48,000

$10,000 per lane km per year, 2 lanes,
2.4km

Snow and ice removal

$6,000

$2,500 per lane km per year

Total

$ 6,454,000
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3.3.6

Alignment with Banff Community Plan Goals and Objectives

It is important to assess long-term transportation decisions against the goals and objectives that
have been established by Council and the community. Using the goals and objectives from the
Banff Community Plan, the roadway option was evaluated based on a relative rating (e.g.
strong, moderate, slight, or negative support) of how it meets relevant goals or objectives.

Alignment with the Banff Community Plan:
Banff Community Plan Goal and Objective

Ability of option to
meet Goal or
Objective

Transportation
Goals

Provide a transportation system that encourages and
complements pedestrian movement and cycling.

Slight

Provide a transportation system that enhances
resident and visitor experience.

Strong

Encourage the integration of local and regional
transportation of people and goods.

Strong

Provide a transportation system that is economically
and environmentally sustainable.
Increase opportunities for residents and visitors to use
non-vehicular modes of transportation.

Negative

Make transit services more convenient and
comfortable.

Slight

Reduce and manage traffic volume and parking
needs downtown.

Strong

Increase parking facilities to accommodate day
visitors and commuters.

Not applicable

Improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and enjoyment
by creating a defined and continuous system of
pathways throughout town.

Slight
(bridge to include
pathway elements)

Transportation
Objectives

3.3.7

Negative

Summary

Impacts associated with this option related to the ecological and topographical aspects of this
option are considerable. With its high cost and ecological impacts, notwithstanding its
anticipated effectiveness, this option should not be considered further.
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3.4

AERIAL TRANSIT

Aerial transit systems are designed to alleviate traffic congestion by providing grade-separated
travel corridors which are not subject to congestion arising from capacity constraints and user
conflicts that commonly occur with at-grade solutions (such as building new roads, street cars or
conventional transit).
Experience from other aerial transit systems demonstrates that aerial transit is also a visitor
experience in itself that - through fare revenue collection - can generate income to help offset
or eliminate net operating costs and tax burden.
Examples of some aerial transit systems currently in operation are summarized below:


Telluride's gondola system provides free transportation between the Mountain Village
and the town of Telluride. The system was originally built to help improve air quality while
expanding the ski area and now transports 2.6 million visitors annually. The 900 people
per hour per direction capacity is equivalent to the capacity of eighteen 50-passenger
buses; travel time on the system is around 13 minutes – vs around 30 to 90 minutes on the
8-mile drive.
Construction costs were $16 million and revenues to support the operational cost - which
exceeds $3.5 million annually and requires over 82,000 man-hours - are realized from a
number of sources with the majority of funding from the Telluride Mountain Village
Owners Association.
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In Portland an aerial tramway connects the city’s largest employer – the Oregon Health
and Science University – to a nearby street car station. The upper facility has
considerable space constraints and parking is not readily available. By connecting the
lower station where parking is available, the tramway effectively incorporates the lower
land at the lower station into the facility. Further, since transit services are available to
the lower station, the tramway allows commuters to choose transit from early in their
journey. The system carries 1.3 million passengers per year with a fare of $4.55; 200,000
riders per year ride the system as an attraction - rather than as a connection with the
OHSU. The service reports that:
”OHSU provided $40 million of the $57 million construction cost of the Tram. In comparison, 1
mile of an urban 4 lane freeway costs between $60 million to $300 million.”



In Medellin, Colombia, an aerial transit system was originally built to connect the diverse
and poorly-connected communities around the city’s central districts. Prior to the
gondola, commutes were in excess of 2 hours; with the aerial transit system travel time
between communities is often on the order of 10 minutes.



In New York, the Roosevelt Island tramway provides a direct connection between
Roosevelt Island and Midtown Manhattan. The same destinations are connected by
using the MTA subway (F train). By surface, the commute time between these two
locations is highly variable and can be expected to range between 30 and 75 minutes;
aerial transit time is less than 10 minutes.
Key statistics for a variety of systems are provided in the table below:
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System statistics:
System

Length
(Km)

Year
built

Number of
stations

Capacity
pphpd

Daily
Ridership

Annual
Ridership

Construction
cost

Fare
(one-way)

Operating
cost

Telluride
(Colorado)

5

1996

4

900

7,000

2,600,000

$16,000,000

Free

$5.1M

Roosevelt island
tram (New York)

1

(rebuilt
2010)

2

1,000

6,400

2,400,000

$25,000,000

$2.75

$3.9M

Portland Aerial
Tram (Oregon)

1

2007

2

980

3,800

1,350,000

$57,000,000

$4.55

$2.7M

1976

$9.4M

Emirates Air Line
(London)

1.1

2012

2

2,500

25,000

1,600,000

$90,000,000

$8.00

offset by $10.6M
in generated
revenue

Medellin Line J
(Columbia)

2.6

2008

4

3,000

15,000

5,000,000

$50,000,000

$1.00

N/A

1.8

2010

5

1,500

5,000

2,800,000

$21,000,000

$1.00

N/A

1.6

2009

3

1,500

6,000

5,000,000

$14,700,000

$1.00

N/A

Caracas Metrocable
(Venezuela)
Tlemcen
(Algeria)
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The principal goal of an aerial transit system is to become the preferred choice of transportation
by providing a system which is consistent with the way that people prefer to travel.
Aerial transit systems are not constrained to existing road alignments and so the principal
advantages include predictable travel times and high frequency (approximately every 30
seconds). In the case of an aerial transit system the cabin spacing is such that there is no need
for the user to be concerned about schedule since the next cabin is usually within sight – both
frequency and on-time-performance are removed as potential barriers with aerial transit
systems.
Aerial transit systems are also able to provide personal space – the lack of which being a
potential barrier to the use of conventional transit systems. With frequent cabins comes the
ability for system users to wait for their own travelling space if desired.
New aerial transit systems are currently being
considered in a number of North American cities
including San Diego, Toronto (see image opposite),
Washington DC and Chicago.
A number of factors contribute towards aerial
transit as a mass transportation option for Banff
including:

Banff’s topography – a mountainous
environment and the need for new bridges to
support infrastructure exponentially increases the
costs of new surface options such as roads or street
cars but is conducive to aerial transit construction.
The weight of downloading passengers can also
help to offset electrical operating costs.

The compact nature of the community and
high visitor density – relatively short runs can
minimize capital costs; high potential ridership can
offset or eliminate operating loss and required tax
support.


Familiarity with aerial transit systems through proximity to the ski industry.
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3.4.1

Alignments considered

Visual impact is a principal consideration for all aerial transit systems and, for the examination of
aerial transit as a concept for Banff, the following factors must be carefully considered:


The alignment should not travel over private property



The alignment should minimize, to the greatest extent possible, visual impacts from
residences and principal viewpoints



The alignment should connect to the principal visitor destinations of Downtown, The Banff
Springs and the Sulphur Mountain Gondola/Hot Springs



The alignment should avoid, if possible, the visual intrusion of a crossing of Banff Avenue

Although aerial transit’s flexibility offers some routing options not available to other modes, the
potential impact of opening new travel ways should not be taken lightly. A number of potential
aerial transit routes were considered as shown below:
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Option 1 - Direct to Intercept Lot
Description – connects Fenlands intercept parking lot with Rec Grounds, Central park, Banff
Centre, Banff Springs Hotel and Gondola Hot Springs. 7 stations, 5km

Advantages:





Direct connection to intercept lot
Proximal connection to other regional transit services (potentially Norquay gondola)
Connects principal visitor attractions
Transit shuttle from Fenlands lot not required

Disadvantages:




Environmental concern with location of turn station near recreational grounds
7 turning/boarding stations required
Two crossings of Bow River – visual impacts from central park, Bow Avenue, Rec grounds, Bow Falls,
Banff Avenue
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Option 2 – Direct to Downtown
Description – Connects Downtown with Tunnel Mountain trailhead, Banff Centre, Banff Springs
Hotel and Gondola Hot Springs. 5 stations, 3,9km

Advantages:



Connects principal visitor destinations
Shorter alignment and fewer stations than option 1

Disadvantages:



Visual impacts along Wolf Street and at the crossing of the Bow River
Transit shuttle service required from intercept lots
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Option 3 – Direct to Downtown and both intercept lots
Description – Connects Downtown with Tunnel Mountain trailhead, Banff Centre, Banff Springs
Hotel, Gondola Hot Springs and both intercept lots (locations to be confirmed). 7 stations, 5.8km

Advantages:



Connects principal visitor destinations
Direct connection to both intercept lots

Disadvantages:




Visual impacts along Wolf Street and at the crossing of the Bow River
Increased capital costs over option 2
Visual impacts along intercept lot spurs
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For the purpose of this study the direct to downtown alignment (option 2) has been selected as
the best compromise to achieve the goals of connecting downtown and principal visitor
attractions whilst minimizing cost and visual impact. Options 1 and 3 are also viable potential
alignments and, if aerial transit is to be pursued further, then detailed consideration of these and
other alignments should be undertaken – including public consultation and detailed input from
regulatory bodies including Parks Canada.

3.4.2

Detailed Investigation of Option 2

This option would include the
construction of a new aerial transit
system with stations situated:
1. Downtown on Wolf Street,
just south of the high school.
This could also be the site of
a transit hub with
connections from Canmore,
Banff Local routes, the
intercept lots and,
potentially, Roam service to
Lake Louise and other
attractions outside the
townsite.
2. At the tunnel Mountain
Trailhead. Though not a
principal visitor destination,
the station could be set up
to allow boardings. A
station is also required here
in order to make the turn
towards the attractions on
the south side of the river
without passing over
residential neighborhoods.
3. At the Banff Centre – a
station here could help to
connect the Banff Centre to
downtown and may alleviate congestion during performances and the Mountain Film
festival. The station is also required in order to make the turn towards the attractions on
the South side of the river without passing over residential neighborhoods.
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4. At the Banff Springs hotel – proximate to the existing soccer field/overflow parking with
walking access to the hotel itself.
5. At the Sulphur Mountain Gondola/Hot springs where the service would terminate.
Along Wolf Street the
system would require
towers in the parking
lane along the north
side of the street.
Approximately one
parking space in each
block east of Beaver
Street may need to be
removed to make room
for the towers.
To make room for the
station near the corner
of Wolf and Banff
Avenue, the traffic on
Wolf may need to be
realigned or the station
elevated.
The aerial transit cabins would be above the street and sidewalk along Wolf Street - outside the
property line as shown in the image above. In this conceptual alignment impacts to the
residents on Wolf Street are considerable and public feedback would need to be carefully
considered if this alignment were to be selected for further study.
From Tunnel Mountain Road, the conceptual alignment continues to a station at the Banff
Centre near the Eric Harvie Theatre. The line would cross the Bow River about 300 metres
upstream of the crest of Bow Falls. The cabins will be about 12 metres above the river at the
crossing.
The station for the Banff Springs Hotel could be above the parking lot on the west side of the
hotel. From this point the direct route to the Sulphur Mountain site is the longest leg of the system
direct to the parking lot for the Sulphur Mountain Gondola and the Banff Upper Hot Springs.
Alternative deviations to the route are possible including:
1. Addition of a 6th station on Mountain Avenue in order to follow the existing alignment of
the Mountain Avenue roadway - reducing environmental disturbance. This alternate
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route would require an angle station and would increase costs by the order of $10M. This
option could be pursued further if aerial transit is to be considered as a concept.
2. Re-locate of the downtown station from the Wolf Street/Banff Ave intersection to the
Wolf Street/Muskrat Street intersection and add a section from the Fenlands intercept lot,
along Elk Street to the Wolf/Muskrat station downtown.
This option places the downtown station 2 blocks (around 250 metres) from Banff
Avenue, increases residential impacts and may have (depending on the location of
proposed intercept parking) complications arising from a required crossing of the CP
tracks. This option could be pursued further if aerial transit is to be considered as a
concept.
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The content found within this report is high-level in nature and further study would be required to
refine cost estimates and alignment. In addition, it is expected that significant public
consultation would be required as well as further collaboration with Parks Canada if the concept
is to be considered further.
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3.4.2.1 Environmental impacts in construction
Typical aerial transit construction involves the off-site manufacture of the various mechanical
components which are later placed on completed foundations. The rope and cabins are
supported by towers along the alignment and the typical infrastructure work involves a number
of foundations for towers as well as the completed station locations. The construction effort is
generally limited to a number of tower locations along the alignment rather than as a
continuous linear disturbance of the entire alignment. In some cases however it may be
necessary or desirable to clear a continuous path below the aerial transit alignment for access.
If the concept of aerial transit were to be further pursued then the concepts of:


keeping the cabins as low as possible in order to minimize visual impact and



raising the cabins above the tree canopy in order to minimize tree removal

should be considered in greater depth.
The key issues identified for this option are provided in the table below, together with a high-level
assessment of its level of impact.

Environmental impacts in construction:
Environmental Impact During Construction

High-level Assessment of Impact

Construction of stations and turning stations

Moderate

Construction of towers

Slight/Significant

For this option, air rights will be required at a number of areas along the line. Navigating the
regulatory requirements and the interaction that this type of transit service has with adjacent
properties and structures would need to be addressed in a comprehensive feasibility design
study if aerial transit as a concept is to be pursued further.

3.4.2.2 Environmental impacts in operation
During normal operation the system operates entirely on utility power. For the contemplated
system, an estimate of the average running power consumption is on the order of 500 kW.
Between towers, there is virtually no noise associated with aerial transit operation as there are no
moving parts. At the towers, the noise produced is limited to the interaction between the rope
and carrier with the tower running sheaves (wheels). At stations, the noise produced by the
system is generated as the carriers arrive, disengage from the rope, open and close doors,
reengage to the rope and accelerate. This noise is typically much less than the normal
operation of conventional buses at any bus stop and can be mitigated further through station
design.
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The key issues identified for this option are provided in the table below, together with a high-level
assessment of its level of impact.

Environmental impacts in operation
Environmental Impact During operation

High-level Assessment of Impact

Visual obstructions

Significant

Noise and Vibration

Moderate

Ground-level disturbance

Slight

Aerial transit systems are required to have stand-by power systems in the event of system
mechanical problems or utility power failure. Current practice is typically to use internal
combustion engines and generators for stand-by power. The engines are rated for emissions
control and typical operation is for less than 200 hours per year.
Assuming the alignment generally parallels and uses existing rights-of-way the integration would
be technically relatively simple. Allowances have been made in the budget numbers provided
for stations to be designed and built to meet the Banff Design Guidelines and for mitigating
environmental and visual impacts which are key considerations with the concept.

3.4.2.3 Visual impact
Perhaps the most contentious element of the aerial transit option is the visual intrusion and the
concept images below have been developed for some key vantage points in order to help
demonstrate the potential impact the aerial transit system could have on the visual landscape.
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3.4.3

Impact on Congestion & Capacity Assessment

As described earlier a vehicle volume and congestion model has been developed in order to
predict how congestion is likely to increase with time if no action is taken. As shown in the table
below, at present the road system capacity is exceeded - and congestion regularly occurs - for
2 months per year. In order to resolve congestion, around 7,400 vehicles per day would need to
be removed from the road system at the Bow River Bridge. At the 30 year horizon 9 months of
congestion are predicted and around 16,000 vehicles per day would need to be removed from
the bridge to resolve congestion.

The effects of implementing aerial transit have been calculated using the model by:


Establishing monthly volumes at the Bow River Bridge



Calculating the number of vehicles that would need to be removed from the bridge in
order to reduce volume below the congestion threshold (of 18,000)



Converting this number of vehicles to a person count – using data from Parks Canada
gate counts to establish the average number of people per vehicle



Assuming that vehicles in excess of the threshold could be parked in intercept lots and
that aerial transit would take the vehicle occupants to and from their destinations –
removing vehicle volume from the bridge



Calculating generated revenue (assuming $6 one-way average fare)



Deducting operating costs - which include the costs of labour, power, routine
maintenance and all other costs to run the system as well as the cost of borrowing to full
capital cost (assumed over 30 years)



Calculating net revenue for the given ridership scenario



Confirming if - given the proposed aerial transit ridership scenario - congestion is resolved.
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The outputs from the model are shown in the table below and summarized as follows:
Scenario 1 assumes a $6 average fare (one way) and that aerial transit carries all volume over
the congestion threshold. Under this scenario the system would carry 1.4 million riders per year,
would use 23% of the aerial transit system capacity and would achieve a 24% share of journeys
over the bridge. The system could be revenue-positive from 5 years – generating revenue after
2020 which could be used to offset the costs of intercept parking or for improving other
sustainable transportation systems.
Scenario 2 assumes the same fare but that ridership targets are under-achieved by 20% carrying 1.1 million riders in the short term. In this scenario congestion (peak volume over the
congestion threshold) is mitigated from 41% (with no action taken) to 6% over the congestion in
the short term and from 90% (with no action taken) to16% over the threshold by 2045. Under this
scenario the system would be revenue positive after 15 years.
Currently the share of people travelling over the bridge on the Roam transit system and Brewster
shuttle combined is around 4% of the total vehicle crossings; the Sulphur mountain gondola
carried 536,000 in 2013.
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Scenario 1 - $6 fare, assume aerial transit system carries all volume over threshold

Result - Congestion solved for long term, revenue positive from 5 years

Scenario 2 - $6 fare, assume aerial transit system ridership targets under-achieved by 20%

Result - Congestion mitigated, revenue positive from 15 years
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All revenues and costs are in 2015 dollars – inflation of both revenues and expenses would occur over time
Congestion threshold over bridge is 18,000 vehicles per day - calibrated to August 2015 tube counts
1.8% annual increase assumed for vehicle volumes and visitor numbers
Ride fare is applied each direction
No allowance for induced demand
Capital costs are $66M from Engineering Specialties Group - includes allowance for stations to meet Banff Design Guidelines and
contingency.
August tube counts have been used to calibrate Bridge, Spray Ave and Mountain Ave volumes
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3.4.4

Costs & revenues

3.4.4.1 Capital cost
With the proposed configuration a capital cost expectation is $55 M. This includes $40 M for the
system components and $15 M for the stations. This high-level estimate is based on a
monocable detachable gondola system (similar to the systems at Sunshine Village and Lake
Louise); assuming a contingency of 20%, the capital cost would be approximately $66 M. This is
approximately $13 M per km - which is consistent with the per-km costs of the systems described
earlier. This value should be considered a place-holder for this initial consideration of the aerial
transit as a concept. A more fulsome analysis of capital costs would be required if the concept
is to be pursued further.

3.4.4.2 Operating cost and revenue
Annual operating costs over the life of the system would be expected to be around $5.8 M
annually in 2016 dollars. This is consistent with a common heuristic of 10% of the capital cost – in
line with comparable systems described earlier.
The costs of the system on a yearly basis is provided below:
Aerial transit annual operating cost
Periodic replacements – rope and mechanical

$5,800,000
$250,000

Loan repayment (3%) + Amortization

$3,351,932

Total Operating Costs

$9,401,932

Operating revenues depend heavily on the ridership and the fee charged. For the purpose of
the study a fare of $6 per full system ride (one way) has been assumed in the planning scenarios.
In comparison, the gondola attraction on Sulphur Mountain is $40 per adult rider, but the Roam
transit service is $5 daily or $2 for a single fare.
It should be noted that the primary goal of the model is to establish whether an aerial transit
solution would be capable of alleviating congestion in the long term - assuming an average
growth rate of 1.8% for the next 30 years.
Ridership estimates, then, are derived from vehicle volumes over the threshold and no
allowance is made in the model for induced demand or ridership from vehicle volume under the
threshold – which may increase ridership in the short to medium term.
Similarly no allowance has been made for long term capacity limitations – such has hotel room
availability & highway capacity – which may limit ridership in the long term.
The analysis demonstrates that, as a concept, aerial transit provides a source of revenue which
can offset or eliminate operating costs; and that aerial transit has the ridership capacity to
alleviate congestion in the long term.
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3.4.5

Alignment with Banff Community Plan Goals and Objectives

Using the goals and objectives from the Banff Community Plan, the aerial transit option was
evaluated based on a relative rating (e.g. strong, moderate, or slight supportive ability) of how it
meets relevant goals or objectives.

Table 3.1
Banff Community Plan Goal and Objective

Ability of option to
meet Goal or
Objective

Transportation
Goals

Provide a transportation system that encourages and
complements pedestrian movement and cycling.

Strong

Provide a transportation system that enhances
resident and visitor experience.

Strong

Encourage the integration of local and regional
transportation of people and goods.

Moderate

Provide a transportation system that is economically
and environmentally sustainable.
Increase opportunities for residents and visitors to use
non-vehicular modes of transportation.

Moderate

Make transit services more convenient and
comfortable.

Strong

Reduce and manage traffic volume and parking
needs downtown.

Strong

Increase parking facilities to accommodate day
visitors and commuters.

Moderate

Improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and enjoyment
by creating a defined and continuous system of
pathways throughout town.

Strong

Transportation
Objectives

Strong

As shown, this option performs strong and moderate on most of the relevant goals and
objectives. This is in large part due to the option adding a completely new transportation system
to the area, so its ability to move a large number of people, versus cars, is more in alignment
with Council objectives than other treatments.
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3.4.6

Summary

As stated in this section, aerial transit as a concept has the capacity to solve congestion issues
for the long term. In addition, the visitor experience that would be generated by this form of
transportation brings a revenue source that could offset or eliminate operating costs and
required tax support. It should be noted public and stakeholder engagement is of paramount
importance and that visual impacts and environmental considerations, among others, would
need to be examined in greater detail if this concept were to be pursued further.
Should the Town of Banff choose to further analyze the aerial transit option of the 2016 Banff
Long Term Transportation Plan, the following actions should be conducted at the next stage of
assessment:


Public and stakeholder engagement on the concept of aerial transit.



Conceptual Design Study to determine the most ideal of route alignments.



Preliminary Economic and Technical Assessment to the standards found within the
ropeway industry.



Comprehensive and robust costing of both capital and operations/maintenance
categories.



Discounted cash flow analysis of the system.



Comprehensive reference class ridership forecast benchmarked against comparable
systems.
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3.5

CONVENTIONAL TRANSIT

The Roam transit system moves around 600,000 riders per year on the local Banff service and with revenue generated from cash fares, passes and partner contributions – recovers of 72% of
its operating costs. On-time performance is in excess of 95% and the service has an excellent
reputation among visitors and residents alike. The 2015 Indexperience survey indicated that:


55% of respondents were aware of Roam Transit



23% of respondents used the service



Service met expectations for 97%

The service is managed by the Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission (BVRTSC) and is
a sound foundation upon which to develop transit within the townsite and throughout the Bow
Valley.
With a limited tax base and minimal Provincial or Federal funding, efforts to-date have been
focused on maintaining cost recovery with the result that transit is paid - in order to recover a
portion of operating costs. By contrast the alternative of driving a personal vehicle is - to a large
extent – free. The routes run with headways varying seasonally between 30 and 45 minutes.
Currently the Roam system and Brewster shuttle combined achieve around 4% share of the
vehicle trips over the Bow River Bridge; for congestion to be solved through mass transit – as
shown in the following sections - this share will need to be increased to around 29% in the short
term and 47% by 2045.
Elements of successful transit systems have a number of key features including:


“Walk-up” service (e.g. high frequencies)



Schedule adherence



Competitive travel times
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Low fares



Easy to understand and use routes



Safe and friendly service



Well-placed access points

These features should be incorporated into the proposed conventional transit option.
For the purpose of this study service enhancements on the existing routes are proposed and
tested in the vehicle volume and congestion model as outlined below.

3.5.1

Impact on congestion & capacity assessment

As described earlier a vehicle volume and congestion model has been developed in order to
predict how congestion is likely to increase with time if no action is taken. As shown in the table
below, at present the road system capacity is exceeded - and congestion regularly occurs - for
2 months per year. In order to resolve congestion, around 7,400 vehicles per day would need to
be removed from the road system at the Bow River Bridge. At the 30 year horizon 9 months of
congestion are predicted and around 16,000 vehicles per day would need to be removed from
the bridge to resolve congestion in the peak month.

The effects of improving the existing conventional transit system have been calculated using the
model by:


Establishing monthly volumes at the Bow River Bridge



Calculating the number of vehicles that would need to be removed from the bridge in
order to reduce volume below the congestion threshold (of 18,000)



Converting this number of vehicles to a person count – using data from Parks Canada to
establish the average number of people per vehicle
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Assuming that vehicles in excess of the threshold could be parked in intercept lots and
that transit would take the vehicle occupants, over the bridge, to and from their
destinations



Calculating the number of buses required to move the peak volumes required to solve
congestion



Calculating generated revenue (assuming $1.50 one-way average fare)



Deducting operating costs - which include the costs of operating the system,
incremental costs of bus storage and the cost of borrowing the full capital cost (assumed
over 18 years)



Calculating net revenue



Confirming if - given the proposed shift to conventional transit - congestion is resolved.

The outputs from the model are shown in the table below and summarized as follows:
Scenario 1 assumes communication and frequency increases such that buses run with a
minimum 15 minute headway; fares are unchanged at an average of $1.50 per trip and
ridership targets are met. Under this scenario congestion is resolved for the long term, 11
additional buses would be required in the short term, with an associated operating loss of
$367,000
Scenario 2 assumes communication and frequency increases such that buses run with a
minimum 15 minute headway; free transit is provided and ridership targets are met. Under this
scenario congestion is resolved for the long term, 8 additional buses would be required in the
short term, with an associated annual net operating loss of $1.4M
Scenario 3 assumes communication and frequency increases such that buses run with a
minimum 15 minute headway; fares are unchanged at an average of $1.50 per trip and
ridership targets are under-achieved by 20%. Under this scenario congestion is mitigated but
vehicle volumes still exceed the congestion threshold in the short and long term, 11 additional
buses would be required in the short term, with an associated annual net operating loss of
$698,000.
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Scenario 1 – Communication and headway increases, ridership targets met, fares unchanged

Result - Congestion solved for long term, tax subsidy required
Scenario 2 - Communication and headway increases, ridership targets met, free transit

Result - Congestion solved for long term, tax subsidy required
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Scenario 3 - Communication and headway increases, ridership targets under-achieved by 20%, fares unchanged

Result - Congestion improved but still over threshold, tax subsidy required

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All revenues and costs are in 2015 dollars – inflation of both revenues and expenses would occur over time
Congestion threshold over bridge is 18,000 vehicles per day - calibrated to August 2015 tube counts
1.8% annual increase assumed for vehicle volumes and visitor numbers
For communication and headway enhancements ridership per bus is 3 times current ridership per bus
For communication, headway and free transit ridership per bus is 4 times current ridership per bus
Bus numbers vary by month with enhanced service scaling as required during congested periods
August tube counts used to calibrate Bridge, Spray Ave and Mountain Ave volumes
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3.5.1.1 Environmental impacts in construction
The transit service option developed is consistent with how transit services are offered today, so
no conflicts with existing regulations are anticipated.

3.5.1.2 Environmental impacts in operation
Similar to the environmental issues during construction, no significant environmental impacts
were assumed during operation. This is primarily because this type of transit service already exists
and would essentially involve the change of headways or frequency of the transit service.

3.5.2

Alignment with Banff Community Plan Goals and Objectives

To supplement assumptions being made with respect to ridership and vehicle trip reductions, it is
also important to assess long-term transportation decisions against the goals and objectives that
have been established by Council and the community. Using the goals and objectives from the
Banff Community Plan, the roadway option was evaluated based on a relative rating (e.g.
strong, moderate, or slight supportive ability) of how it meets relevant goals or objectives.

Table 3.2
Banff Community Plan Goal and Objective

Ability of option to meet Goal or
Objective

Transportation
Goals

Provide a transportation system that
encourages and complements
pedestrian movement and cycling.

Moderate

Provide a transportation system that
enhances resident and visitor experience.

Strong

Encourage the integration of local and
regional transportation of people and
goods.

Strong

Provide a transportation system that is
economically and environmentally
sustainable.
Increase opportunities for residents and
visitors to use non-vehicular modes of
transportation.

Moderate

Make transit services more convenient
and comfortable.

Strong

Reduce and manage traffic volume and
parking needs downtown.

Moderate

Transportation
Objectives

Strong

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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Increase parking facilities to
accommodate day visitors and
commuters.

Moderate

Improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and
enjoyment by creating a defined and
continuous system of pathways
throughout town.

Slight

As shown, this option performs moderate to strong on most of the relevant goals and objectives.

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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4.0

CO2 EMMISSIONS

Data available on CO2 emissions varies widely as the calculation is dependent on a number of
factors including engine choice, fuel type, vehicle occupancy, terrain etc. Included below are
tables from a variety of sources which can be used to estimate a range for each of the potential
solutions:
Federal Environment ministry – Germany:

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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Future Travel – UK teaching resource:

European Cycling Federation

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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The examples above provide the following ranges:


Private vehicle – 140 to 229 g/person km



Conventional transit Bus – 80 to 186 g/person km

Data is less readily available for aerial transit systems but the Telluride system reports that:
“The Mountain Village gondola to Telluride is already a green machine: its existence
keeps cars off the road and prevents an estimated 45,000 tons of carbon dioxide in
vehicle emissions from entering the environment annually.”
Alphabet International GmbH – a provider of business mobility in Europe and Australia reports
that:
“The cable car is a practical and very environmentally friendly means of public transport:
whereas the average car produces 248 grams of CO2 per person, it is 27 grams for the
cable car.”
The aerial transit system selected in option 2 would generate around 59g/per person km in the
configuration proposed.
A range of values has been provided in the summary table as there are a number of variables
which can dramatically affect the emissions of each of the options.

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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5.0

SUMMARY

Without new interventions action congestion delays are expected to increase in both severity
and frequency; Banff’s road capacity is finite and, given that the vast majority of visitors arrive in
a personal vehicle, actions must be taken to solve the issues caused by the volume of vehicles
(and not necessarily the number of people) on the road system.
Assuming an average annual vehicle volume increase of 1.8% (consistent with the average
growth since 2008) then - with no action taken - 9 months of congestion are predicted by the
year 2045 with the congestion threshold being exceeded by 16,000 vehicles (90%) at peak.

The table below provides a high-level comparative assessment of options considered for the
long term alleviation of congestion:

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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Comparative assessment of each option:

Criteria

Intercept lots

Road bypass

Aerial transit

Conventional transit

Months of congestion in 2045

N/A

0

0 to 7

0 to 8

% over the congestion threshold by
2045

N/A

0

0 to 16%

0 to 18%

Environmental impacts in
construction

Moderate

Significant

Moderate

Slight

Environmental impacts in
operation

Moderate

Significant

Slight

Slight

Visual impacts

Moderate

Moderate

Significant

None

Alignment with Community Plan

Moderate

Negative

Moderate/Strong

Moderate/Strong

$5.5M

$130M

$66M

$8.4M (2015)
$2.3M additional every 5
years
- $21.6M by 2045

Operating revenue (subsidy) -2015

($1.0M)

($6.5M)

($1M) to ($3.8M)

($0.4M) to ($1.4M)

Operating revenue (subsidy) -2045

($2.7M)

($6.5M)

$15M to $27M

($0.4M) to ($6M)

Capital cost

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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Carbon dioxide emissions - Grams
per person km

N/A
Accommodates
increasing vehicles and
allows other initiatives to
be effective

140 to 229
Can resolve congestion
for long term (assuming
no induced demand)

Principal advantages

80 to 186

Mode is consistent with
travel choices frequency, on-timeperformance & personal
space

Scalable system, flexibility to
change routes if desired

Visitor experience can
generate revenue which
can offset or eliminate
operating costs and
required tax support
Requires space

Principal disadvantages

27 to 59

Inconsistent with
community plan goals

Visual impacts at Wolf
Street and Bow River

Perceived reduction in visitor
experience

Environmental impacts

Alignment outside the
town boundary needs
careful consideration
with Parks Canada

Tax support required

Additional parking would
be required at Sulphur
Mountain in order to
accommodate additional
visitors

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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All options have the ability to solve congestion for the long term however the road bypass
option is fundamentally misaligned with the objectives of the Banff Community Plan as the
concept would have significant adverse environmental implications in both construction and
operation. The road bypass option is not recommended for further study.
Both mass transit options are recommended for further study – both options have the capacity
to solve congestion in the long term and both are consistent with the community plan goals; the
principal differences being:


Conventional transit (with fares varying between $0 and $2) requires an operating
subsidy in all years of operation.



Aerial transit is both a mode of transportation and a visitor experience which removes
frequency, on-time-performance, schedule and personal space as barriers to the use of
mass transit. The system generates revenue that can reduce or eliminate operating costs
and required tax support.



The visual impacts of an aerial transit system would need to be carefully considered if the
concept were to be further developed.



Conventional transit enhancements would be relatively straightforward to implement but
are considerable in scale – with between 8 and 11 buses required for short term
congestion mitigation, and between 20 and 28 buses required by 2045.

5.1

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Town should take the next steps towards developing intercept lots including:
a. Monitoring the use of the Fenlands parking lot
b. Working with CP to establish the potential for expansion
c. Working with Parks Canada on the concept of expanding the Fenlands lot
d. Working with Parks Canada on the concept of a new park and ride lot along
Banff Avenue.
2. Preliminary design work should be undertaken to further explore the options of:
a. Conventional mass transit
b. Aerial mass transit

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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6.0

APPENDIX 1 - BUFFALO STREET/BANFF AVENUE
INTERSECTION CAPACITY

km \\th-fs-01.tob.int\tobwork\capital_projects\longtermcongestionplanning\reports\final final (incl co2 emmissions section)\2016-0613_rpt_banff_long_term_transportation_final_r11.docx
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Memo
To:

Adrian Field

Company:

Town of Banff

From:

Kristen Myers P.Eng. Mike Furuya M.Eng., P.Eng.

Subject:

Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street Intersection Capacity

1.

Date:
Project #:

April 21, 2016
1416-14

BACKGROUND

The Town of Banff experiences congestion on the Banff Avenue Corridor on many weekend days during the
summer. As a result, the Town receives many queries and suggestions each year on possible ways to mitigate
this congestion. Specifically, this memo addresses congestion at the Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street intersection
within the Town of Banff.
The purpose of this memo is to comment on the theoretical maximum traffic volumes that can be
accommodated at the Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street intersection and to evaluate the factors that influence the
theoretical maximum capacity. This memo also seeks to test a proposed geometric improvement to the
corridor; specifically, the proposed addition of a northbound lane through the intersection at Buffalo Street.

2.

PEAK TRAFFIC VOLUMES

The Town of Banff experiences many days during the summer where congested traffic conditions occur. The
peak capacity within the Town of Banff of approximately 23,000-25,000 vehicles per day (vpd) is now regularly
reached or exceeded on both regular and long weekends during the summer peak. The Town’s road network
is currently fully saturated throughout several hours of the day on multiple weekend and week days.
Occurrences of this are expected to continue to increase on a yearly basis.
Historical data from the town has shown that traffic has been approaching the 24,000 vpd threshold more
frequently over the last few years. In 2014, there were 15 days over 24,000 vpd (24% of the summer) and in
2015 there were 29 days over 24,000 vpd (47% of the summer).
Analysis of historical traffic volumes (2013-2015) indicated that the observed turning movement volumes
along Banff Avenue tend to reach a peak when the daily traffic volumes in the town reach 23,000-25,000 vpd
and do not increase further even when traffic volumes in the Town approach 28,000 vpd. In other words, the
street network is saturated. This effect of turning movement volumes not increasing is a result of peak hour
spreading, where the peak hour is not just one single hour in the afternoon, but instead several hours
throughout the day.

During the summer months, the Banff Avenue corridor fills with traffic at some point during the day (reaches
the peak capacity in vehicles per hour) and then no matter how much additional traffic arrives throughout the
day, no more traffic per hour can be forced through the corridor. This results in long vehicle queues, waiting
to enter/exit the Banff Avenue Corridor.
Based on this analysis, the theoretical maximum volumes and capacity analysis results that can be expected at
Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street under the exiting signal timing and laning conditions along Banff Avenue are
summarized in Table 1. For the purpose of this assessment, the primary focus of concern is the northbound
queue. With this in mind, only the northbound approach results are summarized in Table 1 and will be the
basis for comparison in the following sections.

Table 1: Theoretical Maximum Traffic Volumes – Existing Conditions
Theoretical
Location

Critical

Maximum

Approach

Volume

v/c Ratio

LOS

Delay (s)

Queue Length Notes

(vph)1
Northbound queue fills block
Banff Avenue/
Buffalo Street

NB

400

1.32

F

180

between Buffalo Street and Spray
Avenue and continues
approximately 400 m

1

The theoretical maximum turning movement volumes are expected to occur when daily traffic volumes in the town

approach 23,000-25,000 vpd.

This demonstrates that currently during saturated conditions the traffic signal at Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street
is operating over capacity (v/c ratio exceeds 1.0) and at a LOS F (Failure). The demand for the northbound
movements exceeds the capacity of the signals so long vehicle queues build towards the south.
Theoretical maximum hourly traffic volumes at other points on the Banff street network were estimated based
on field observations and are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2 Theoretical Maximum Traffic Volumes
Location

Critical Movement

Theoretical Maximum Volume (vph)1

Banff Avenue/Spray Avenue

SBL

650

(Signalized)

WBR

650

SBT

400

NBT

400

Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street
(Signalized)

NBL

200 (Bear St/Buffalo St unsignalized)
400 (Bear St/Buffalo St signalized)

EBR

300

Banff Avenue/ Caribou Street

SBT

400

(Signalized)

NBT

400

Banff Avenue/Wolf Street

SBT

400

(Signalized)

NBT

400

Bear Street/Buffalo Street

SBL

350

(Stop-Controlled)

WBR

250

Bear Street/Buffalo Street

SBL

550-650

(Signalized)

WBR

550-650

1 The theoretical maximum turning movement volumes are expected to occur when daily traffic volumes in the town
approach 23,000-25,000 vpd. Values in italics are estimated and not based on field observations

3.

INFLUENCING FACTORS ON PEAK TRAFFIC

The capacity of the intersection at Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street is partially dictated by the physical number of
lanes at the intersection, the signal timing, the number of conflicting pedestrians and the capacity of the
entire Banff Avenue corridor, which as noted above, is frequently fully saturated during the summer months.
This analysis considers the fully saturated conditions only.
The following scenarios consider the hypothetical scenario of removing the existing pedestrians (through
grade separated crossings) entirely to quantify their impact as well as the impact of an additional northbound
lane through the intersection of Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street. Capacity analysis was conducted using the
Synchro 8.0 software and the application of traffic engineering principles was applied to estimate the peak
traffic capacity of each scenario. The results of the assessment are summarized in the following sections.
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3.1

Pedestrians

To quantify the impact that pedestrians have on the capacity at Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street, pedestrians were
removed from the capacity analysis. This scenario is a hypothetical scenario that was included to demonstrate
the approximate impact pedestrians have on the Banff Avenue Corridor. To estimate the impact, the
pedestrian phase was removed from the signal timing plan and the northbound through traffic volumes at
Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street were increased until the results demonstrated a similar northbound queue length
as the existing traffic model. The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Theoretical Maximum Traffic Volumes – No Pedestrians
Theoretical
Location

Critical

Maximum

Approach

Volume

v/c Ratio

LOS

Delay (s)

Queue Length Notes

(vph)1
Northbound queue fills block

Banff Avenue/
Buffalo Street

NB

525

1.37

F

200

between Buffalo Street and Spray
Avenue and continues
approximately 300 m

1

The theoretical maximum turning movement volumes are expected to occur when daily traffic volumes in the town

approach 23,000-25,000 vpd.

The results of the analysis show that with the removal of all pedestrians the theoretical maximum traffic
volumes would be increased to about 525 vph (a 30% or 125 vph increase). This demonstrates that
congestion on Banff Avenue is approximately 70% due to traffic and 30% due to pedestrians. Therefore,
congestion is only due in part to pedestrians and accommodation for vehicles is critical during weekend peak
periods.
Using first principles, the downstream impact of the removal of pedestrians at Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street was
evaluated. The analysis concluded that although the capacity could indeed be increased locally, once traffic
travelled northbound to the next intersection at Caribou Street (which has a northbound through theoretical
maximum volume of 400 vehicles), the available northbound queuing distance would quickly be exceeded and
the northbound queue would simply extend back from Caribou Street, rather than Buffalo Street.
This same principle applies to the rest of the Banff street network, which is fully saturated as well. For
example, should northbound traffic choose to turn left onto Buffalo Street and right onto Bear Street, capacity
at this intersection would be reached and the vehicle queue would simple extend back from Bear Street.
The results further demonstrate that removal of pedestrians allows more traffic to pass through the
intersection per hour but the level of delay and northbound queue lengths will continue to be similar. This
demonstrates that in a saturated system increasing the flow rate through one isolated point does not
substantially reduce overall driver wait times or vehicle queuing because the downstream network is full. In
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other words, the volume of traffic or the rate of traffic flow at this intersection continues to exceed the
available capacity with or without the accommodation of the pedestrians.

3.2

Laning

To evaluate the impact of an additional northbound lane through the intersection of Banff Avenue/Buffalo
Street, the Synchro model was modified to include this extra lane. In order to physically accommodate this
lane, significant reductions in median and sidewalk planter box boulevard space would be required. This
would be to the detriment of pedestrians and pick-up/drop-off space north of Buffalo Street.
The proposed northbound lane would be added onto the east side of the existing roadway and carry through
Buffalo Street before tapering out. No changes to bridge cross-section were included in this improvement.
The contemplated improvement is illustrated in Figure 1. The results are shown in Table 4.

Figure 1:

Additional Northbound Lane at Buffalo Street

Table 4 Theoretical Maximum Traffic Volumes – Additional Northbound Lane
Theoretical
Location

Critical

Maximum

Approach

Volume
(vph)

Banff Avenue/
Buffalo Street

v/c Ratio

LOS

Delay (s)

Queue Length Notes

1.29

F

101

between Buffalo Street and Spray

1

Northbound queue fills block
NB

525
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Avenue and continues 450 m

5

The results of the analysis show that with the addition of a northbound lane the theoretical maximum traffic
volumes would be increased from 400 to about 525 vph (a 125 vph or 30% increase). However, as shown the
LOS would be slightly improved for NB through movements and the v/c ratio would continue to exceed 1.0.
This indicates that although the northbound throughput at this intersection would increase by about 30%, the
delay would only be slightly reduced. Long queues would continue to be expected south of Spray Avenue.
Again, using first principles, the downstream impact of the additional lane at Banff Avenue/Buffalo Street was
evaluated. The analysis concluded that although the capacity could indeed be increased locally, once traffic
travelled northbound to the next intersection at Caribou Street (which has a northbound through theoretical
maximum volume of 400 vehicles), the available queuing distance would quickly be exceeded and the
northbound queue would simply extend back from Caribou Street, rather than Buffalo Street.
As above, this same principle applies to the rest of the Banff street network, which is fully saturated as well.
This further demonstrates how one improvement at an isolated intersection to the already saturated network
does not have a significant impact on the overall corridor. In a saturated system, increasing the flow rate
through one isolated point does not substantially reduce driver wait times or vehicle queuing because the
downstream network is full.
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4.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1

Summary

The results of the three scenarios tested are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 : Theoretical Maximum Traffic Volumes
Theoretical
Scenario

Critical

Maximum

Approach

Volume

v/c Ratio

LOS

Delay (s)

Queue Length Notes

(vph)1
Northbound queue fills block
Base Case

NB

400

1.32

F

180

between Buffalo Street and Spray
Avenue and continues
approximately 400 m
Northbound queue fills block

No
Pedestrians

NB

525

1.37

F

200

between Buffalo Street and Spray
Avenue and continues
approximately 300 m

Additional NB
Lane

4.2

Northbound queue fills block
NB

525

1.29

F

101

between Buffalo Street and Spray
Avenue and continues 450 m

Conclusions

Comparing the results of each scenario the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

Pedestrians are not the only cause of congestion on the Banff Avenue corridor and vehicular
movements need to be accommodated appropriately.

•

Even considering a theoretical removal of all pedestrian traffic (which is not physically possible
without construction of grade-separated crossings), congestion would continue to exist on the Banff
Avenue corridor.

•

The addition of a northbound lane at Buffalo Street increases the throughput capacity but does not
reduce northbound queuing; this is an effect of the saturated road network.

•

A localized improvement at Buffalo Street will not substantially reduce driver wait times or vehicle
queuing on Banff Avenue and would simply shift the problem downstream to Caribou Street, Bear
Street or elsewhere in the road network because the downstream network is full..
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Q1 Please tell us whether you agree or
disagree with the following statements:
Answered: 446

Skipped: 2

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Traffic congestion
is a significant
concern throughout
the year
Strongly disagree

Traffic congestion
is a significant
concern during peak
periods only (summ...
Disagree

Agree

Traffic congestion is a significant concern throughout the year

Traffic congestion is a significant concern during peak periods only (summer, holidays)

Traffic congestion is not a significant concern

1 / 52

Traffic congestion
is not a significant
concern

Strongly Agree

Strongly disagree

Disagree

3.86%
17

32.27%
142

4.31%
19
64.95%
278

Agree

Strongly Agree

Total

38.64%
170

25.23%
111

440

12.24%

20.41%

63.04%

54

90

278

441

27.10%
116

7.24%
31

0.70%
3

428
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Q2 The future of transportation in Banff
should
Answered: 446

Skipped: 2

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Involve
building more
road capacity
to move mo...
Strongly disagree

Involve
building a
transit
system to...

Be
financially
self-sufficie
nt (pay fo...

Disagree

Agree

Involve building a transit system to move people

Be financially self-sufficient (pay for itself)

Be partially subsidized by the property taxpayer

Be fully subsidized by the property taxpayer

2 / 52

Be fully
subsidized by
the property
taxpayer

Strongly Agree

Strongly disagree
Involve building more road capacity to move more cars

Be partially
subsidized by
the property
taxpayer

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Total

45.45%
195

33.57%
144

15.62%
67

5.36%
23

3.63%

3.40%

40.14%

52.83%

16

15

177

233

3.46%

21.66%

48.39%

26.50%

15

94

210

115

23.62%

32.57%

40.83%

2.98%

103

142

178

13

56.02%

35.42%

6.02%

2.55%

242

153

26

11

429

441

434

436

432
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Q3 Conventional transit is a scalable,
flexible long-term solution to congestion.
Schedules and frequency must
be convenient for the user and there should
be disincentives to using private
automobiles. The initial capital investment
is $8 million (est.) with the subsidy by
taxpayers ranging from $370,000 to $1.4
million annually. (See study for
details.)Consider enhancing conventional
transit: add buses, offer low-cost or free
fares and increase frequency
Answered: 402

Skipped: 46

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
I don't think so

Might work, but
investigate further

Answer Choices

Like it a lot,
investigate further

Responses

I don't think so

5.97%

24

Might work, but investigate further

38.81%

156

Like it a lot, investigate further

55.22%

222

Total

402

#

Pleasetell us why you made your choice.

Date

1

I chose this option as it moves a lot of people around without requiring any additional road infrastructure or a gondola.

10/10/2016 10:44 PM

The system is already in place...all that is needed is more buses and more publicity/incentives/disincentives.
2

Public transit is a reality where ever there is a large number of people. the US Parks systmes have spent a lot of time

10/10/2016 10:23 PM

investigating and implementing various types of transit systems to effectively achieve this. Look at what's already been
done and investigate alternative ways of encouraging public transit for example removing parking lots at attractions
while providing reasonable intercept parking. This is something that can be built on over time; is flexible to address
changing priorities and circumstances.
3

Support transit but transit alone will not solve problems. You need to create disincentives for parking and eliminate
parking opportunities in key areas
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4

I would like to see a separate system that compliments existing transit but is more orientated to visitors and fostering a
deeper sense of intimacy with nature and the park as a whole. Local tourism related businesses should pay for the

10/10/2016 8:29 PM

outstanding annual operating costs as they continue to benefit from the increase in visitation we see in Banff and the
individual taxpayers continue to suffer. A simple economic study looking at positive and negative externalities of
tourism growth would show that to maximize societal net benefit businesses should pay if they want to continue to
benefit from increased tourism. If not we need to cap the number of visitors to the park.
5

Once intercept parking is in place then enhanced transit may be important. Until then I think there is not a need for

10/10/2016 7:39 PM

this. People need to be offered intercept pkg and transit together.
6

I live in Banff ave and have take 2 byses to fet work and over hour it's ridiculous to use the bus

10/10/2016 6:27 PM

7

To further avoid air & noise pollution & frustrated visitors enhance public transit. Road system already in place. As a

10/10/2016 5:46 PM

taxpayer, I'm willing to pay for this enhanced service. This option should not impact wildlife corridors. It will not visually
have a negative impact. As in Zion Nat'l Park, pre-corded or bus driver could give a small talk say to folks heading to
the Upper Hot Springs & gondola thanking people for taking public transit & briefly talking about sights Museum, Bow
River, vegetation, mountain names etc.
8

support a pedestrian-friendly Banff as a walking destination

10/10/2016 5:35 PM

9

The untenable traffic congestion is a direct result of a push on the part of local businesses and Parks for increased

10/10/2016 3:50 PM

visitation/tourist dollars flowing into the local and parks economies. I believe that the cost should be borne primarily by
businesses and BNP, considering that the recent and unprecedented impetus for growth has stemmed from sustained
efforts by these groups and not from the local residents of Banff. If you remove tourism from the equation, the current
transit system would currently overserve the local residential population. European resort towns have set interesting
precedents in the past with innovative ways to deal with congestion and traffic. Why reinvent the wheel and why not
take a page from towns successfully dealing with similar problems? As a role model town, Banff can inspire visitors to
look to the future by encouraging reducing fossil fuel use by visitors and promote arriving in Banff by bus or train (but
expect to park in the perimeter if arriving by automobile). I believe there should be a large core area of Banff townsite
that is strictly for pedestrian and bicycle use with good transit systems and intercept parking within the current Banff
townsite. The townsite has a cap for growth which needs to be adhered to and respected. Adherence to the growth cap
requires the Town not to encroach upon or negatively affect the adjacent national park wildlife environment and
honouring the unique responsibility as a town within a national park to ensure that it remains a protected legacy to all
Canadians.
10

Would work for both residents and visitors. Would work very well if limits to numbers of vehicles and people entering

10/10/2016 3:49 PM

the national park were established. Time for the Town and Parks Canada to get together to recognize the root of the
problem -too many vehicles carrying too many people to the national park, including but not limited to the town. Town
growth must end. No interceptor lots would be required if limits were established. Interceptor lots should not be built -waste of valuable land and eyesore within the town boundary, unacceptable on national park land outside the town
boundary. Establish an interceptor station if needed in Canmore, Cochrane, or Calgary.
11

Electric public transit would be an environmentally good choice…paid for by the business taxpayer.

10/10/2016 3:37 PM

12

Electric transit please.

10/10/2016 3:08 PM

13

Only solution that is reasonable within a national park. Hey, how about the ultimate solution - limits on number of

10/10/2016 11:50 AM

visitors!
14

It's a no brainer. Wages aren't high in Banff, and things are already expensive

10/10/2016 11:36 AM

15

If we can intercept day use visitors then there should be a significant reduction in vehicles to have increased bus
service not be a negative impact. I do think smaller buses on a more frequent basis should be considered. It would be

10/10/2016 10:32 AM

good to have it free but I do not think residential taxpayers should be contributing to the payment.
16

Make it mandatory that you are not driving into town JD are going to ride a bus into town. On a busy day in town it is

10/10/2016 10:13 AM

already atcapacity so why encourage more people into town.
17

Everyone can use it. It encourages visitors to mix with locals. When travel habits changes and fewer folks arrive in
Banff every year, the infrastructure is modest and still used.

10/10/2016 9:10 AM

18

The free shuttle service offered in Zion National Park is a good model. Before using it I was prepared to dislike it, but
much to my surprise I loved it because it is free, relaible, and clean. It let me focus on enjoying the park by taking

10/10/2016 9:08 AM

away the frenzied traffic that one deals with as a driver or pedestrian. I think this model could be nicely adapted for use
in the town of Banff, and to popular sites beyond it. Keeping it free within town means that people are more likely to
use it since they've already had to pay to get into the park, and holidays cost a small fortune. A token fee may be
okay.
19

Like in Europe we can have a free service bike stations

10/10/2016 8:57 AM

20

Transportation that people can use together makes more sense for the environment and decrease single car traffic.

10/10/2016 8:18 AM
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21

Buses still congest roads...more buses time doesn't mean less traffic!

10/10/2016 8:10 AM

22

free bus may help

10/10/2016 8:03 AM

23

It seems to be the least invasive way to deal with traffic congestion, without having to compromise an already very

10/10/2016 7:42 AM

fragile and stressed ecosystem around Banff. Also, it is of extreme importance, to keep intercept parking WITHIN the
existing Banff town boundaries. Anywhere else, the development of new intercept parking areas would be a violation
against Park Mandate, which prohibits any further development outside of these boundaries. Banff National Park, and
any other National Park for that matter, are set aside first and foremost for the protection of the integrity of it's
ecosystems. Visitor experience should never be the priority in decision making.
24

Anything to reduce the amount of traffic is a good idea and electric buses would reduce emissions.

10/9/2016 9:29 PM

25

Makes town more people friendly.

10/9/2016 4:41 PM

26

Provide user friendly alternate to personal vehicle in town. Those days are done.

10/9/2016 4:28 PM

27

On Town land only. Paid for with park pass. Only hope of success. with a major disincentive! Also consider no private

10/9/2016 4:06 PM

vehicles in town on seasonal basis. Resident & commercial vehicle passes. Look to Europe for examples. People walk
there. Canadians can learn.
28

-this could be done on a seasonal basis, or to ensure there are enough people using the transit to pay for it, provide

10/9/2016 4:04 PM

incentives to use the bus rather than drive; there is a need to change the mindset of Canadian culture, people will
catch on if transit systems become more convenient to take bus rather than drive AND keep to a reasonable cost
29

anything to reduce the number of private vehicles in the townsite.

10/9/2016 12:39 PM

30

To compensate for the "apparent" loss of independance by not using a personal vehicle, fares should be low-cost/free

10/9/2016 12:15 PM

to attract visitors. This summer, most visitors came with their own rental car, however they were somewhat more
incline to use the Gondola shuttle after they had heard the shuttle was free and they would be no hassles finding a
parking space. The frequency of the shuttle was a bonus as well (every 15 minutes), making it easy to move around
without wasting time waiting at the bus stop - as usually guests only stay 2 nights/1 full day in Banff and can't afford to
waste time waiting at bus stops.
31

Collect the construction and operating costs from the businesses in town, not me, the residential taxpayer with no
vested business interests whatsoever.

10/9/2016 11:38 AM

32

Public transport is a more efficient and eco-friendly way to move people around a small area than multiple private
vehicles. Free fares encourage use age. We must ensure, however, that we do not extend the town footprint in order

10/9/2016 11:36 AM

to create intercept parking lots.
33

buses are an accepted mode for urban visitors, and bike racks make multi-modal trips easier.

10/9/2016 10:22 AM

34

There would have to be very STRONG disincentives to encourage people to part with their vehicles -- a tough

10/9/2016 10:02 AM

challenge
35

Uses existing infrastructure. Highly scalable.

10/9/2016 8:27 AM

36

People arent aware of the transit system when coming to Banff and prefer the flexibility their vehicle offers.

10/9/2016 7:50 AM

37

Increasing the amount of vehicles (and people) is not what visitors nor locals want..it makes sense to try find ways to

10/8/2016 10:33 PM

reduce traffic congestion but it would be pertinent to also look at what the carrying capacity in terms of humans is for
the ecosystems within and adjacent to the ToB...we have to start looking at limiting and restricting human use..
38

Conventional transit would support an efficient, environmentally-friendly form of transportation for visitors to Banff

10/8/2016 8:34 PM

National Park, and is consistent with long-term, sustainable transportation trends in other jurisdictions. It offers a
reasonable capital investment that could be recovered through transit fares, and can be scaled up or down to meet
seasonal visitor needs. Most importantly, this option is the quickest to implement: additional transit capacity could be
increased within a 12 month period (or less), and would not require major construction that could take multiple years
to come to fruition (and could result in cost overruns). This is the only sensible, cost-effective option that would
address Banff's seasonal congestion problem immediately.
39

Transit like the roam bus is great for in town congestion, but where would all the private vehicles go that are used to

10/8/2016 8:33 PM

get to Banff.
40

Requires careful planning and management but does not require much new infrastructure. No new land beyond the

10/8/2016 4:00 PM

town boundary should be opened up for intercept parking! The best location for an intercept parking lot would be on
the west side of Calgary.
41

This can be implemented easily, with little cost. It can be scaled up--or down--which is equally important. Frequency is
easily adjusted. It has no visual or aesthetic impacts. The technology is flexible. This works for Chamonix and Zermatt.
It uses exisitng infrastructure. It has no permitting process, and no privacy issues. Combine with cheap or free
intercept parking at compound and expensive street parking downtown.
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42

Is scalable. But disincentives are required. Yosemite is closed to private vehicles. Should be low cost but not funded

10/8/2016 2:03 PM

by residents. A business tax.
43

This can only help if intercept parking is mandatory, along with resident, delivery and handicapped parking passes.

10/8/2016 1:43 PM

44

No car in the downtown core. Mandatory parking at Norquay if you dont have a hotel booking for the evening/ or

10/8/2016 1:10 PM

campsite already booked. Shuttle everyone in town, no more car problem. Locals buy a badge and can still make it
home. Only a valid Alberta ID with Banff address
45

Why does it have to be low cost or free? Other Tourism cities or towns don't offer free transit

10/8/2016 1:09 PM

46

Banff is relatively small, there are many ways to get around. Make sure changes are a good mix of wanted and
needed.

10/8/2016 10:33 AM

47

People don't like buses. Still adds more vehicles to the road.

10/8/2016 9:57 AM

48

Public transit works all over the world where it is available at relatively low cost and high accessibility. In Geneva you

10/8/2016 7:32 AM

get a public transit pass when staying at any hotel (includes airport shuttle!). Let's shift some of that mega marketing
money being spent by BLLT and PC into a world class transit system that will improve visitor experience and not
wreck priceless views.
49

Flexible, cost effective. I think it should be a combination of pay for itself and partially subsidized by businesses and

10/7/2016 8:53 PM

gov't. I do not think home owners should have to pay for tourism infrastucture.
50

I think we need to work at getting people out of their cars more - residents and visitors alike- whatever it takes!

10/7/2016 7:47 PM

51

Only buses with no GHG (greenhouse gases) emissions, user pay. Financial support from claw back of BLLT funds.

10/7/2016 6:21 PM

52

Solutions exists. And as tax payer I don't want to pay for that... Our taxes are high enough

10/7/2016 1:57 PM

53

Expanding the current system is only a band-aid that will postpone the actual problem

10/7/2016 1:49 PM

54

Not a fan of crowded busses

10/7/2016 1:46 PM

55

More buses do not motivate people to get out of their cars, especially if in the short term the buses are just caught in

10/7/2016 1:08 PM

the same traffic jams. For buses to work the roads will have to be closed to private vehicles primarily. Buses also have
an image problem to overcome.
56

People like to be in their vehicles with all their stuff, warm clothes, baby accessories etc.

10/7/2016 12:46 PM

57

The signage for parking when entering town is brutal, especially from the main (minnewanka) entrance. A parkade,

10/7/2016 12:34 PM

like whistler, should be seriously considered, so that we can move people downtown before they get downtown. Our
system right now waits until they've clogged the downtown area before parking presents itself.
58

add these buses to an interceptor parking lot idea that would limit cars in the core .

10/7/2016 12:31 PM

59

The costs of doing this option is significantly lower and does not lock the community into an option like road

10/7/2016 12:04 PM

construction, plus this lowers vehicle use in the area which will have much less impact on wildlife mortality.
60

easiest and fastest to implement and doesn't require Parks aprouvals

10/7/2016 11:58 AM

61

I think conventional rapid transit is the best choice for Banff and offers the most flexibility, and at the lowest cost.

10/7/2016 11:34 AM

62

add more routes, i.e. to Banff Centre

10/7/2016 10:24 AM

63

I think banff needs a gondola

10/7/2016 8:05 AM

64

The concept needs so much thought as there are so many options to help the congestion. I like turning the sidewalks

10/6/2016 10:01 PM

on the bridge into another car lane coming back into town. So it's two lanes both ways.
65

I like conventional transit because it is scalable and can adjust to changes in seasons.

10/6/2016 9:50 PM

66

On a recent visit we determined that a $6 round trip from downtown to the Cave and basin was more expensive than

10/6/2016 9:34 PM

the attraction we were seeking itself. Transit should be free considering the investment visitors are making in their
travel plans ot Banff and region already, or have funds committed from the DMO fees assessed on hotel bills already
(BLLT can ramp down it's work, shift to VE improvements)
67

This should NOT be subsidized by residential tax dollars. If any tax subsidy is required it should come from only

10/6/2016 8:24 PM

commercial businesses that are directly benefiting from having too many people in our town during the summer
months. The town is too full at times and we need to accept this instead of trying to find new innovative ways to cram
people in. (Think Lake Louise this summer - sorry we are full thanks anyway)
68

I often would love to take the bus it's too long of a wait or not early enough for me to get to work.

10/6/2016 6:45 PM

69

As someone working in lake Louise I found it a chore and a hassle to get into Banff which it shouldn't be.

10/6/2016 5:31 PM
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70

Helps minimize traffic downtown and is more environmentally friendly

10/6/2016 3:55 PM

71

If public transport were more available and covered more routes I think more people would use it. Mammoth Lakes in

10/6/2016 3:50 PM

California has an awesome bus and trolley system
72

Short term, simply adding busses means bus stuck in traffic. Medium term 'conventional' busses will not be a good fit

10/6/2016 3:38 PM

with ride-share, autonomous vehicles, e-vehicles. Well within expected life of conventional bus it will be obsolete, a
poor fit with society's expectations and traffic flow. We have great busses now, but next round should be based on
profoundly different requirements.
73

this seems to be the easiest, least Draconian option.

10/4/2016 10:43 AM

74

Increase frequency when occupied season (summer time and Christmas time)

10/4/2016 5:05 AM

75

More routes would move people

10/3/2016 10:13 PM

76

More busses, though removing some vehicles, is still a vehicle on the road based solution.

10/3/2016 8:36 PM

77

No more roads need to be built, no construction to add to the congestion - make it like a attraction - like streetcars in

10/3/2016 7:36 PM

SF
78

increase in frequency would be great. every 40 minutes is not convenient.

10/3/2016 7:08 PM

79

Moves people through town more efficiently

10/3/2016 6:25 PM

80

Need more info to make an informed decision

10/3/2016 6:06 PM

81

From my experience as a local I have experienced traffic congestion are caused mostly by the tourists from the

10/3/2016 5:42 PM

Calgary. So why not work with city of Calgary, Town of Canmore and add 3 trains from Calgary to Lake Louise. Then
add more roam buses in banff and to all the tourist attractions. Or add one way street !.
82

Current busses are frequent and affordable.

10/3/2016 4:50 PM

83

Working at the gondola, ideas like more shuttles would help so much

10/3/2016 4:48 PM

84

The problem is only during the busy periods. Why not have a looping tram system around Banff ave

10/3/2016 4:16 PM

85

Only will work if you start it at new collector parking at either end of town, pointless without the collector parking. But

10/3/2016 4:03 PM

this makes the most sense. Parks Canada needs to recognize it has to be part of the solution providing land for the
parking
86

Lower cost or free might draw people to the transit system

10/3/2016 4:01 PM

87

Well I lived in Banff from 1999 to 2004 and they had a trolley bus that went up Banff ave to all the hot spots then they

10/3/2016 3:48 PM

got rid of it. It only cost $1. I think they need some sort of bus to move people so there won't be as many cars in Banff
or make parking lots out of town and have it walking only and a bus it is a beautiful place keep it that way?
88

Would love a stop at Banff Centre. Also like the scale ability - run less in off season, etc.

10/3/2016 3:46 PM

89

Many transient service work force employees do kit have ads or do not have parking at their work place. Time of

10/3/2016 3:42 PM

transportation must be frequent and more stops on residential streets
90

Have bus services more frequent. Also offer bus passes by hotels on checking in

10/3/2016 3:42 PM

91

This is certainly the easiest and cheapest option. However I believe people will not take transit as their personal

10/3/2016 12:46 PM

vehicle is more convenient. There needs to be a way to ensure people will use it.
92

increased frequency would be more convenient for all users

10/3/2016 11:48 AM

93

work in town, commute from canmore would like to see bus have both earlier and later times for persons who work

10/3/2016 11:11 AM

longer days or have odd shifts outside the peak times
94

Probably the most realistic. Park fees should cover some transportation costs.

10/3/2016 8:59 AM

95

Regardless of the other transit option(s) implemented I believe to provide the best access to the most visited 100 &
200 blocks of Banff Ave. enhanced conventional transit will be a must as will be disincentivizing personal vehicle use

10/2/2016 10:05 PM

in that area.
96

I personally think that transit will work, but if it gets too busy, there will be a traffic jam.

10/1/2016 5:16 PM

97

Appears to be the most cost efficient and flexible model.

10/1/2016 10:43 AM

98

The buses are good quality, safe, friendly to residents and visitors. The drivers are professional, courteous and very

9/30/2016 8:01 PM

good ambassadors. As long as the quality is maintained, let's expand it. I'd like to see more routes and more frequent
buses.
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99

This approach will help but at some point we will have to look at limiting the number of visitors within the Bow Valley.

9/30/2016 3:00 PM

Further options to bus people from other destinations such as Calgary and Canmore are helpful. Athought, I agree
with some intercept parking at or near the community center I disagree with the opening new areas within the N. Park
such as the elk woods, Limiting vehicle numbers within Banff and the Bow Valley should be considered. National Parks
in the US have had some success with intercept parking but if you look at places such as Zion NP. these parking lots
are now saturated by 10:00am during peak visitation periods.
100

People will always come here in cars or rent them because they want to explore rest of Park. Need a shuttle service to

9/29/2016 11:00 PM

Sulphur, Gondola and rest of the Park to encourage people to leave their cars at their hotels. Start paid parking and
resident only zones. Look at Queenstown New Zealand, and Andorra, Spain, there is paid parking everywhere. Will
still need buses to shuttle people to the gondola. Start paid parking at Sulphur and make it more expensive than a
shuttle to make people leave their cars at their hotels.
101

Have limits like Lake Louise. Our town has a capacity, and once it is reached those here for the day must use intercept
parking and bus into town.

9/28/2016 10:02 PM

102

Regional Transit! Train link between Canmore and Banff, with intercept parking on land by Travel Alberta

9/28/2016 9:27 PM

building/Harvie Heights overpass. Transit must be interconnected throughout the entire bow valley. We need better
transit connections between towns (Banff/Canmore/LL), and to attractions (Johnston Cnyn, Borgeau, LL, etc).
103

People won't use it unless it's frequent, convenient and inexpensive.

9/28/2016 4:04 PM

104

Conventional transit is already in place! It would save money to just enhance it, rather than investing and exploring

9/27/2016 10:07 PM

something completely new.
105

I can only take the bus to work in summer months when the schedule is more frequent. When it changes back to

9/27/2016 9:07 PM

"winter" schedule I'd either have to go to work Very early or be late.
106

Because aerial transit is silly.

9/27/2016 5:00 PM

107

BANFF IS THE TOWN THAT WILL BE PIONEERS IN THE UNDERGROUND TRANSPORT SYSTEM WHERE ALL

9/27/2016 6:57 AM

CITIZENS VISITORS TRAVEL ABOUT THE TOWN AND LOCAL AREAS VIA THE UNDERGROUND METRO THEY
BUILD LIKE AN UNDERGROUND CITY UNDER THE TOWN
108

Enhanced (low-cost) transit combined with intercept parking that is within a reasonable walking distant from downtown

9/26/2016 11:20 AM

seems like a logical way to help ease congestion. If I were a visitor, I would have no problem with parking my car for
the day and using affordable, reliable transit.
109

Solution is multi-pronged and transit needs to be a part of it. Your survey requests absolutes / all-or-nothing / choices

9/25/2016 6:13 PM

which aren't realistic or easy choices.
110

I have experienced this in Europe and it works great. Chamonix is a mountain town of similar size (a bit larger)

9/25/2016 3:10 PM

squeezed between mountains. Nothe many options for alternative routes and transportation so the municipality and
province organized a strong and free transportation system with incentives to leave the car at the entrance of town.
Train and buses are free with one night paid accommodation. Awesome system and delivery trucks have
accessuperman to downtown until 10am. Even better, Zermatt is car-free.
111

If it is too expenses, it will not be used by families in middle income bracket, Perhaps daily, weekly and maybe
monthly passes should be available as well as family passes.

9/25/2016 7:24 AM

112

I would love to see non resident traffic restricted in Banff Townsite, with parking in intercepts and then buses or tram

9/24/2016 9:15 PM

113

Create satellite parking lots outside of the town site. Run shuttles from these parking lots into town. Charge for the

9/24/2016 10:39 AM

service. Much like cities that have satellite parking lots for people to catch transit. During peak seasons downtown
Banff is pedestrian only. In the process of doing so keep Banff pristine, clean and green!
114

With only 600k of people using Roam, we need to do a better job of promoting usage, mostly for visitors.

9/24/2016 8:49 AM

115

People would still rather use their own car rather than park and wait in the cold for a (dirty/crowded) bus.

9/24/2016 7:59 AM

116

There is a system already in place that can be expanded. Travelers from all over the world will be familiar with a

9/24/2016 7:15 AM

transit system. It will allow access throughout the town, not just a select few stops, and therefore be more user friendly
for both residents and tourists.
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117

There needs to be less tourists bringing their personal vehicles into town. There's no need for it. Everything is walking

9/23/2016 10:19 PM

distance. Why are we ruining Banff's reputation for a small mountain town by leaving a sour taste in peoples mouths
when they spend the day looking for parking? As a manager in a shop in town I hear a lot of complaints and when I
mention that we have a bus system to take them where they want to go... way too many are not even aware of it.
Some properties in town have transport, or bikes that their guests can (and do) use. All properties should be held
responsible to help with this issue too. It is challenging for the people who live here to enjoy our town as it becomes
busier each year. The 'season' is longer and longer without the down time, which I guess is great for the business
owners pocket but it does make it challenging to enjoy our own community. Yes, I choose to live here. I have built my
family here, but the town is pushing away so many from wanting to even stay. We are considering renting out home
next summer due to the free park pass...not a wise move for our park. The garbage, the sewage, the water...we are
not set up to house the number of people expected to visit our park. Nor do we have the capability to police the
tourists that visit and do not respect our park. Feeding animals, littering, idling vehicles and so much more.
118

I just don't think that Calgarians are trainable.

9/23/2016 10:17 PM

119

expensive to live here, so need to make it enticing.

9/23/2016 8:57 PM

120

If routes were more widespread and convenient and fares/passes were cheap. I would modify my driving behaviour

9/23/2016 8:50 PM

more. I have 2 small children so the routes need to be more convenient. Significant walking to and from the bus is a
hinders car many times with small children.
121

Agree with your statement above. Electric (quiet and friendly) buses should bet be available at very low cost or free to
the visitor or local on a much more frequent interval. (Suggestion) One daily paid fare, bought from a sidewalk vendor

9/23/2016 8:22 PM

machine, entitles the user to ride all day and may be boarded or departed quickly and frequently as often as
necessary. In addition, offer a monthly rate card to local residents. There is no doubt even while on holiday, people will
not wait 30 minutes for a lift and will simply return to their car for reliable transport.
122

I think low cost fares are needed. Why should the residents of Banff subsidize the tourists? There should be a parking

9/23/2016 7:36 PM

area- high level building with many layers, which tourists need to park in, then take the bus downtown. The busses will
need to accommodate luggage. For skiers- there will need to be plug-ins during the cold days of winter.
123

Buses carry more people per area of road space. And more people miles per kg of CO2 and other emissions.

9/23/2016 7:27 PM

124

Most people are already comfortable with buses

9/23/2016 7:26 PM

125

to be effective, transit has to be cost effective and so convenient that it changes peoples habits. That might be a lot of
cheap buses.

9/23/2016 4:01 PM

126

Not sustainable in the long run and harmful environmental impact.

9/23/2016 1:07 PM

127

Might work, however I think it is already in place and isn't necessarily something that'll appeal to the tourists

9/23/2016 10:27 AM

128

This has to tie in with reasonable parking alternatives. If it is possible to get people's vehicles situated, public transit

9/23/2016 9:58 AM

networks that touch key locations and are frequent would be a means of reducing traffic volumes/ congestion.
129

Can be implemented sooner than later. Provides opportunity for continued use in conjunction with other modes that

9/23/2016 9:49 AM

may take longer to implement. Parks Canada needs to step up.
130

Have experienced this concept in similar sized and larger national parks in the US with congestion problems and it

9/23/2016 9:14 AM

works to move people and provide a better visitor experience.
131

This seems to work in other areas like whistler, downtowns of big cities, etc.

9/23/2016 8:55 AM

132

Intercept parking only on town land.

9/23/2016 8:03 AM

133

Truly sophisticated communities rely on mass transit. Canada is way behind in this respect. Advances in mass transit

9/23/2016 7:37 AM

only improve communities.
134

It would be great to have something similar to the C-Train. Perhaps Old-Fashioned Tramways. It would bring some

9/23/2016 7:07 AM

cachet to the the town while improving on transportation. Calgary has a C-Train which runs in winter as well so it
should be doable out here.
135

I use the transit system and love that there are electronic signs stating when the bus will come, it hits common areas, I

9/23/2016 6:27 AM

don't have to drive. Could offer one-way free ride. If someone has a ticket for sulphur man or the hot springs, they can
take the transit back down for free.
136

lower congestion & encourage a cleaner environment

9/23/2016 4:39 AM

137

adding buses isn't going to solve this problem and adding low fare incentives aren't going to help either. people don't

9/23/2016 12:05 AM

take the bus because it's cheap, it's used for convenience. Adding buses will have negative impacts towards easing
traffic congestion.
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138

This idea would work in combination with the aerial traffic solution to service areas where visitors and locals can't get

9/23/2016 12:02 AM

to by gondola. This way visitors and locals would have even less reason to use their cars to move from point a to b in
town.
139

I fear that no matter how convenient the buses are, people still really like to drive themselves. It's convincing the

9/22/2016 10:07 PM

individual driver to park and transit ride that is the issue.
140

Conventional transit is ok but not super attractive to many visitors. You need to give people a good reason to get out

9/22/2016 9:37 PM

of their cars.
141

Low cost or free transit fares would reduce environmental impact, while being an affordable option for both tourists and

9/22/2016 8:51 PM

residents
142

This seems like a viable choice, and maybe the most financially responsible one. But it's not as glamorous as aerial
transit, it might not be adequate enough incentive on its own from the intercept lots to prevent people from going into

9/22/2016 4:31 PM

town in cars to search for a place to park. Such a plan might also require parking fees in town, which so many
residents are opposed to.
143

This is clearly the cheapest, easiest option

9/22/2016 3:49 PM

144

I think the two biggest steps to dealing with congestion and parking issues are adding more frequent transit and

9/22/2016 2:46 PM

eliminating RV's and trucks with trailers from parking spaces downtown tomorrow
145

It wouldn't affect my commuting much but if it is generally helpful to the surrounding area then sure.

9/22/2016 2:38 PM

146

Easy, not too costly. Users should pay their shares.

9/22/2016 2:27 PM

147

Realistically: WHERE are the busses going to stop? They already have enough trouble stopping at designated areas

9/22/2016 2:10 PM

during the summer as it is. What if there are two busses behind each-other needing to come into the same stop?
Impossible with current layout.
148

Given the constraints placed upon the town of Banff (as it is contained within a national park), offering conventional

9/22/2016 12:05 PM

transit (and potentially banning private vehicles on certain roads) would likely be the
149

adding buses with lower cost should take cars off the streets

9/22/2016 9:45 AM

150

Would only work if paid parking, intercept lots and perhaps road closures were part of an expanded bus system.

9/21/2016 9:59 AM

151

ROAM isn't highly utilised currently, how will this change just with increased service?

9/20/2016 2:16 PM

152

Needs parks canada to alow for building of intercept parking at either entrance to town. Increased transit will only keep

9/20/2016 12:03 PM

more cars out of town if there is new capacity for them to park to get on transit
153

Buses are inconvenient when the interval between buses is longer than it would take to walk across town. Greater

9/20/2016 2:39 AM

frequency with smaller vehicles could increase ridership.
154

Having used the system, it works, but there are frequent delays during peak times and buses are full.

9/19/2016 8:18 PM

155

Shuttling could be a good alternative

9/19/2016 8:06 PM

156

I like the fact that this is scalable and not permanent. Bus routes, schedules and frequency can be changed during

9/19/2016 7:20 PM

peak seasons to help move people to the most popular areas, particularly if certain attractions change or become less
popular. A gondola on the other hand would be permanent and would have to operate year round at the same pace.
You have more wiggle room with buses. Also marketing should be increased for this. There are already some bus
systems in place, however tourists (and some locals) don't know where to go to catch the bus or that it even exists. In
addition, they choose to drive because they think taking the bus would take too long and therefore exceed the parking
time limits for where they parked their vehicle for the day.
157

will remove more cars from roads and enhance local transportation

9/19/2016 4:33 PM

158

Busses are loud and noisy. They are visually unappealing.

9/19/2016 3:27 PM

159

I dont take the bus because currently it is inconvenient - doesnt run as often, nor near the areas i'd like to go. Driving

9/19/2016 3:21 PM

in banff is a nightmare - so I do everything by foot.
160

This means less traffic on the road, less emissions, potential for increased satisfaction in visitor experience, day to

9/19/2016 1:36 PM

day living.
161

I imagine visitors/tourists would want the freedom of having their own personal vehicle. They may realize it is not

9/19/2016 10:46 AM

necessary when they arrive here but I imagine it being to late and they would have their own vehicle already.
162

As long as it is done right, this option will reduce the number of cars entering the Town.
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163

Conventional transit needs to be required, not optional, on the Mtn Ave side of the bridge. We live on Mtn Ave and see

9/18/2016 10:53 AM

empty town buses going up to the Gondola while a line of vehicles all the way to Valley View exists (all summer long).
One complaint I've heard from the myriad of visitors about the town's bus system is the "long wait" between pick ups.
If we seriously want people to use the buses, they must come through every 6-10 minutes, not every 30-45 minutes.
164

Uses existing infrastructure, C02 per person is small

9/18/2016 9:44 AM

165

more frequent and an economic way of travel will be an incentive that will encourage mass travel on a buss system

9/18/2016 8:42 AM

166

Find ways to reduce dependence on private vehicles, discourage people from driving downtown, crossing the bridge

9/17/2016 8:49 PM

and driving around, looking for parking in downtown core. Why is there an assumption that the only way to pay is local
tax payers or users? I think the current federal government is going to be encouraging change and I am hoping for
government subsidy.
167

If we are to incentivise transit use and de-incentivise private car use, public transit should be free and car use has
user-pay costs associated.

9/17/2016 6:48 PM

168

Still has an environmental impact with additional buses. If free for residents and serviced areas such as the Banff

9/17/2016 5:40 PM

Centre, I would rate higher. I also wouldn't choose to wait for a scheduled bus arrival to pop downtown to nesters for
some milk, I'd rather drive on my own schedule.
169

I am a tax payer whose family does not use public transport therefore see no reason why my household needs to fund

9/16/2016 3:29 PM

this. You should consider having an entry point into the town of Banff and those 'day visitors' being required to park as
one would do in Gruyere Switzerland
170

We should have more buses, but limit the amount of visiting cars from entering the townsite. Cars should have to park

9/15/2016 1:36 PM

outside of town and shuttle or bus in.
171

The main beneficiaries of high congestions are businesses. They should pay for the bulk of the annual cost.

9/15/2016 7:04 AM

172

During peak periods (i.e. summer weekends), people visiting the park who do not have hotel reservations in Banff are

9/14/2016 5:17 PM

permitted to enter before 9:00 am and after 6:00 pm. If they arrive between 9 and 6, they must park at an intercept lot
and take a shuttle into town. If they arrive before 9 or after 6, they would still have the option to park at an intercept lot.
No RVs or trailers should be permitted in the townsite during these peak times at all. they must use intercept parking
lots. Many US National Parks that we have visited have mandatory shuttles during peak periods. We have never had
any problems with this system, in fact, found it a very stress free and enjoyable transit experience. We assume you
have looked how visitors are transported in places like the Grand Canyon? We would highly support increasing
parking capacity at the Fenlands as it provides intercept parking in the summer months and additional spots in the
winter when that parking lot is over capacity and people are parking on the road. It is important that Parks Canada is a
part of this solution. They are creating the problem with the mandate of increased visitation to Banff National Park. As
local taxpayers, it is not our responsibility to bear the burden of costs related to Parks Canada's mandate. If they have
land available that is not being used (i.e. the east intercept lot), then it should be utilized for this purpose. Again, we
can't emphasize enough how critical it is for Parks Canada to be actively involved and funding any solution to traffic
congestion in Banff National Park.
173

Builds on an already successful system with a good street level presence and that can be easily extended to other

9/14/2016 4:59 PM

origins/destinations (Lake Louise, Calgary) as opportunities arise. More creative funding for transit should be explored
(eg, hotel room must include a transit day pass - like a UPass program for hotels/Banff Centre). Please expand the
scope of the study to look at partnering with the Alberta Government, Parks Canada, and Calgary Transit to explore
provision of transit service between Calgary and Banff (via Canmore) on a more regular basis. Consider how idle
vehicles could be put to use outside of the Calgary commute peak for this purpose.
174

I don't think you can penalized the local taxpayers for choosing to use their own transportation, when they're more
likely to travel to destinations where public transit wont go. It should be the visitors perhaps using their own cars that

9/14/2016 11:43 AM

should take most of the burden.
175

Key locations for Intercept parking would make this work. Make parking to day users on outskirts of Banff mandatory

9/14/2016 11:04 AM

and buses leave from key parking areas.
176

Requires disincentives, like paid parking, to increase usage. Needs to be more attractive to the visitor and more

9/14/2016 10:34 AM

convenient for the resident.
177

Not very convenient and slow due to multiple stops

9/14/2016 10:34 AM

178

I use the transit system in Banff. If it was more frequent it would make sense for people. As we live in a cold climate

9/14/2016 8:53 AM

there should be some shelters that people can wait in that are heated and dry
179

10 minutes wait time and free transit would make a positive situation for all and all visitors would be happy to use a

9/13/2016 9:22 PM

free transit......
180

It important to relieve pinch points in traffic flow

9/13/2016 8:10 PM
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181

Roam works well, perhaps have more stops at Hotels

9/13/2016 5:12 PM

182

People like their cars! It's hard to get people to change their mentality to get out of their cars and use the bus. For

9/13/2016 4:03 PM

many people it's entitlement, it's their car and they are going to drive it where ever they please, and using a bus might
be "beneath them" and not seen as nearly convenient.
183

Should be added to or included in Park Pass fees

9/13/2016 12:07 PM

184

We already have a bus system and free shuttle and everyone still insists on using their cars.

9/13/2016 12:01 PM

185

Conventional transit is the easiest to scale to needs, with the least direct impact on the physical environment. Within

9/13/2016 10:49 AM

conventional transit I include any vehicle using a roadway. I expect electric, self-driving, small form vehicles to also be
a option here in the not too distant future.
186

Traffic congestion is created by visitors. Businesses are positively financially impacted by increased visitors. Impose

9/13/2016 10:47 AM

levy on the visitors and business rather than increasing property tax.
187

This would lessen the volume of vehicles on the road and would alleviate the need for taxi service. These buses

9/13/2016 10:37 AM

should run much later on key nights when nightlife is happening. Always an issue getting transportation around town
after hours. This is a hazard for people in cold winter months as they are forced to walk home in freezing weather.
188

We are Canmore resident, and both work at the BSH. Currently we need 2 vehicle as work on different schedule, and

9/13/2016 10:30 AM

we both drive in / out of the Banff daily. We would love to utilize the Roam transit, but their current schedule is not
suited to people who work in the hospitality industry. Also the timing needs to se somewhat similar to a regular
commute, if you need to change bus and wait outside again, it is not ideal and it adds a lot of minutes to your
commute.
189

More ROAM buses for Canmore commuters, would help decrease Banff traffic. Transfer bus from high school to

9/13/2016 10:29 AM

FBSH for example. Walking from the high school to the hotel is a bit too far, esp. in winter.
190

I take the Roam bus in the fall and winter as the summer months the roam schedule doesn't get me to work in time

9/13/2016 10:28 AM

without a long delay in transferring buses. It seems a lot of other properties offer discounted passes to their employees
which would be a benefit if the BSH was able to also get a discount.
191

This may work if day cars are made to park outside the town area and buses are able to get through town easily.

9/13/2016 10:26 AM

Currently the afternoon buses are late because of traffic causing connections to be missed.
192

More buses won't directly solve the problem as the buses will still be stuck in the considerable traffic. I don't think the

9/13/2016 10:24 AM

majority of tourists will change their car to ride the bus.
193

Subsidy should not fall only to property tax payers, but should also be subsidized by a portion of taxes/fees collected

9/13/2016 10:16 AM

from tourists - redirect some of the funds collected from BLLT bureau as low cost/free transit is a marketing feature in
itself
194

It can be flexible, can increase in magnitude and if made compulsory - would alleviate the issue. By mandatory, I
mean unless the occupant(s) have a legitimate reason for diving in town (going home); they must park at an intercept
lot and shuttle into town.

9/13/2016 9:41 AM

195

In many tourist destinations, there are tour buses that visitors may ride to learn about the local attractions. In some
places the visitor may get on and off the bus to see specific areas of interest and catch a later scheduled bus. A fee of

9/13/2016 9:28 AM

$15+ is reasonable.
196

There should be no reason why the town permits RV's and visitor traffic rental vehicles and for the love of the horse
carriages! congesting the downtown to the sulphur gondola! It should be mandatory parking at the train station and

9/13/2016 6:40 AM

recreation grounds and ppl either bus in or walk. It works perfectly in other State parks for eg.Zion. Where its just
known you cannot drive in the park during the peak season. It is next to impossible to get out of town for local
residents because its backed up beyond middle springs drive in the height of summer. Simple solutions for a big
problem. No gray area~you cannot drive to the hotsprings or Banff Springs in peak seasons.
197

Cost and flexibility of implementation, uses existing infrastructure, allows for other vehicle options on the horizon (self
driving vehicles). Has to be free to overcome "perception" bias and become a viable solution. Fares are part of the
inconvenience and distaste of bus transport.

9/12/2016 11:55 PM

198

ROAM currently offers a great variety of options for transportation, both within the Town of Banff and between Banff
and Canmore.

9/12/2016 10:35 PM

199

Enhanced free Transit would allow for more users

9/12/2016 7:03 PM

200

Making fares cheap would encourage more people to use transit, resident or tourist. My concern would be the added
price to the taxpayer.

9/12/2016 5:56 PM
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201

There are numerous models that have worked in this regard. Let's find the best practices and improve on it further. WE
MUST consider intercept parking that is underground. WE MUST consider ways of moving people as they walk and

9/12/2016 1:20 PM

cycle too.
202

Need transit to connect varying parts of the community that other modes will not. Leave cars in hotel or at home

9/12/2016 11:22 AM

203

Ground transportation is undergoing radical change with rapid convergence of electric, autonomous, on-demand/ride-

9/11/2016 7:16 PM

share & connectivity for vehicles. What new opportunities are now available for service, public perception, Banff's
image, cost reductions? We have a very good transit system - let's make it better.
204

My family camps at Tunnel Mountain every year and we love the bus, but it needs to be more frequent and you need
to allow pets onboard.

9/11/2016 6:43 PM

205

People won't want to leave their cars if there are no convenient and inexpensive alternatives if they have to wait more

9/11/2016 1:02 PM

than 5 minutes for a bus, they will continue driving. If parking is free at the intercept lots, and expensive at all in-town
spaces, there will be a greater reason to avoid driving in town.
206

Only works if there is car-free alternative to reach Banff from Calgary

9/11/2016 12:32 PM

207

Most tourist towns in Europe make extensive use of transit.

9/11/2016 12:05 PM

208

Fares should not be free, particularly for services/routes that primarily serve tourists. Tourists expect to pay for transit.

9/11/2016 11:07 AM

209

Canmore residents, while a part of our workforce, are not paying taxes here and so should have to pay to park as a
disincentive to drive here. Enhanced bus schedules would make use of transit easier for Canmorites.

9/10/2016 11:18 AM

210

Still involves road congestion. Buses are noisy and smelly. Residents still have to deal with congestion on roads.

9/10/2016 9:21 AM

211

Basically more people that use transit, less vehicles on the road. I always believed downtown Banff should be only for
transit vehicles only. A complete pedestrian only area.

9/10/2016 6:54 AM

212

I like the capital investment is low. Not too convinient for travelers with a lot of luggages (most of them...)

9/9/2016 7:31 PM

213

Buses work well, but may not necessarily attract tourists.

9/9/2016 5:12 PM

214

Increased transit requires an incentive to be used over private vehicles. Visitors should be strongly incentivized to park

9/9/2016 3:10 PM

and ride.
215

if the service is good people will use it

9/9/2016 1:31 PM

216

I can't quote studies so this is anecdotal; Eurpoean cities are so old and dense that they focus on building up mass

9/9/2016 12:15 PM

transit and promote biking and alternate forms of transit. This seems to work for them and it also preserves what
makes the cities worth visiting. I think we should employ the same model. I personally don't believe more roads will fix
the problem and that mentality doesn't fall in line with what the Park is about.
217

Conventional transit is adaptable with respect to both frequency and destination allowing services to be altered over
time based on the evolving needs of residents and visitors. Affordable and helps maximize efficiency of the Town's

9/9/2016 12:02 PM

existing infrastructure.
218

People will still choose to use their own cars over buses.

9/9/2016 10:56 AM

219

Price dropping will open people's eye to that option. But people are still lazy and fall back into routine

9/9/2016 9:57 AM

220

Wait times and dropped hours in winter make it impractical for locals to use

9/9/2016 9:06 AM

221

Conventional transit is a scalable, flexible long-term solution to congestion

9/9/2016 8:02 AM

222

I think visitors coming to the park should all require to park there cars somewhere at the start of the national park, with

9/9/2016 12:15 AM

buses only allowed as transportation around town but the Banff national park fee would include the bus fee of a hop
on and off around the area. Buses would need to run longer be more convenient and stop at more locations. The
buses could run In right hand lanes and the left traffic lanes be turned into cycling lanes only. Guests/tourists would
then have option to cycle or transit with bus services.
223

We shouldnt be giving the people a choice. If you have 2 or less in your car, you must takr public transportation. And

9/8/2016 11:14 PM

make it free. We must protect our park, the animals and the residents that make this place even greater!
224

Unless you disincentivise cars in the downtown area (e.g. pedestrian walkway on Banff Ave) there's nothing stopping

9/8/2016 9:08 PM

vehicles from trying to get downtown.
225

What we have in place works well, I think we need to expand on that during peak period.

9/8/2016 5:58 PM

226

Low cost fares work for everyone. Free fares down from the campground are encouragement to ride and figure out

9/8/2016 5:38 PM

how well the system works.
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227

The Roam buses provide easy transport to almost anywhere in town! Maybe if you added a couple more routes to

9/8/2016 5:02 PM

new destinations as well, it could be of more use to others! Also having the buses coming more frequently would
definitely help in attracting more drivers
228

Easiest and cheapest

9/8/2016 3:36 PM

229

Bus transit is a great system - has flexible entry and exit points (can leave your car in various spots), provides
opportunities for personal interaction, shows that we care about our environment.

9/8/2016 2:28 PM

230

I don't think people like buses and this system still uses the current road system which is not a fast and efficient way to
move people during peak periods. For example, I tried taking the bus last week, the expected time for a bus to arrive

9/8/2016 1:51 PM

was 18 minutes, after 20 minutes of waiting I decided to just start walking the 20 minutes it takes to get home. I
arrived home before the bus. This is not a reliable way to move people unless there are dedicated lanes or a route
that can keep the buses on schedule. I also feel that if the buses do take on more ridership, the traffic will increase
just the same and we'll still be congested.
231

the current transit is unreliable due to traffic congestion and is not on schedule. I don't believe that just enhancing this

9/8/2016 1:43 PM

service would make a difference.
232

Banff roads can handle Banff residents, and Banff residents are the main active contributors towards using alternate

9/8/2016 1:32 PM

transport other than one-person vehicles. Assuming Banff insists on allowing such volume of visitors, the solution
costs absolutely need to be subsidised only by visitor revenue.
233

People have to be taught to leave there cars behind. Disney moves far more people everyday and there is not a car to

9/8/2016 12:16 PM

be seen.
234

People are driving through the mountains - they want to be in the comfort of their own cars. Having people leave their

9/8/2016 11:58 AM

vehicles is unlikely. Also there is no advantage to taking transit; it is not faster than taking a vehicle and is more
expensive.
235

I feel that if the intent of this option is to primarily move visitors around in a different way that the tax funding for the

9/8/2016 11:51 AM

increased costs should be born by the commercial tax payers not residential tax payers.
236

The transit system now is not reliable and should be free or low-cost for residents or frequent users. I have

9/8/2016 11:50 AM

experienced situations where the bus is not on schedule and overcrowded. When the bus does not stop at Middle
Springs Drive and goes to the Rimrock (more than once, when the stop has been pulled) that is an issue!
237

the initial system has been amazing we should build in its success

9/8/2016 11:49 AM

238

I am not interested in subsidizing transit through my taxes. I would prefer a user pay model.

9/8/2016 11:45 AM

239

Easily scale able, potential for electric/quiet buses. Something happens to a single bus, entire transportation solution is
not crippled.

9/8/2016 10:54 AM
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Q4 Aerial transit is a travel choice
consistent with the way people prefer to
travel – in their own space and without the
need to consult a schedule. It is a visitor
experience in itself. It would have a visual
impact. Capital investment is $66 million
(est.); it can potentially recover its
operating cost of $6 million annually
without the need for a tax subsidy. (See
study for details.) Approvals by external
agencies required. Consider construction of
aerial transit system: potential route from
downtown to Sulphur Mountain, stations at
key visitor destinations in town.
Answered: 402

Skipped: 46

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
I don't think so

Might work, but
investigate further

Like it a lot,
investigate further

Answer Choices

Responses

I don't think so

41.54%

167

Might work, but investigate further

28.36%

114

Like it a lot, investigate further

30.10%

121

Total

402

#

Please tell us why you made your choice.

Date

1

I do not support this idea because of the visual and noise impacts on residents and visitors. It would also put an

10/10/2016 10:44 PM

additional piece of infrastructure into the wildlife corridor that wraps around the base of Sulfur Mtn. and then up along
the Spray River.
2

I have concerns about building new permanent - and significant - tourist infrastructure outside the legislated Town
boundary and into the National Park.

10/10/2016 10:40 PM

3

An aerial transit system will impact Banff and it's residents financially, visually and acoustically. This is a significant

10/10/2016 10:23 PM

capital investment and it does not seem reasonable that there would be no need for tax subsidy and/or other
considerations that may not be all that appealing ro reasonable. It is an all or nothing approach, that should there be
problems along the way, the town is locked into an approach that may not be reasonable in the long term.
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4

Idiotic at best. This is not the solution. Bad examples in the study.

10/10/2016 10:01 PM

5

-do not want a intercept parking lot outside of town of Banff legal boundaries for aerial transit

10/10/2016 9:47 PM

6

An aerial transit system is likely the most feasible in terms of transitioning visitors away from personal vehicles and will

10/10/2016 8:29 PM

see less resistance from visitors. The concern lies in further allowing the Banff Townsite to become more of an
amusement park than it already is. To what extent do we sacrifice our sense of community to make accommodations
for visitors? Banff National Park is more than an amusement park and our new transit system needs to reflect that.
Perhaps the easiest route politically is not the best for the community.
7

What would be the environmental and aesthetic impact?

10/10/2016 8:07 PM

8

Not sure what this would look like and how practical it would be. Is this a chairlift, gondola or a skytrain?

10/10/2016 7:39 PM

9

Yes get tourist off the road so licals can still get around

10/10/2016 6:27 PM

10

Do we need another visitor experience?? Definitely not when they are already heading to the Sulphur Gondola (or

10/10/2016 5:46 PM

hike) or to the historic Banff Springs or Bow Falls. When I fly anywhere my personal space is my seat, same as when I
am on a bus. If buses run every 15 min there is no need to consult a schedule. Who says aerial transit is a travel
choice when other options are available? You are not giving any credit (or encouragement) to people adapting to
modes of travel available.
11

Would benefit specific businesses and should be paid for by Banff business levy; divert marketing dollars to an

10/10/2016 5:35 PM

improved public transit system
12

Overkill. Inappropriate in a national park with a "limited land base", i.e., legal boundaries. This plan assumes a growth

10/10/2016 3:54 PM

rate that would require more than doubling the size of the town( for facilities for the visitors in 2035). That is not
possible here. Therefore there would not be sufficient year round use to fund the gondola. There is no need for
another man made 'attraction'.
13

The proposal for gondola and intercept parking as it currently exists within the plan would compromise existing wildlife
corridors. Key visitor destinations would likely include Bow Falls, the Banff Springs Hotel, the Cave and Basin.

10/10/2016 3:50 PM

Stations at these destinations would require gondolas running in various directions up and down Spray and Cave
Avenues as well as up and down the side of Sulphur Mountain. The infrastructure for these key stations would have a
huge physical and visual impact on the local town environment. Why not use existing roads and increase bus service
using more efficiently what already exists? Hotels would be responsible for shuttling their own guests to and from their
premises back to either the train station or intercept parking within the townsite. Let businesses be a significant part of
the solution. Locals have already made big changes to the way they travel around their own community to make way
for visitors. Isn't it time for businesses to start doing the same? They could use electric or other environmentally
friendly shuttle vehicles to promote their stewardship within the parks.
14

Change "I don't think so" to "ABSOLUTELY NOT" ! Ridiculous concept. Ugly, intrusive, expensive, completely opposite

10/10/2016 3:49 PM

the national park experience visitors should get when they come here. Will ruin the town for the residents. Again, this
would not even be a consideration if numbers of vehicles and people were appropriate for the area. A terrible idea.
15

Visitors peering out of aerial gondolas all over town is an invasion of privacy for everyone.

10/10/2016 3:37 PM

16

This would directly benefit commercial operators and be an eyesore for the rest of us.

10/10/2016 3:08 PM

17

We are not Telluride or Europe. We are a national park. Ultimate solution: limits on number of visitors.

10/10/2016 11:50 AM

18

I keep hearing about "visitor experience" in Banff, rather than "ecological integrity". I think the town has a responsibility

10/10/2016 11:36 AM

to address ecological integrity, in cooperation with parks canada. It's a privilege to live and do business here, and it
comes with responsibilities beyond that of other municipalities, due to the location of the town within a national park.
The gondola would be located outside the existing town boundary and would compromise the intent of the
development cap and legislated boundary. What are the ecological and regulatory impacts of building facilities outside
the town? Your survey doesn't provide enough information. The perspective of the plan does not seem to be written
with integration to other park activities, rather it is based on "destination marketing". What is wrong with a "low or no
growth" option, not presented here. There has been a commercial development cap, and legislated boundary, with the
full understanding there are limits to growth. You are calling the gondola a "visitor attraction" rather than a
transportation solution, so I think buses are the better option. Banff CANNOT have unlimited tourist industry growth,
time to put the brakes on.
19

Sounds attractive as a visitor experience and visitors would probably pay $6 the first time but I dint think you would

10/10/2016 10:32 AM

get repetitive trip buy in. Also having been on many chairlifts and gondolas I have concerns over stranding of
passengers, much less risky to keep the to ground transportation.
20

Why should the citizens of Banff have to pay to host the tourists. The park facilities are already at capacity.

10/10/2016 10:13 AM

21

It imposes an overhead distraction on those who live in Banff, and it is ecologically damaging to build.

10/10/2016 9:10 AM
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22

A reliable well-run shuttle service is preferable and does not interfere with the mountain viewscapes or contribute to

10/10/2016 9:08 AM

trend towards a "Disneyfication" of town.
23

This is a PRIVATE, so they have to pay for this!!!! Not us, taxpayers !!!!!!!!

10/10/2016 8:57 AM

24

Adding more never solves a clutter problem.

10/10/2016 8:18 AM

25

Why should the town of Banff privilege transportation to Sulphur mtn. and subsidize a gondola that helps an American
corporation...Brewster should pay for that aerial transit and Banff subsidies a Gondola to Norquay!

10/10/2016 8:10 AM

26

WHY only sulfure Mtn ??? To give more buisness to brewster? I like the idea a lot, but let brewster paying for the

10/10/2016 8:03 AM

gondola !!!
27

It would further degrade the aesthetic appearance of the town and make Banff even more into a 'Disneyland'.

10/10/2016 7:42 AM

28

Too much of an impact. The transportation solution does not need to provide an 'attraction'.

10/9/2016 10:03 PM

29

Anything to reduce the amount of traffic is a good idea and electric buses would reduce emissions.

10/9/2016 9:29 PM

30

Too limited in what it can access

10/9/2016 4:41 PM

31

Why "aerial" just high frequency ground from an intercept Would meet same need. Assesss GHG impacts of options.

10/9/2016 4:28 PM

32

Not appropriate. The impacts far exceed the benefits. The park is the attraction, no additional unnatural construct is
necessary.

10/9/2016 4:06 PM

33

travel to Europe on many occasions, and the aerial transit could work and brings back a uniqueness to Banff

10/9/2016 4:04 PM

34

absolutely ridiculous. These are rides, not transport venues. ground transport will work if emphasis is on reducing the
number of visitors and vehicles, not catering to increased number

10/9/2016 12:39 PM

35

It is hard for me to imagine a gondola around town, at the same time, it is definitely a visitor experience in itself,
actually it would be a big attraction. This would certainly ease the traffic within Banff but people would still need cars to
get around the area (Minnewanka, Johnston Canyon) and continue on to Lake Louise...do the rental agencies have

10/9/2016 12:15 PM

enough car spaces available to cater for everybody? If not, then people would still likely rent a car from Calgary and
drive in...so even if people will move around town without their car, there needs to be a place to put their car
somewhere...drive it in and drive it out...
36

Not over my dead body! What does Mayor Sorenson think of the gondolas flying by her bedroom window? The visual

10/9/2016 11:38 AM

impact would only add to the clutter in town. The idea does not solve the parking/congestion problem. The perpetual
construction in town is already too disruptive. Mostly, the TOB must remain confined to its legislated boundaries. TOB
council and managers proclaim to the world that Banff is 'environmentally friendly', yet, year after year, each crazed
notion shows no foresight and only adds to the incremental degradation of Banff National Park.
37

Ridiculous idea. "Visitor experience" indeed! It is important to introduce visitors to the natural values of our national

10/9/2016 11:36 AM

park, not encourage a Disney-esque approach by building theme-park infrastructure that will blight the town.
38

Reduces road traffic and reliance on road capacity. Enhances visitor experience and feeling of Banff as a world-class
destination. Gets vehicles and people out of wildlife corridors.

10/9/2016 10:22 AM

39

aerial transit is attractive to visitors, ie as Sulphur mountain gondola has proven...

10/9/2016 10:02 AM

40

What is an aerial transit system?

10/9/2016 8:48 AM

41

Costly. Limits people's options - many will probably still choose to drive, whereas a bus system allows them to plan

10/9/2016 8:27 AM

their own adventure by hopping on and off to get to multiple destinations. Ruins mountain views.
42

this would not be a novel or creative solutions..it may potentially help with traffic congestion but not with less people

10/8/2016 10:33 PM

coming at an already over crowded town and national park....
43

This is not a viable option - the capital investment alone is staggering, and it does not offer a convenient way for
visitors to travel throughout the townsite. Further, it does not address the fundamental challenge of vehicle congestion

10/8/2016 8:34 PM

within the town, nor can it be scaled to meet seasonal changes in visiting levels (as could be done with a conventional
transit system) - say nothing of the significant visual impact. This option is also predicated on the assumption that
visitors will be willing to pay to use this form of transportation - which would be essential to cost recovery.
44

I don't think they would use it at transit, it would just be another attraction.

10/8/2016 8:33 PM

45

Utterly ridiculous. Not only will it be an eyesore, it will negatively impact property owners throughout it's route. We live

10/8/2016 5:56 PM

in one of the most beautiful spots in the world - defacing it for the sake of moving people is absurd. I can't believe in
the description you didn't note that it, too, will "subsantially impact the environment."
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46

Too much new infrastructure required. Overwhelming negative visual impacts. This place does not need any new
"attractions". No new land beyond the town boundary should be opened up for intercept parking! The best location for

10/8/2016 4:00 PM

an intercept parking lot would be on the west side of Calgary.
47

It is expensive, it will take a long time for permitting so it offers no immediate relief. It cannot be scaled easily to adjust
for slow times, or peaks. It requires a ton of new infrastructure and years of traffic congestion and neighborhood

10/8/2016 2:39 PM

disruption due to its construction. It looks like a proposal to serve the biggest corporate interests in town, purpose built
just for the Center, the Banff Springs and the Sulphur gondola. It has significant visual and aesthetic impacts. In
addiition it will take away field space from the high school. Our high school deserves more respect. Also, presenting
the aerial option as consistent with the way people prefer to travel suggests a bias implying other modes like walking,
or biking are not consistent with the way people prefer to travel. For this reason it's fair to be disappointed with this
question.
48

Not enough room for sufficient intersect parking within the town. Property in town would have to be used - bought. I

10/8/2016 2:03 PM

suggest Brewers foot the bill. The gondola would only increase their 'license to print money'. Town needs to be closed
to Private vehicles.
49

Definitely not. This is not a ski area. Visitors are here for many purposes. Creating another amusement park
'attraction' does NOT increase visitor appreciation of the NATIONAL PARK. The town is within the Park and is

10/8/2016 1:43 PM

required to work within limitations that come with unique market that the Park provides. Town should not be promotingor financially supporting Brewster's business. Restrict private vehicles on Mountain Ave to emergency access..transit
access only. The notion of a very obtrusive, disruptive, financially and ecologically expensive, 'solution' for a highly
projected future is folly.. There are a myriad of factors that could/will alter the simplistic predictions: changes in
transportation technology, global economies, environmental disasters, global warming, major degradation of the
natural park environment that the majority of visitors are here to experience. etc, etc. When faced with major
ecological damage, Parks Canada is going to be forced to manage and limit human use within the Park. That will
impact the numbers of visitors and infrastructure requirements for the Town.
50

How much money will that cost? People can still drive in town. And will have to drive in town to make it to the
departure

10/8/2016 1:10 PM

51

Oh goodness... a gondola going over my house... no thanks! We live in Middle Springs... this idea looks great on
paper, but I do not want anything like this over my home or in my backyard

10/8/2016 1:09 PM

52

Stop building more and larger capacity hotels. Limit access to the town and park. Please inform yourself about the 6th

10/8/2016 11:32 AM

mass extinction event, Stanford University study. Human overpopulation and encroachment into wildlife habitat is
destroying our ecosystem. Banff should LEAD Canada in such awareness.
53

It could be really horrible but sounds interesting.

10/8/2016 10:33 AM

54

I don't think we as tax payers should be subsidizing an American (brewster) company.

10/8/2016 9:57 AM

55

Please don't go there! What's special about this place is that we don't have wall-to-wall lifts and gondolas all over our

10/8/2016 7:32 AM

mountains (like they do in the Alps). We are still a small town that has only small (walkable, bikeable, short-ridable)
distances to deal with. We already have enough gondola experiences for those who wish them. Don't wreck our worldclass views with mega-infrastructure. Price is also a barrier, both to build and per ride.
56

Looking at the maps, trasportation is needed in the main part of town and the route does not seem to meet that need. I
think it would need to start at an intercept lot. Would also require significant attention to maintenance to keep it

10/7/2016 8:53 PM

running.
57

Limited routes, may not take people where they want to go, or too long from their cars, homes, schedules. Expensive.

10/7/2016 7:47 PM

58

Aerial should be absolutely pollution free, ergo a speedy monorail system verses gondola. Monorail does not need
loading personnel like a gondola. User pay.

10/7/2016 6:21 PM

59

Visitors may like being able to see the town, but it will only be popular to newcomers, not to visitors coming for 2nd or

10/7/2016 5:02 PM

more times. Also, visitors will still want to drive into town -- they like to think they can get close to what they want to
see/do. Disincentives and incentives would have to be strong! As a resident, I really, really, really do NOT want a
gondola going by in view or sound!! I certainly do NOT want a gondola station nearby!! I do not like this idea -- scrap
it.
60

Why not having it going to Norquay hill also? Spending 66 m to incresase Brewster revenu ? Ask Brewster to pay for

10/7/2016 1:57 PM

it!!!
61

Continuous service comfort of controlled cabin capacity and smooth quiet ride able to enjoy views over most buildings.
Least footprint and powered by electricity no fossil fuel
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62

Aerial transit is very cost effective and quick to install. It is also scalable (more cabins can be bought as required if the

10/7/2016 1:08 PM

design is planned for them from the beginning). Aerial transit does not have to be ugly. Look at Portland (striking cabin
and tower architecture), Koblenz (terminal architecture), Venice elevated cable train (living towers), and Teleférico do
Gaia in Portugal (terminals) for examples where architectural design was applied to soften some of the tower and
terminal elements. People will be drawn from their vehicles for the scenic and convenient rides. This sort of transit is
working well in many places around the world already. Smart glass is possible in the cabins to control when riders can
see out and into someone's yard or window if this is not desired http://gondolaproject.com/2011/03/28/smart-glass-onthe-bukit-panjang-lrt/
63

Visitors don't need a vehicle to enjoy Sulphur Mnt, only to get there. Therefore bypassing all the traffic on the bridge to
visit these sites.

10/7/2016 12:46 PM

64

As a taxpayer, i would definitely not support using public money to build further transport to a privately owned
attraction. Not a chance, i would protest this with everything i had. If they wish to expand their gondola further down
the mountain, they can pay for the environmental studies, construction, etc. An aerial line through downtown from a

10/7/2016 12:34 PM

central parking area (maybe bumpers) would be something i would support, as it would alleviate traffic enough to keep
downtown pedestrian friendly.
65

it would be a very novel way to move people but it would be expensive to build the parking lots, the interceptor lots
with Shuttles would be needed for this solution too.

10/7/2016 12:31 PM

66

I dont think tax payers in this town should found a Gondola to the Brewster gondola that is american owned. If the

10/7/2016 12:15 PM

Gondola requires this they can pay for it with their own dollars.
67

I think the town should carefully consider the serious consequences of permanently altering the sightlines of our town

10/7/2016 12:04 PM

with a gondola going right through the middle. I am particularly worried about the impact of a gondola going across the
Bow River. I am strongly against this idea, and think it would be harmful to our town.
68

This will favour certain interests in the community while locking out other options. Also, Cost! Is very high with no

10/7/2016 12:04 PM

certainty of recouping
69

I think gondola in the middle of Banff would completely ruin the natural feel of the town.

10/7/2016 11:58 AM

70

a gondola from the train station to Norquay could have a greater impact at no cost to taxpayers

10/7/2016 11:58 AM

71

I am 100% OPPOSED to Aerial transportation in Banff. It is expensive, invasive and would add to the "Disneyland"
atmosphere which already has a profound negative impact on the town of Banff.

10/7/2016 11:34 AM

72

a service for a business, i.e. Brewsters!! I don't think so.

10/7/2016 10:24 AM

73

Because gondolas don't pollute as much as cars and buses

10/7/2016 8:05 AM

74

Many towns don't allow cars in the downtown core ppl will adapt.

10/6/2016 10:01 PM

75

I doubt it would cover its operating costs without a tax subsidy.

10/6/2016 9:50 PM

76

This would actually add to the visitor experience and potentially become a hallmark experience in banff. An extensive
gondola system would be scenic, intriguing and world leading---and produce minimal impact on the park itself besides

10/6/2016 9:34 PM

visual concerns. Especially as a connector between downtown and sulphur mountain area attractions. It should
however remain as a PUBLIC asset and not get farmed off to a company for operations IE Brewster or similar bidder...
77

Ride a gondola up to the gondola? I think this is a terrible idea and would leave a very visible scar on our postcard

10/6/2016 8:24 PM

town.
78

It would take away from the beauty

10/6/2016 6:45 PM

79

Will become too commercial and will just drawn in more tourists

10/6/2016 5:03 PM

80

Ruining the park.

10/6/2016 3:55 PM

81

The cost may be prohibitive

10/6/2016 3:50 PM

82

It could be a source of revenue, an attraction on its own, takes the congestion off the ground, promotes sightseeing,
and I'd like to go on it.

10/6/2016 3:50 PM

83

Sounds great, but it seems unlikely that there'll be a valid business case. High initial cost and high operating costs,

10/6/2016 3:38 PM

ongoing mean high ticket costs, especially for commuters and for tourist families.
84

Aerial transport is visually unattractive - tourists come for the view - don't make it ugly. Aerial transport inevitably has
long lineups. Visitors would spend more time waiting in the line than they would in traffic. As an "attraction" it would

10/4/2016 10:43 AM

end up costing the tourists even more than they already pay to enter the park and, if they prefer to experience Banff
from the air, pay further for the existing gondola.
85

Cool sight seeing opportunity

10/3/2016 10:13 PM
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86

taking vehicles off of our road ways, especially at the choke point of the bow river bridge would substantially decrease
traffic congestion and improve pedestrian and cyclist safety.

10/3/2016 8:36 PM

87

Visually gross.

10/3/2016 7:36 PM

88

We need not clog the scenery with a gondola.

10/3/2016 7:21 PM

89

It would add to the amount of people not driving up to Sulphur Mountain and taking the potential aerial transit.

10/3/2016 7:08 PM

90

Cost of capital and maintenance way too high, who would pay for it??

10/3/2016 6:25 PM

91

I like the idea, I think it would really cut down on traffic conning through downtown and across the bridge...but if
people aren't driving up to sulphur they aren't parking parking up there, and there isn't nearly enough parking

10/3/2016 6:18 PM

downtown or anywhere in Banff for all those additional cars. Very good concept though.
92

It would be a unique feature that would attract visitors

10/3/2016 6:06 PM

93

I think by doing this there will be more traffic congestion on the other side of the town.

10/3/2016 5:42 PM

94

Will help move people and attract more tourists. It's a novelty that's practical

10/3/2016 4:50 PM

95

A gondola to a gondola? Maybe not. busses work fine up and down to sulphur I get the bus everyday up there.

10/3/2016 4:16 PM

96

Huge cost with no guarantee that people would use it as a mode of transportation. Where would they park to get on?

10/3/2016 4:13 PM

Wouldn't it affect people's privacy in their homes and yards?
97

Will not work if route starts from downtown! That does nothing to solve traffic problems you are just brining more cars

10/3/2016 4:03 PM

downtown looking for parking that is not there! All you have done is created a disney attraction!
98

Would be hard to connect all the routes needed

10/3/2016 4:01 PM

99

Relies on a massive infrastructure that will likely be nearly out of date by the time it is installed. Visually would make us

10/3/2016 3:46 PM

look like Disneyland. Breakdowns can't just be fixed by adding another bus...could inconvenience people for hours or
days.
100

There doesn't seem to be much traffic on the side roads, so having localized transit where the bulk of the traffic is

10/3/2016 3:44 PM

would be preferable.
101

Have people educated on how to use

10/3/2016 3:42 PM

102

Visually am not sure it would be appealing

10/3/2016 3:28 PM

103

I have trouble seeing this as "transportation" unless you have the tram at the intercept lot and it is the only option to
get downtown. If the main tram station is downtown you are going to have do the increased bus & conventional

10/3/2016 12:46 PM

transportation from the intercept lots anyway. The Arial Tramway is a visitor experience not really transportation
unless it is the ONLY (i.e. you CAN'T drive your personal vehicle) option for getting around.
104

major investment still require giant parking stations just look at Gondola station

10/3/2016 11:48 AM

105

Very costly to install

10/3/2016 11:11 AM

106

Great idea, but don't see parks allowing it to happen.

10/3/2016 8:59 AM

107

I find it hard to believe that people will leave personal vehicles in intercept lots to take conventional transit to aerial

10/2/2016 10:05 PM

transit to reach their final destination. It might lessen the amount of traffic back and forth through town from visitors
staying at the Banff Centre, Springs, or Rimrock but I don't feel it would lessen the traffic traveling through town.
108

Cost effective and more environmentally sustainable. Can be run off of clean energy

10/2/2016 2:04 PM

109

An utterly foolish idea which I could only support if costs were fully paid by the business community. I have zero
interest in paying for a transport system that would mostly benefit Fairmont, Brewsters, the upper Hot Springs etc.

10/1/2016 10:43 AM

110

I like the idea. To make it work I think intercept parking for non-residents must be mandatory. The transit then must be
affordable. It would be a fun thing to do, no doubt, but that is not enough. The goal is that it is highly functional.

9/30/2016 8:01 PM

Something really needs to be done about the traffic up and down Sulphur Mtn. It is just not safe. So, I am open to a lot
of creativity here. Including just flat-out eliminating vehicles at peak times (except for resident passes, which should
also be limited per household - just cuz you have 4 cars in your house, you don't get 4 passes)
111

Very bad idea in terms of aethetics, potential impacts to wildlife(bear habituation) and costs. Why do you want to
attract more people to places such as Sulphur mountain as there are already huge line-ups most afternoons during

9/30/2016 3:00 PM

the summer period.
112

really dumb idea to ruin iconic Banff scenery

9/30/2016 1:33 PM
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113

Like the idea, not the route. Make it like an 'X', one leg goes from Fenlands to IGA and Banff Centre. Other leg goes

9/29/2016 11:00 PM

from old Husky Station down centre of banff ave to the Springs. Change stations at high school. Third leg can go from
YWCA up to Sulphur. Put intercept parking under high school and elementary school playground, go one level above
grade and put school playgrounds back on top. That way gondola will be easy to access, people with cars will leave
them at their hotels because the gondola will be right out front door of hotel. Expand Fenlands as intercept lot. Look at
Courmeyuer, Italy, which put parkade under town square, then put the square back.
114

How would this impact wildlife? If its ok i believe a ariel transit system would be great in banff

9/29/2016 3:23 AM

115

This will not work. The problem is vehicles, not people. The aerial transit system and intercept parking in no way

9/28/2016 9:27 PM

reduces the amount of vehicles into the Banff and BNP area. This study grossly overestimates the annual dollar
return, and use. Who will pay for the system on a Monday in November for example? This is not a scaleable solution.
It is despicable to consider using public funds to provide what is essentially a direct link to a privately owned attraction
(Sulphur Mtn Gondola). Not to mention any aerial system will be by nature, large and hideous. NO! To any solution
involving aerial transit within the TOB.
116

You'd need lots of stops for convenience, which might slow it down. Make sure it's accessible for elderly/handicapped
users.

9/28/2016 4:04 PM

117

I think it would be an eyesore and sore spot with many local residents. Yes it may sound cool and someone can argue
that it's an experience in itself, but I just don't see it looking nice in town. I feel the main concern is lowering number of

9/27/2016 10:07 PM

vehicles in townsite, how would building an aerial tranport help with that?! People who drive to the town, drive to their
hotels would still drive to the sites! None of them would park outside the town and use transport.
118

Just make sure it doesn't ruin the views

9/27/2016 7:28 PM

119

It's an absolutely ridiculous idea.

9/27/2016 5:00 PM

120

UNDERGROUND PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM WHERE PEOPLE DONT NEED TO USE CARS BUSES
BICYCLES FOR SHORT JOURNEYS ABOUT TOWN

9/27/2016 6:57 AM

121

My one concern: much of our congestion issues are about getting visitors to/from attractions on Sulpher Mtn. (gondola
and hot pools) Both private and govn't owned attractions. How are those attractions going to help contribute towards

9/26/2016 11:20 AM

the annual cost and pay for initial build of this system that will HUGELY benefit their business
122

graduated construction, expansion & modifications advised so the initial undertaking should be small with expansion
based on experience not a consultants grand recommendations i.e. volumes, user costs, environmental impact,

9/25/2016 6:13 PM

aesthetics, off season demands, etc.
123

Lets turn Banff into an exception. An exceptional destination with no cars in a car systematic society. We just need to

9/25/2016 3:10 PM

change a few habits. Plus, I actually think European visitors are beyond ready already and Americans will love the
quaint experience. We need a strong message to change our bad habits.
124

Bus routes are flexible and changeable, seems like aerial transit would be more fixed.

9/25/2016 11:18 AM

125

Aerial transit would be visually unattractive. It will change and spoil the beautiful mountain scape that surrounds the
town. Where would people park to use this. It will become an attraction itself and draw more people.

9/25/2016 7:24 AM

126

As above, restrict non resident traffic to intercepts. Would add to visitor experience

9/24/2016 9:15 PM

127

Don't deface Banff. Again, run transit/cab only systems doing peak seasons.

9/24/2016 10:39 AM

128

This is a grandiose idea! We are only promoting certain attractions and they will benefit. The visual pollution this would
create is horrendous!

9/24/2016 8:49 AM

129

For exactly the reasons you said ... No schedule, fun experience with amazing views, own space.

9/24/2016 7:59 AM

130

Though this might be an attraction for tourists, it won't help residents, or visitors with usable access to the town site.

9/24/2016 7:15 AM

Many people will still try to drive into downtown.
131

Yet another line for guests to wait in and pay for. We do not need a tourist attraction like this to bring even more
people to see.

9/23/2016 10:19 PM

132

Sounds good but it's expensive. We'd need the province to come up with some of the funds.

9/23/2016 10:17 PM

133

Cities thrive with 'aerial transit', or the like, and Banff has a massive amount of people that need (want) to get places.
It'll be extremely popular

9/23/2016 9:04 PM

134

Congestion is only for 6 to 8 weeks of the year, so pricy solution.

9/23/2016 8:57 PM

135

I think this is innovative and a great idea. It is self sustaining and an awesome attraction. I love that it is a bit

9/23/2016 8:50 PM

unconventional- go for it!!
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136

Might work for a first or second ride but will not allow riders to embark and depart at many of the interesting
destinations along the way. Locals will not likely use this option leaving many of their cars still on the streets and in the

9/23/2016 8:22 PM

parking lots. Seems like an attraction more than a solution.
137

Are you talking helicopters? Yikes sounds expensive or... are you talking like the ski hills have-

9/23/2016 7:36 PM

138

For the reasons you describe above. And it'll be fun, relaxing, not so polluting and free up space on the ground. I love

9/23/2016 7:27 PM

the idea!
139

Best solution but not totally comfortable with it being privately owned.

9/23/2016 7:26 PM

140

Could very easily be a "tourist" draw as well as an effective people mover. I've experienced many systems like this in
countries around the world. clean, minimal impact, and touristy. Though you might need a lot of parking at the nonBanff end. Clearly marked with the number of available spots.

9/23/2016 4:01 PM

141

Will accommodate a larger number of people and sustainable in the long run. Our population is increasing, not
decreasing. More affordable in the long run. Better big picture idea.

9/23/2016 1:07 PM

142

It is distinctive enough to appeal to the tourist population. It'll be a huge bonus for the town

9/23/2016 10:27 AM

143

I think this offers a scenic alternative ... would need to determine the attraction as fee-for-use transportation mode vs.
visitor attraction. Would route obscure sight lines/ mountain views on ground within town boundaries?

9/23/2016 9:58 AM

144

The concept fits with a mountain park experience. Unless the Town receives more $$ from the province, infrastructure
for visitors should be user pay.

9/23/2016 9:49 AM

145

Not sure how this would actually alleviate traffic and parking congestion in the core like intercept parking and free

9/23/2016 9:14 AM

transit would but open to the concept.
146

I think adding more buses and having shuttles would do the trick. This seems over kill.

9/23/2016 8:55 AM

147

Taxpayers don't want this. Too much money. Taxpayers don't want to see the skies filled with tourist gondolas. The

9/23/2016 8:03 AM

town is already an "assault" on the senses ( congestion, noise, pollution, etc. )
148

Conceptually I love the prospect, however this would be a monumentally expensive ordeal. Would it be a walk-on or

9/23/2016 7:37 AM

pay-per-use?
149

Could be interesting but has a Single Point of Failure causing major disruption when problems occur / maintenance is
required.

9/23/2016 7:07 AM

150

what sort of aerial transport? more specific please

9/23/2016 4:39 AM

151

Even though there would be a visual impact I would prefer this solution. Let's face it, the visual impact is already

9/23/2016 12:02 AM

happening when you see cars lined up all summer long along Banff Ave and past the traffic bridge. The air quality in
town really suffers at times and I would rather have a gondola to look at than frustrated drivers and smell fumes all
summer long.
152

Awesome idea that offers a sightseeing opportunity tied with transportation. Impact on wildlife is less than increased
roadway density or traffic issues (bear jams etc...), and quality of life for residents increases (tourists are landing in

9/22/2016 10:07 PM

areas prepared to cater to them)
153

It makes financial and environmental sense.

9/22/2016 9:37 PM

154

Environmental impact, noise pollution

9/22/2016 8:51 PM

155

So glamorous! Amazing views, enhancing the visitor experience. Makes Banff even more unique than it already is.
Would provide a much greater incentive than ground-level transit for visitors to use the intercept lots

9/22/2016 4:31 PM

156

Sounds fun, but I am not sure if repeat visitors will use it as a transportation method. I imagine folks will use it once for

9/22/2016 3:49 PM

the novelty and then continue to use their vehicle. (Unless forced to, of course)
157

Would set Banff Apart even more

9/22/2016 2:46 PM

158

Is this supposed to run as public transit or private, luxury transportation? It's likely going to be too expensive and

9/22/2016 2:38 PM

inconvenient to consider this as a way for locals to commute so I can only imagine it would be for people from other
cities and countries who are visiting Banff. It sounds like a tourist attraction to me which I don't think Banff taxpayers
would be interested in paying for. However, if this aerial transit did bring in more money to Banff which is then put
back into programs and subsidies for the locals then it might be a good idea.
159

Not sure for tour groups. They would still drive through town. Certainly appealing for families as this is an experience
in itself

9/22/2016 2:27 PM

160

This is NOT about "visitor experience". No.

9/22/2016 2:10 PM

161

Visual clutter, viability in inclement weather (rain, wind, extreme cold)

9/22/2016 12:05 PM
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162

this is going to ruin the look and feel of living in a national park - why is this even an idea?????

9/22/2016 9:45 AM

163

The visual impact is a major concern, but if it can pay for itself and be part of a larger system of intercept lots, it could
work. I believe the gondola would need to connect directly to intercept lots.

9/21/2016 9:59 AM

164

Enhanced visitor experience, minimal environmental impact, cost efficient with small fares charged.

9/20/2016 2:16 PM

165

Your recomended choice does nothing to solve parking, vehicle congestion as it starts from downtown! The only
proposal that solves objectives is the one that provides route from both ends of town with intercept parking created.

9/20/2016 12:03 PM

166

Capacity of a gondola system is fixed, and so is the operating cost. I would want to know that guests are likely to ride
the gondola throughout the year and not just in the summer. My preferred route would include both intercept parking

9/20/2016 2:39 AM

lots as well as downtown, the Banff Centre, Banff Springs and Sulphur Mountain Gondola.
167

There's another attraction at mt Norquay. Diverting people/providing an alternative to going up sulphur mountain can
reduce cingestion in that side of the mountain.

9/19/2016 11:55 PM

168

Pricing of fares for locals would probably be prohibitive see Banff & Norquay gondola fares.I thing if would be a visual
blight.

9/19/2016 8:18 PM

169

Banff does not have a lot of space to work with and building gondola stations is not going to help with making town feel

9/19/2016 7:20 PM

congested. I also really don't like how it impacts the views or could potentially be going up residential (Private!)
streets. Also the proposed concepts do not include a station at the elk woods lot, which means people may still drive
into town to gain access to the gondola. If there was transit from elk wood lot, then why would we need to spend
money on a gondola too. It would be more cost efficient to just have the bus system in place and have more frequent
buses.
170

Bold move

9/19/2016 4:33 PM

171

I believe an ariel transit system would completely ruin the town of the Banff. It would destroy some of our most

9/19/2016 3:44 PM

important site lines, cause massive parking congestion, and turn Banff into Disneyland.
172

It's a concept that fits well with our beautiful town. Relatively quiet and gentle.

9/19/2016 3:27 PM

173

My choice is based on the needs of locals - i feel too much is invested in tourist and tourism and not enough is

9/19/2016 3:21 PM

considered for the people with need to reside in the area. plus i get concerned over aerial construction and the views
of our local area being obstructed
174

This is a national park, - a place to connect with our natural and cultural heritage - not an amusement park. I don't
think this is attractive or sustainable.

9/19/2016 1:36 PM

175

Visitors may want to experience this way to travel from point A to point B and I could see it being successful.

9/19/2016 10:46 AM

176

Community consultation needed. This option would have the greatest impact on the local population - visual impact,
noise concerns, location of stations etc.

9/19/2016 9:24 AM

177

If it was used in conjunction with conventional transit (buses), it may help alleviate tourist congestion. This option

9/18/2016 10:53 AM

would not benefit the taxpayers as directly as bike paths and an improved bus system would (ie: I just want to get to
the grocery store and Post).
178

It's worth thinking outside the box on a theoretical level, but to commit time, resources, a feasibility study (please no,
not more wasting of taxpayer $) is nuts. Drop it. ToB won't let a homeowner put up a white picket fence for visual

9/18/2016 9:44 AM

incongruity, but it considers an aerial tram congruent with visual sight lines in the national park?!
179

I feel a private investor or company should be part of the funding model

9/18/2016 8:42 AM

180

This solution feels like 'a deal' with Sulphur Mountain Gondola. It sounds like an entrepreneurial solution and I don't

9/17/2016 8:49 PM

think riders would want to pay.
181

Visual impact too great, especially over Bow Falls.

9/17/2016 6:48 PM

182

Of the choices at hand, this would be my preference as a resident. Measures would need to be put in place at the

9/17/2016 5:40 PM

Banff Centre station to ensure riders did not cut through the private townhouse property to access Tunnel Mtn Road.
Would like to see this subsidized for residents to encourage use for short trips such as grocery runs or daycare drop
offs.
183

Aerial transit is ridiculous and expensive and not necessary. Seems frivolous, people can WALK across town.

9/15/2016 1:36 PM

184

Seems far-fetched and requires huge investment (E.g. gamble) but the potential revenue is interesting

9/15/2016 7:04 AM
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185

We are absolutely against any aerial transit system in Banff. Banff is not Disneyland. It is already highly

9/14/2016 5:17 PM

commercialised. We don't need any more gimmicks to draw more visitors here and further stress our infrastructure,
natural environment, wildlife or human residents. We don't know of any National Park in the US that has an aerial
transit system. Banff is not a ski-in ski-out town like Telluride, Breckenridge, Vail or Whistler. If there was a ski hill up
Sulphur Mountain, then we might consider this. However, there isn't. Any aerial transit system will encroach on
residents' privacy, destroy iconic sight lines/scenery that draw so many visitors here and keeps locals living in Banff
despite the challenges associated with its high cost of living. If an aerial transit system is built, we would seriously
consider relocating. This project is overkill to mitigate traffic congestion when it is busy for a predictable time period
during the year. Aerial transit is what we perceive as distasteful, tacky and an eye-sore - not at all in keeping with the
quaint uniqueness that Banff embodies, which appealed to us from the first time we visited and then decided to move
here.
186

Gondolas are cool, always loading (high frequency on demand), and have reasonable operating costs relative to
buses.

9/14/2016 4:59 PM

187

eyesore

9/14/2016 3:38 PM

188

Creating another unique experience while visiting Banff - still need to consider parking lots that will needed for visitors

9/14/2016 1:19 PM

189

I don't like the idea of the visual impact. The noise is loud at the gondola stations. It would not address all destinations
in Banff.

9/14/2016 11:04 AM

190

Bold idea with lots of potential. Would encourage visitors to get off the road and allow residents to drive out of town
without huge traffic backups. As in the study, must be coupled with intercept parking, or it won't work.

9/14/2016 10:34 AM

191

It's an attraction in itself and very convenient

9/14/2016 10:34 AM

192

People are attracted to aerial transit as it is high above the ground and offers great views. This system would be
above buildings, would not be very attractive and would sacrifice privacy over the areas it travelled

9/14/2016 8:53 AM

193

Would give another attraction and provide needed relief

9/13/2016 8:10 PM

194

No way - I do not support this at all. How unsightly would that be, and noisy at the Staion. Bad, bad idea

9/13/2016 5:12 PM

195

I am thrilled with this idea - Banff is a destination known around the world and this would be one more reason why
people would want to come here. This concept is a tourist attraction in itself, is remarkably affordable and in my

9/13/2016 4:03 PM

opinion the disadvantages (visual impact) don't stack up against the advantages. What a wonderful way to get people
out of their cars and enjoying Banff!
196

By the time you line up, board, travel slowly, un load at quite likely a spot that is still not that close to your destination it
is quicker to walk

9/13/2016 12:07 PM

197

It would be a huge eye sore in the area and more congestion because tourists will think of it as a ride

9/13/2016 12:01 PM

198

I'm not completely against the concept, I'm just not convinced it's needed. While it would be an interesting visitor
experience, I'm not sure the capacity is needed, nor is the visual and physical environmental impact worth it.

9/13/2016 10:49 AM

199

I think it is a cool tourism idea and would be an attractive feature for the town. However, it is not something functional
for improving our transit infrastructure. People would still need a vehicle to get here and then would still need to park it.
We need a solution in bringing people to Banff without the need for a vehicle.

9/13/2016 10:37 AM

200

The idea of it being a visitor experience in itself is a huge bonus. Also a 'green' alternative if constructed properly.

9/13/2016 10:24 AM

201

Absolutely not, adamantly opposed to this idea. Only supports point to point transport that favours specific tourism
attractions to the detriment of others, not flexible like buses (routes or stops) and would have an unacceptable visual
impact.

9/13/2016 10:16 AM

202

Please! NO! Worse than power lines running through town. Inflexible, costly and limited. Not only answer "don't think

9/13/2016 9:41 AM

so" I say under no circumstances!
203

For the residents who live in the downtown core, this idea would be most invasive. Peeping into apartment and hotel
windows. The noise in the downtown corridor is already too loud enough. Aerial transit only adds to the noise. Go visit
Chicago or Calgary to learn about noise and invasiveness.

9/13/2016 9:28 AM

204

very high investment and will not solve the problem. at best it will be a partial solution

9/13/2016 7:35 AM

205

what an eye sore. This is Canada not Europe~keep our park beautiful

9/13/2016 6:40 AM

206

Novel, large scale option, good for user experience. Lacks flexibility to respond to future attractions or changing visitor
use patterns. Free into/around town, cost to the Springs and Sulfur would reduce tend to ignore and drive anyway.

9/12/2016 11:55 PM

207

I think this could have long-term benefits.

9/12/2016 10:35 PM

208

I don't know what it is.

9/12/2016 8:54 PM
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209

66 Million is too much for the tax payer to pay for!!

9/12/2016 7:03 PM

210

Severe visual impact to anywhere along the route, residents along the streets near the towers or aerial line will not be
happy at all.

9/12/2016 5:56 PM

211

Aerial transit could complement other transportation options while providing a great visitor experience, and, too a

9/11/2016 7:16 PM

lesser extent, reduce local traffic.
212

Expensive capital outlay, likely to be highly inflexible once built and will require other modes of transit at terminals. I'd
seriously consider if this is a good idea in reality.

9/11/2016 6:43 PM

213

The high capital cost makes this an uncertain proposition. Aerial travel systems also have a history of being somewhat
slower than comparable bus systems.

9/11/2016 1:02 PM

214

Makes the place seem like an amusement park

9/11/2016 12:32 PM

215

Might be fun to see town from above.

9/11/2016 12:05 PM

216

Novelty transit systems are generally inferior to proven solutions. This option would need to be practical, not just a
tourist attraction.

9/11/2016 11:07 AM

217

Unless the Feds and the province will pick up the tab - no way - not willing to have my municipal taxes pay for this - I
won't be using it.

9/10/2016 11:18 AM

218

This is a really great idea. I like everything about it. It's bold, modern ideas like this that will transform Banff into a
leading community again.

9/10/2016 9:21 AM

219

I believe it will be too costly to operate and maintain

9/10/2016 6:54 AM

220

I like the experience aspect and the fact it does not require tax subsidy. Beside visual aspect there is minimal
ecological repercussions.

9/9/2016 7:31 PM

221

This is a mitigation option that not only provides frequent, affordable and consistent mode of transportation for
residents, but also an attraction for tourists.

9/9/2016 5:12 PM

222

Has seen huge success in Europe.

9/9/2016 3:10 PM

223

Is this referring to a cable car(gondola) system? I think this a wonderful idea for not just congestion, but for tourism. If
you look at South American cities like Medellín or La Paz, these systems have been a great success and I think it

9/9/2016 12:15 PM

adds to the character of cities.
224

Interesting concept, but concerns remain. Expensive and requires the agreement and approval of several levels of
government which may be difficult to obtain. New and extensive infrastructure is required which is not easily adaptable
to future demands and requirements. Project could end up becoming a white elephant. Current proposal mostly
appear to be designed to facilitate movement of visitors. A critical goal, but it may be difficult to get adequate

9/9/2016 12:02 PM

community support for the project.
225

I don't think you would hit enough pickup spots to make this a convenient method. though, its a fun concept.

9/9/2016 10:56 AM

226

Good idea, but not everyone will want to ride the gondola and swim in pools. Lot of people wanna shop and drink.

9/9/2016 9:57 AM

227

Is it to move people or to draw more people to town.

9/9/2016 9:06 AM

228

Demonstrates exploring all options

9/9/2016 8:02 AM

229

Do you mean roads similiar to overpasses? Rhis sounds like it would make banff look more like a concrete jungle

9/8/2016 11:14 PM

230

council is like a teenager always dreaming of expensive ways to spend taxes on frills, frills, get intercept lots , big ones
, charge for downtown parking also Parks may not approve

9/8/2016 9:09 PM

231

Only good for tourists. And you expect people to take a gondola just so they can get to another gondola? It still
requires intercept parking, and it still won't stop traffic to the Springs, Rimrock or Middle Springs, so you still have lots
of through downtown traffic and congestion on the bridge.

9/8/2016 9:08 PM

232

if it's operation cost is fully recovered then I am all for this. But will it really?

9/8/2016 5:58 PM

233

Love it, works in other areas of the world.

9/8/2016 5:38 PM

234

This option made the most sense to me! It's an experience that tourists and residents could be easily attracted to! New
amazing views all over the town, and a unique experience to get around that most people wouldn't be used to in a
small town! I think this idea is great!!

9/8/2016 5:02 PM

235

WORST idea ever!! You are idiots for wasting money to even consider this

9/8/2016 3:36 PM
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236

This will have two or three "stops" at best - the capital cost for each additional stop will be huge. We will need to find a
way for people to leave their cars at those places - huge numbers of cars. It will impinge on our beautiful views. It is

9/8/2016 2:28 PM

yet more "Disneyfication" of our park.
237

I like the idea of a mode of transportation that separates people from their cars, and requires little to no wait times.

9/8/2016 1:51 PM

238

ridiculous idea. As a local I wouldn't use it and not sure there would be enough interests with tourists. It's just more
money they'd have to spend.

9/8/2016 1:43 PM

239

Does this really solve the problem? Just moving the crowds higher up in the way of the mountain views? This is surely
contrary to why people (think they) want to come to a National Park.

9/8/2016 1:32 PM

240

No way this only cost $66 million! Try $166 million. People freaked over a Ped bridge no way this goes through.

9/8/2016 12:16 PM

241

It will have the appearance of a amusement park not a national park.

9/8/2016 11:58 AM

242

I think this shift of moving people around town in a different way is the kind of bold thinking that will significantly
change the visitor experience in Banff.

9/8/2016 11:51 AM

243

This might help with visitor congestion. We are in a national park, where do we draw that line as to what is

9/8/2016 11:50 AM

acceptable?
244

that would benefit a few key business

9/8/2016 11:49 AM

245

I don't believe we have the land, capacity, to accommodate the required infrastructure without taking away from
existing amenity spaces - High School field - Fenlands etc. I am vehemently opposed to Banff taxpayers paying for
any of this.

9/8/2016 11:45 AM

246

They're ugly, not scale able - a permanent gondola for a few busy summer weekends is not a reasonable solution. No

9/8/2016 10:54 AM

residents along the route should have to deal with people peering down on them/their property. A gondola that funnels
people directly to another private gondola seems 'dirty/fishy' to me. What happens if a mechanical issue occurs to any
one of the stations during a busy weekend - the entire solution could be down for days/weeks waiting for a fix/part.
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Q5 A bypass would alleviate congestion in
the short term and reduce vehicle volume
downtown and over the current bridge. It
would substantially impact the
environment. Capital investment is $130
million (est.) with a subsidy by taxpayers of
$6.5 million annually. (See study for
details.) Approvals by external agencies
required.Consider expanding road capacity:
construct bypass from Wolf Street across
Bow River to Sulphur Mountain.
Answered: 403

Skipped: 45

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
I don't think so

Might work, but
investigate further

Answer Choices

Like it a lot,
investigate further

Responses

I don't think so

68.49%

276

Might work, but investigate further

21.84%

88

Like it a lot, investigate further

9.68%

39

Total

403

#

Please tell us why you madeyour choice.

Date

1

The ultimate goal is to reduce the number of personal vehicles needing to be moved through the town, while
improving air quality and protecting wildlife corridors and other environmental factors...this proposal does none of

10/10/2016 10:44 PM

those things. It would merely be a Band-Aid solution.
2

Building more roads/bridges ensures more traffic, which is the opposite of what we want. Why does the Transportation
Study - and this survey - not offer an option of capping visitation and/or a "low growth" plan for the Town? Why does
the Study and this survey not make wildlife habitat a prominent concern?

10/10/2016 10:40 PM

3

There isn't enough parking at Sulphur Mountain currently. Getting more vehicles there faster only exacerbates the

10/10/2016 10:23 PM

parking problem and contributes to an ever poorer experience for visitors and locals.
4

You will have protestors chained to trees. What will that do for the towns image? Building roads through wildlife
corridors. You're joking right?
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5

Environmental impact and capital investment are both too costly. In the words of Edward Abbey “Industrial tourism is a
threat to the national parks. But the chief victims of the system are the motorized tourists. They are being robbed and
robbing themselves. So long as they are unwilling to crawl out of their cars they will not discover the treasures of the
national parks and will never escape the stress and turmoil of the urban-suburban complexes which they had hoped,

10/10/2016 8:29 PM

presumably, to leave behind for a while.”
6

Concerned about the environmental impact

10/10/2016 8:07 PM

7

It should be possible to make things work better with intercept parking and transit before this needs to be looked at.

10/10/2016 7:39 PM

8

This is NOT a choice! You would destroy the very fabric of a small, fixed boundary, town located WITHIN a Nat'l Park
in the mountains.

10/10/2016 5:46 PM

9

Impacts National Park habitat

10/10/2016 5:35 PM

10

Short sighted. No long term solution.

10/10/2016 3:54 PM

11

I disagree with this option due to the high impact this option would have on the environment, along with taxpayers
being on the hook for a large sum of money on an annual basis, making it harder for people to afford to reside within
the town.

10/10/2016 3:50 PM

12

Completely unacceptable. Why did this even appear on this survey? Does the town management not realize this town

10/10/2016 3:49 PM

is within a national park, which exists to preserve nature?? Where is our leadership?
13

Huge impact environmentally.

10/10/2016 3:37 PM

14

Absolutely not! This is in a wildlife corridor legally set aside to allow the latest phase of Middle Springs Housing
development. Serious concerns about environmental impact to the various springs - home to the endemic (found no
where else in the world), endangered (and protected under SARA) Banff Springs Snail. Take the plunge - limits on the

10/10/2016 11:50 AM

number of visitors. The park is full!
15

I keep hearing about "visitor experience" in Banff, rather than "ecological integrity". I think the town has a responsibility
to address ecological integrity, in cooperation with parks canada. It's a privilege to live and do business here, and it
comes with responsibilities beyond that of other municipalities, due to the location of the town within a national park.
The bypass and parking lots would be located outside the existing town boundary and would compromise the intent of

10/10/2016 11:36 AM

the development cap and legislated boundary. What are the ecological and regulatory impacts of building facilities
outside the town? Your survey doesn't provide enough information. The perspective of the plan does not seem to be
written with integration to other park activities, rather it is based on "destination marketing". What is wrong with a "low
or no growth" option, not presented here. There has been a commercial development cap, and legislated boundary,
with the full understanding there are limits to growth. Banff CANNOT have unlimited tourist industry growth, time to put
the brakes on.
16

It should have been built 30 years ago, the need has only become even greater with the combination of increased
residents on the south side of the bridge and the increase in visitation

10/10/2016 10:32 AM

17

It might alleviate some congestion and in the process cause other issues. A good transit system would be better. Also
where would you park all the vehicles that get to the hot pool and or the gondola up Sulphur Mt.

10/10/2016 10:13 AM

18

All the options require building in and damaging wildlife travel opportunities around the current footprint.

10/10/2016 9:10 AM

19

This money would gona long way in maintaining a well-run shuttle service.

10/10/2016 9:08 AM

20

Why the town didn't build a road bridge, unstead of pedestrian bridge from Muskrat across Bow River??????

10/10/2016 8:57 AM

21

I don't think this would have a significant enough impact overall.

10/10/2016 8:18 AM

22

Too much taxes already. If you do that, we will increase rents, and other visitors cost creating inflation. The minimum

10/10/2016 8:03 AM

salary raise + the carbon tax will already create inflation in Banff;;;
23

Again, the environmental impact would be substantial. What is it with our society, that we have the need to destroy
beautiful place, by ever changing and manipulating the environment that we so admire? Pretty soon the reason for
coming to the Park for a ' pristine, natural' experience, will no longer exist.

10/10/2016 7:42 AM

24

This 'option' is absurdly retro, 1950's thinking, a massive disruption of wildlife corridors without solving the traffic issue,

10/10/2016 7:41 AM

it just moves it to the parking lot up the mountain. Examining this is a waste of time and money as there is no way this
will be approved by Parks Canada, nor should it be.
25

I'd prefer to reduce the amount of traffic, cars and emissions where possible and this does the opposite, also comes
with the greatest cost.

10/9/2016 9:29 PM

26

Helps with the volume in parts of town but isn't a total solution

10/9/2016 4:41 PM

27

Outdated approach proven to not have long term success.

10/9/2016 4:28 PM
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28

Not appropriate. Requires expansion of town boundaries and use of wildlife corridor. Only temporary fix. Limits to
entry are required.

10/9/2016 4:06 PM

29

We could have made the existing vehicle bridge to handle traffic flow better, but the town did not choose to do that

10/9/2016 12:39 PM

when they " improved" the bridge. Choose less vehicles, requires less capacity. Understand that the town has a
limited capacity, don't try to fit more and more into the same space
30

This would impact the environment dramatically and would be just a short-term solution. This bypass would soon be
congestioned in turn and the same problem would arise.

10/9/2016 12:15 PM

31

Not over my dead body! There are people in town and across Canada who will go to war over this cockamamie idea!

10/9/2016 11:38 AM

It's utterly absurd that this 30 year old idea is even on the table again. If this idea gains an iota of momentum, prepare
for a fight between the TOB and future of Banff National Park.
32

"Substantially impact the environment (negatively!!)" makes it a non-starter. This proposal would encroach upon
wildlife corridors, add MORE cars and traffic and spread out the problem. It would surely never be approved by Parks
Canada.

10/9/2016 11:36 AM

33

I believe that another road bridge would impact the visual character of Banff more than aerial trams.

10/9/2016 10:22 AM

34

We must reduce the number of vehicles, not increase capacity, it is ruining the attractivenenss of Banff

10/9/2016 10:02 AM

35

It's still inside a National Park that is designed to protect ecological integrity for future generations, not a theme park
that needs to pander to a few select businesses so that they can make higher profits.

10/9/2016 8:27 AM

36

more is not better...Banff is a unique town in canada's first national park...it's worth it to start looking at limiting and
controlling not enhancing human use...visitor experience and environmental performance will be enhanced this way..

10/8/2016 10:33 PM

37

This option - while certainly more feasible than the "aerial" transportation option - does not present a long-term
solution to the congestion challenges in Banff, as it assumes that private vehicles will continue to be the primary
transportation option for visitors 30+ years into the future. Again, the capital investment alone does not make this a
reasonable solution - as well as the

10/8/2016 8:34 PM

38

Absolutely not! Considering the infringement on ecologically important/critical land especially the Sulphur Mtn wildlife

10/8/2016 4:00 PM

corridor this concept should not even have been studied let alone proposed at all. The Town is well aware of the
issues involved here. It is shocking the Town did not behave accordingly and reject this from the beginning.
39

Seems there wouldn't be a need for a bridge if a transit system reduced traffic. The cost is crazy anyway.

10/8/2016 2:39 PM

40

There might not even be cars in 30 years. Shortsighted.

10/8/2016 2:03 PM

41

Bad idea. In 20 years there will a push got a bigger, better road. As mentioned before-- Limits to growth have been

10/8/2016 1:43 PM

legistated. For many reasons. Now we have to respect that.
42

Should had been done long time ago

10/8/2016 1:10 PM

43

I would need to read more about this

10/8/2016 1:09 PM

44

Stop making economic growth your priority. Make ecological sustainability your focus. Please limit access to the town
and park. Please inform yourself about the 6th mass extinction event, Stanford University study. Human

10/8/2016 11:32 AM

overpopulation and encroachment into wildlife habitat is destroying our ecosystem. Banff should LEAD Canada in
such awareness.
45

It is an issue, but capacity will be filled. I might consider an ulternate solution such as RV parking on the outskirts of
town and free shuttles during peak tourism times.

10/8/2016 10:33 AM

46

Building more roads to add more vehicle traffic is not a viable long term solution.

10/8/2016 9:57 AM

47

I agree that this is definitely not the way to go, for all the reasons stated in the report.

10/8/2016 7:32 AM

48

Not a good environmental choice. We want to reduce cars, not cater to them. We want to provide convenient, positive
alternatives.

10/7/2016 8:53 PM

49

Don't go there, we need to learn to live within our means and existing footprint. We live in a national park for god
sakes!

10/7/2016 7:47 PM

50

To expand roads is to increase GHG's and pollution.

10/7/2016 6:21 PM

51

For all of the reasons already listed -- short term solution (if at all), impact on the environment, subsidy by taxpayers
needed, increased noise and congestion to a residential part of town. Scrap this idea too!

10/7/2016 5:02 PM

52

Enough road. People can walk a bit. Too expensive

10/7/2016 1:57 PM

53

See #3

10/7/2016 1:49 PM
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54

Just makes a bad problem worse

10/7/2016 1:46 PM

55

This will just make the problem worse long term, is expensive and against the town's goals. Banff should be a leader

10/7/2016 1:08 PM

in this respect.
56

People don't need their vehicles to visit the gondola, hot pools, just to get there

10/7/2016 12:46 PM

57

I think this is swatting a fly with a sledgehammer. I don't think we should be expanding our network of roads, we
should be encouraging car free options first. there has to be other, cheaper ways to alleviate traffic across the bridge,
and the attractions that cause that traffic should pay the lion's share to implement them.

10/7/2016 12:34 PM

58

The Bridge is a solution that would affect the environment negatively. The bottleneck would now affect the residents on
Cave. The real problem here is the Brewster gondola they should pay for the lions share of the costs, as they are the
main reason for the problem, maybe set up parking lots in prior to town entering town, these parking lots will solve
many issues.

10/7/2016 12:31 PM

59

I dont know how much this would cost or how much my taxes would go up.

10/7/2016 12:15 PM

60

Favours certain interests too much, cost is unsupportable, encourages more traffic

10/7/2016 12:04 PM

61

why should taxpayers pay for new infrastructure so that an American Corporation(Brewster) to make more money ?

10/7/2016 11:58 AM

62

Not needed is a big emphasis is put on walking/biking and rapid transit.

10/7/2016 11:34 AM

63

Access off and on the bridge is really the only trouble spot -- why not fix that! With all the money & time (on study after
study) spent over the last few years on this one intersection, we could have used these resources to build an additional
bridge. And now we have another study!

10/7/2016 10:24 AM

64

It pollutes allot more than a gondola

10/7/2016 8:05 AM

65

The town is too small for the amount of cars already. It will only get worse. Another exit needs to happen at some
point.

10/6/2016 10:01 PM

66

This option does not reduce vehicle traffic.

10/6/2016 9:50 PM

67

Absolutely horrible idea. The impact in doing this is insane. Adding a bridge from Buffalo St to Sundance Road is a

10/6/2016 9:34 PM

good possible, but there's no need to increasing Banff's already large footprint on the park.
68

Environmental impact a major concern.

10/6/2016 8:24 PM

69

Buses would be better

10/6/2016 3:50 PM

70

Frankly absurd. Expansion of roads just leads to more vehicles stuck in traffic. Profoundly wrong fit for a National Park,
for banff, for locals, for tourists, for nature, for environmental, for climate, for future social expectations of
transportation.

10/6/2016 3:38 PM

71

Too expensive, environmental impact...

10/4/2016 5:15 PM

72

For many years I have been concerned about the possibility of an emergency requiring the evacuation of the other
side of the river. I know many fire-smart measures have been put in place to help alleviate that concern, however, a
car-carrying bridge would help with congestion and provide a speedier exit in an emergency. Also it too could be an
"attraction" as bridges are beloved by both residents and tourists alike.

10/4/2016 10:43 AM

73

We need a other way to cross the river

10/4/2016 5:05 AM

74

What is the environmental impact of cars idling for an hour trying to get across the bridge?

10/3/2016 8:59 PM

75

what would affect the environment more... thousands of idling cars and busses waiting in traffic hour after hour day
after day year after year... or construction of an alternative route.

10/3/2016 8:36 PM

76

What would this entail??

10/3/2016 7:21 PM

77

Only having one bridge for traffic is what causes most of the traffic.

10/3/2016 7:08 PM

78

maintenance seems high but anymore roads would reduce congestion

10/3/2016 6:25 PM

79

Not sure if that would change the traffic downtown much, but I am all for a second bridge

10/3/2016 6:18 PM

80

I don't think that congestion is bad enough to warrant this.

10/3/2016 6:06 PM

81

Cost is too high

10/3/2016 5:56 PM

82

It will work however there will more congestion at the intersection of Mountain avenue and Spray avenue. So meaning
back to zero.

10/3/2016 5:42 PM

83

Would ease bottleneck congestion on current bridge

10/3/2016 4:50 PM
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84

Building a new bridge would be good but would have too loop the other side of parks Canada building. otherwise the

10/3/2016 4:16 PM

lights at the t junction will be even worse
85

Huge cost and a major impact on a wildlife and natural area. We are a national park first and should be putting that as
a priority.

10/3/2016 4:13 PM

86

We need to discourage vehicle traffic not encourage it totally backward idea

10/3/2016 4:03 PM

87

I'd be afraid that the actual amount of traffic we could alleviate would only slightly mitigate the issue - ROI. Similar to

10/3/2016 3:46 PM

the gondola option, if we keep getting more popular as a destination, it is a solution that might help current volume but
might be maxed in the near future.
88

I think some investigation would be required to see how much this would spread the traffic out.

10/3/2016 3:44 PM

89

A second bridge over the river would be helpful in high volume traffic, but I worry about esthetics

10/3/2016 3:42 PM

90

I get that we are in a National Park and roads & bridges are considered evil, but realistically, unless you are going to

10/3/2016 12:46 PM

restrict non-local traffic over the current bridge this is only option that might alleviate congestion.
91

major construction does not alleviate traffic in town

10/3/2016 11:48 AM

92

Secondary emergency route should travel be compromised across river bridge

10/3/2016 11:11 AM

93

Too expensive

10/3/2016 8:59 AM

94

Too heavy an environmental impact for servicing only the Rimrock and Sulphur Mountain attractions.

10/2/2016 10:05 PM

95

This will be bad and ruin the environment and its path.

10/1/2016 5:16 PM

96

Only if paid for by Brewster's, Parks Canada, and the Rimrock. Not interested in subsidizing commercial interests
through my property taxes.

10/1/2016 10:43 AM

97

No more cutting into the forest. The only way I would even consider this, is if all Sulphur Mtn traffic was routed this
way (non-residential traffic; residents could still access neighbourhoods) and it would eliminate all that tourist
congestion. If it's only a partial or optional solution, the cost/benefit analysis does not weigh in favour of this option for

9/30/2016 8:01 PM

me. it's just not a good choice.
98

This is a National Park and should be protected for future generations and not exploited. Please think about the
consequence to wildlife and the environment before considering such actions.

9/30/2016 3:00 PM

99

you missed chances to put bridge in on the sewer walkway and again when you cut off road by putting central park
washroom right at the end of it. put a pedestrian and car bridge across at the gazebo to lie up with the road beside the

9/29/2016 11:00 PM

Luxton and connect to Cave Avenue
100

This is 1970's thinking, it has ruined cities across the Americas. This concept will only help to increase the number of
vehicles within town.

9/28/2016 9:27 PM

101

It's a shame to build more roads, but the one little bridge reallly isn't adequate.

9/28/2016 4:04 PM

102

Sounds interesting, alleviate congestion from main bridge. This actually sounds good!

9/27/2016 10:07 PM

103

Given the options of the ridiculous idea of aerial transport, well again, options are limited.

9/27/2016 5:00 PM

104

NOT A GOOD IDEA THE WHOLE TRANSPORT STRATEGY NEEDS TO HAVE AN UNDERGROUND PUBLIC
TRANSPORT SYSTEM PEOPLE WILL LOVE IT

9/27/2016 6:57 AM

105

Our taxpayers simply cannot afford this.

9/26/2016 11:20 AM

106

distant 3rd - 4th choice. Environmental impact severely limiting this option. objective should be getting vehicles off the
roads not tolerating increased vehicular traffic.

9/25/2016 6:13 PM

107

We have to remember we live in a national park were we should be making our foot print minimal and preserving the
park we live in. Not paving more roads taking up more space

9/25/2016 3:18 PM

108

Critical wildlife corridor right there.

9/25/2016 3:10 PM

109

Poor environmental effect. Awful idea, but I think this is the one people will go for... which is bullshit. We are smack
dab in the middle of the Rockies, and creating more damage the more we expand into the wilderness.

9/25/2016 9:56 AM

110

Cost and environmental impact make this an unsuitable choice.

9/25/2016 7:24 AM

111

Banff would be so amazing with less cars

9/24/2016 9:15 PM

112

Not the answer.

9/24/2016 10:39 AM
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113

This is too costly. Also, to think of a bypass road going in close proximity to my home frightens me. We need to come
up with solutions to get people out of their vehicle's!

9/24/2016 8:49 AM

114

We need less cars driving round Banff period. Building another road would negatively impact the town aesthetically
and would increase air and noise pollution. A BAD idea.

9/24/2016 7:59 AM

115

This idea has too great of an impact on the environment, and goes against the goals of a national park. I strongly
appose this idea.

9/24/2016 7:15 AM

116

Really? This is still a thing? You should NOT be thinking of anything short term.

9/23/2016 10:19 PM

117

You can fix any traffic issue if your pockets are deep and open to creative solutions. Must think long term.

9/23/2016 8:57 PM

118

From an old paradigm. Spendy and inefficient.

9/23/2016 8:50 PM

119

Another road to where? (answer) Another parking lot. And who is the direct beneficiary? (Brewster and Parks Canada)

9/23/2016 8:22 PM

This may reduce some of the congestion over the bridge but does not resolve the big picture.
120

Where are you bypassing to? I think Banff needs another bridge further west of the existing one, for travel to the south
side residential areas. I think you could take the traffic from the west side. I don't really know, because I don't live in
Banff, but our daughter and her family do. I know travelling across the existing bridge is a pain and I know my
daughter has received lots of tickets because of the parking situation downtown.

9/23/2016 7:36 PM

121

I'd prefer less development and a smarter lower impact solution that discourages motorized vehicles rather
encourages them.

9/23/2016 7:27 PM

122

It would soon be insufficient

9/23/2016 7:26 PM

123

short term. Probably really impactful on the town and it's environs.

9/23/2016 4:01 PM

124

Not in a national park.

9/23/2016 1:07 PM

125

Huge environmental impact and expanding roads has always proved to be a temporary solution -- if you build it, it'll fill

9/23/2016 10:27 AM

up. And then, build more?
126

This may alleviate traffic volume and congestion. Not convinced it impacts behaviours. Think it may be a better
investment to get vehicles situated - then options to move people once they are out of their cars (rather than
increasing capacity so they can keep driving).

9/23/2016 9:58 AM

127

We need to encourage residents and visitors to use alternative transportation not keep fostering the status quo.

9/23/2016 9:14 AM

128

Could work but i think we would end up with problems in another 10 years.

9/23/2016 8:55 AM

129

No more abuse of national park land.

9/23/2016 8:03 AM

130

Banff is in a national park. Catering to cars over everything else is foolish and of small vision. Banff should be an
example of sustainable living, not the example of money over nature that it has apparently become.

9/23/2016 7:37 AM

131

Not sustainable

9/23/2016 7:07 AM

132

Banff is a small town, it is easily walkable/bikeable. Encouraging residents and visitors to use public transit is more

9/23/2016 6:27 AM

logical. Eg. discounts on hot springs or discounts on sulphur mountain food if they use a bus to get there. A coupon
for a free bus fare for each person that checks into the campgrounds. If parking is extended, place it on the edge of
town. This creates a message that the town of Banff values walking. Place info signs around town with recommended
walking routes that state distance, difficulty, and places of interest (including bad weather escape spots like coffee
shops/museums!) along the routes. See the St. John's Grand Concourse - they have great walking routes and signs.
A pro-walking advertising campaign for visitors may be effective because many of them are travelling from very carcentric cultures. Have the parking on the edge of town and then signs around stating something like "Love the views
and clean air? We do too! Lets walk together to keep it that way". With visitors there is the opportunity to change their
thinking by presenting a new "norm", that is the standard in Banff. Banff tourism already runs on campaigns that focus
on views, healthy living, physical activity - continue that in town but it doesn't have to be extreme physical activity ALL physical activity is valued in the park.
133

environment impact - not good

9/23/2016 4:39 AM

134

More roads will only add more cars to the streets, not to mention the environmental impact. It also doesn't
eliminate/help with current parking issues.

9/23/2016 12:02 AM

135

Roads are short sighted and will eventually become congested as well.

9/22/2016 10:32 PM

136

It's a short sighted solution to a problem that will only grow as our visitation increases.

9/22/2016 10:07 PM

137

National Parks should be about environmental conservation, not building additional roads

9/22/2016 8:51 PM

138

Too high of an impact on the environment.

9/22/2016 6:10 PM
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139

You would end up wrangling with Parks Canada forever over the animal corridor on Sulphur Mountain, it's the most
expensive plan, it doesn't solve the parking issue on its own, the road would run through a floodplain and wetlands.

9/22/2016 4:31 PM

140

Honestly this is the only option that may solve the problem long term. Unless there is some major change in the car

9/22/2016 3:49 PM

culture the traffic issue will only get worse. I figure fix it now or we will be right back here again in 5 or 10 years.
141

I see a lot of people walking and jogging along the Bow River Trail at all times throughout the day. It's a quiet and
peaceful part of town in the early mornings too which I believe many people are thankful for. Having access from wolf
street to the horse stables, baseball field and skatepark would be a nice addition though as it would save a lot of time
for people without vehicles to get over there. I'd be interested in building a pedestrian bridge there. That wouldn't help

9/22/2016 2:38 PM

with vehicular traffic congestion though. I think it would be too big of a disturbance having a vehicular bypass at the
end of Wolf Street. I'm not sure if the pros outweigh the cons here.
142

Impact on the environment and potentially the wildlife. Anyways, we certainly don't need more cars on the road, not
only through downton.

9/22/2016 2:27 PM

143

The Bow River Bridge is indeed a significant bottleneck for residents who wish to travel to work during the busy hours

9/22/2016 12:05 PM

of the day, as well as visitors seeking to visit/stay on the Sulphur Mountain side of town.
144

its even in your explanation - would substantially impact the environment. where is the logic in that?

9/22/2016 9:45 AM

145

Building more roads won't solve congestion, it will just increase it.

9/21/2016 9:59 AM

146

Environmental impact, doesn't actually remove congestion.

9/20/2016 2:16 PM

147

Too much impact for too little gain. That road would quickly get backed up too and construction would negatively

9/20/2016 2:39 AM

impact the environment and wildlife habitats on Sulphur Mountain.
148

At some point, the bridge will have to be replaced even if personal vehicles are limited or replaced by mandated
autonomous vehicles. Why not take the opportunity to upgrade this piece of essential infrastructure Unless there is a
plan to depopulate the southern Banff townsite, this bridge will always be required.

9/19/2016 8:18 PM

149

People will get lost. They already do. Also this does not help with the congestion problem, it simply moves it around a

9/19/2016 7:20 PM

bit. We should discourage visitors from using their personal vehicles.
150

Don't want to impact the environment, would not look nice. Potentially years of construction

9/19/2016 4:33 PM

151

Adding more road infrastructure seems like an awful way to alleviate traffic woes. Get people out of their cars.

9/19/2016 3:27 PM

152

maybe - i'd prefer if tourists acted more with leaving their cars at the hotel strips and went on buses instead though. i'm
much more approving of people taking public transport.

9/19/2016 3:21 PM

153

The routes go through or near already identified sensitive areas - wetlands, wildlife corridors that previous

9/19/2016 1:36 PM

developments have respected. This will just build another busy traffic route that eventually will be too small. We need
to live/ travel within our means and footprint.
154

Expanding road capacity does not work. If you build it, they will come and future roads will meet their capacity.

9/19/2016 9:24 AM

155

It would alleviate the tons of vehicles (and buses with their BAWWWW) going by our place on Mtn Avenue, but it will
not address the larger issue of no parking wherever the vehicles go. Building more roads does not reduce traffic - it

9/18/2016 10:53 AM

actually encourages more traffic. It is also very expensive.
156

Might be a necessary evil.

9/18/2016 9:44 AM

157

to many residents don't want it in their neighborhood - how do you get the neighbors on board

9/18/2016 8:42 AM

158

I don't think Parks would ever go for this idea. I think there could be a prohibition of motor homes or vehicles over a
certain size using hte bridge. There is no reason for a motor home to travel to the south side of the river - no

9/17/2016 8:49 PM

campground and no access to the highway. For sure, intercept parking for larger vehicles and motor homes need to be
restricted. And what about delivery trucks? What about alleyways?
159

Negative environmental and resident impact.

9/17/2016 5:40 PM

160

All that would do is funnel the traffic down smaller roads, which won't solve the problem. And congestion would occur
again anyways once those vehicles hit the intersection from the bridge.

9/16/2016 10:22 AM

161

We are for a new bridge or expansion of the existing one. We are not sure about the location

9/15/2016 6:20 PM

162

The park is here for the wildlife (animals and environment), not the gondola.

9/15/2016 1:36 PM

163

We definitely disagree with this option, although we would find it more appropriate than aerial transit. We disagree
because of the stress this bypass would have on a fragile wildlife corridor and its inhabitants.

9/14/2016 5:17 PM

164

Just moves the problem around, at great cost.

9/14/2016 4:59 PM
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165

Bridge that steers traffic to the Cave and Basin parking (can we add more parking in that area?)

9/14/2016 11:04 AM

166

More roads/bridges would just encourage more driving. Horrible environmental impact. Would rather more pedestrian

9/14/2016 10:34 AM

bridges.
167

Impacts environment too much

9/14/2016 10:34 AM

168

I do think we need another bridge over the Bow for all the traffic. Just not sure where the location should be and agree
it would have a big environmental impact

9/14/2016 8:53 AM

169

Would enable one way flow

9/13/2016 8:10 PM

170

Another lane added to the Bridge, and a new Pedestrian Bridge on the West side makes more sense. Get people
walking !

9/13/2016 5:12 PM

171

This is a terrible idea. Costly, environmental impact, and only inviting more cars. I don't see how this option can even
be considered.

9/13/2016 4:03 PM

172

We need another exit over the bridge to get out of the town. Walking and biking are NOT an option when leaving and

9/13/2016 1:59 PM

going to Calgary or Canmore. A major portion of our population lives in Valley View and Middle Springs and we have
no exit to leave town. Traffic over the bridge is not just about people walking instead - it is our only way out, and not
having another exit is extremely dangerous and negligent.
173

Bridge is a major source of anxiety. Remove one of the side walks and add a lane and/or manually control lights to
move traffic more efficiently.

9/13/2016 12:07 PM

174

We need another road crossing the river. With only one bridge it completely bottle necks Banff Ave. Everyone is going
to insist on using cars to see the surrounding areas. Considering most of the guests are staying at the 2 largest hotels
(Banff Springs and Rimrock) with their cars we need more roads.

9/13/2016 12:01 PM

175

For all the reasons stated in the study. This is not a good/viable option.

9/13/2016 10:49 AM

176

Needed in many ways. Would alleviate the main cause of congestion in town. It would also provide a key evacuation

9/13/2016 10:37 AM

route for floods, fires or any other disaster. Currently anyone living in middle springs is potentially at risk if anything
happened to the existing bridge or an immediate evacuation was needed as the current bridge cannot handle the
volume of vehicles.
177

I truly do think we need to have another bridge across the Bow River as it gets so congested.

9/13/2016 10:28 AM

178

Expensive. Visit the Mackinac Island, Michigan. No personal vehicles allow! The visitor experience is exquisite

9/13/2016 9:28 AM

because of this. In Banff, tourist should be asked to park and use public, privately designated or hotel designated
transport.
179

keep the cars out of town in the first place and you wont need to spend money getting them out of town

9/13/2016 7:35 AM

180

Absolutely not. Nobody wins with this option.

9/12/2016 11:55 PM

181

I think we need a second vehicle bridge to cross the Bow River to alleviate traffic on that side of the current bridge.

9/12/2016 10:35 PM

182

Don't like the idea of another road being constructed.

9/12/2016 8:54 PM

183

This would allow for a loop and increase traffic flow

9/12/2016 7:03 PM

184

I belive that it is possible to change the proposed route to effect less of the environmentally sensitive area by
upgrading pre-existing roads near the proposed route to be used instead or blazing a course through the marsh.

9/12/2016 5:56 PM

185

Roads will still be busy and parking still a problem.

9/12/2016 11:22 AM

186

Adding roads does not reduce traffic congestion. Providing more options for personal vehicles will just lead to more
personal vehicles, compounded by ever larger parking issues, this time at the destinations (e,g Sulphur) instead of at

9/11/2016 7:16 PM

the edge of town, Huge expense, and much worse outcome overall for the Town, the visitors and the environment,
187

This sounds like a way to move the problem around without actually solving anything.

9/11/2016 6:43 PM

188

Since downtown is a major destination, this will, at best move the traffic jams around and at the same time increase
traffic on currently calm streets. No one in the history of the world has ever permanently solved a traffic problem by
building more roads. This is admitted to be a short-term solution and yet it has great impact - there is no reason for this

9/11/2016 1:02 PM

to have been brought even this far.
189

Expanding road capacity usually just results in more congestions -- there are multiple studies on this. Also, cars are
the least efficient way to move people around.

9/11/2016 12:05 PM

190

This option will not solve congestion. Due to induced demand, traffic will only increase and then have knock on effects
to other roadways. This is a mid-20th century solution that has been proven to not work.

9/11/2016 11:07 AM
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191

So contrary to a model environmental community. The annual operating costs would see taxpayers on the hook for the
costs.

9/10/2016 11:18 AM

192

This seems like a lot of investment and environmental damage for a temporary solution.

9/10/2016 9:21 AM

193

Too bad for environment. You need less roads for vehicular traffic, not more. A vehicle free zone in downtown Banff.

9/10/2016 6:54 AM

194

I frequently travel through Banff with gear such as canoes and bikes or to reach hotels on the other side of the river. If

9/9/2016 7:42 PM

public transportation was improved, that may decrease congestion, but there are many other people that also need to
travel through on the way to hotels, etc. Public transportation is not suitable for people in those situations.
195

Heavy environemental impact. Expensive.

9/9/2016 7:31 PM

196

Technology exists for us to be conservative with land use and not expand the industrial footprint of Banff town.

9/9/2016 3:10 PM

197

we will have the same amount of cars going up and down on the south side of the bridge ultimately they will all end up
downtown = same problem that we have currently

9/9/2016 1:31 PM

198

I'm not a fan of adding another automotive bridge to Banff. It's quite obvious that the Banff Ave. bridge is a bottleneck
and I think this can be a great challenge for emergency services that need to cross the bridge during peak hours. But
that is the only reason I see to put another bridge in. I'm guessing that the Wold Street bridge would cross at the
canoe docks? That is such a beautiful area and across the river is perfect tourist area. I think the downsides of this

9/9/2016 12:15 PM

new development greatly outweigh the benefits. Walking down the bow path or taking a horseback ride along the trail
on that side of the river would be ruined by this extra road. I also see lots of bears in that area of the river. I fear this
may raise bear and car interactions and case more bear jams which isn't good for traffic or bear habituation. But if we
do expand traffic to Sulphur mountain, does that mean will also need to expand parking and facilities for the extra
people going up there? Where do we draw the line on expansion?
199

Attempting to build way out of congestion only delays the problem. As a tourist town who's major attraction is the
scenery, additional roadways would seem counterproductive - to say nothing about creating a roadway that bypasses
a town whose existence mostly depends on visitors. The costs of moving through Town in a private car are currently
100% subsidized by Banff taxpayers. Based on the long-term damage to infrastructure on a per-user basis, I suspect
that this mode of travel also represents a greater subsidy by taxpayers than an equivalent number of people travelling

9/9/2016 12:02 PM

by bike or bus. Banff should not be looking at ways of increasing the amount of this inefficient, costly, and fully
subsidized mode of travel. Finally, a roadway that would bisect the Bow River Walkway and traverse the recreation
grounds through a floodplain will significantly impact the visitor and resident experience in a negative way.
200

This will work, but the impact on the environment is too significant, and the cost is too high (for what you are gaining)

9/9/2016 10:56 AM

201

We need less drivers on the road

9/9/2016 9:57 AM

202

move people not cars

9/9/2016 8:02 AM

203

Same as above

9/8/2016 11:14 PM

204

council always thinks lectures are enough - snow plowing, police,etc. and infrastructure are essentials, not frills. to do
nothing but lecture is not doing the job - new bridge with tolls

9/8/2016 9:09 PM

205

I'd hate to see a bridge there, but if you told me Banff Ave from Wolf-south would become a pedestrian street I'd be all

9/8/2016 9:08 PM

over it. Otherwise, why not put a bridge just north of the Bow Falls and rout traffic up to the Hot Springs from there?
206

I think you should focus on improving the bus system and implementing an aerial option before making such a drastic
suggestion as to impact the environment like this

9/8/2016 5:02 PM

207

Too expensive and parks will tie this up for decades

9/8/2016 3:36 PM

208

Environmental impact, plus putting yet more money into what we DON'T want people to do - stay in their cars.

9/8/2016 2:28 PM

209

A second bridge at this particular location may assist with congestion by the bridge, but would create even more

9/8/2016 1:51 PM

congestion along Wolf (which is already bad enough) I'm also not sure that people would use this route as they may
be looking to go downtown, and if this by-passes the core then they may still try to use mountain or cave ave to
access Banff ave - which doesn't solve anything.
210

We are all here to enjoy the mountain environment. This adds to the root problem of acknowledging there simply
needs to be a cap on the number of people our natural and preserved environment can sustain. There is not a need to

9/8/2016 1:32 PM

accommodate everyone. Growth of population and growth of tourism is not compulsory.
211

The only way this works is to build a connection that connects to the highway from the south side of the bridge. No
stoping just straight through to the highway. It is nothing more than a quick way to the highway avoiding the town all
together.

9/8/2016 12:16 PM

212

Too expensive and misaligned with the environmental goals of the town.

9/8/2016 11:51 AM
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213

Do not want increased visitor traffic through residential area. Do not want protected areas to become traffic route. Do
not want to have taxpayers subsidize this venture.

9/8/2016 11:50 AM

214

expanding the bow river bridge to 4 lanes total and building another pedestrian bridge would be a better solution

9/8/2016 11:49 AM

215

Not willing to pay for this - this would impact the Rec Grounds and Cave Ave. We just spent or will spend millions of

9/8/2016 11:45 AM

dollars upgrading these two areas.
216

Building more roads doesn't make sense.

9/8/2016 10:54 AM
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Q6 What else should we investigate?
Answered: 239

Skipped: 209

#

Responses

Date

1

I strongly support the town of Banff to put the intercept parking lots inside the town boundary. If they are put outside,
they contradict the original purpose of the commercial growth cap and legislated town boundary imposed by Parks

10/10/2016 10:44 PM

Canada years ago. If there isn't sufficient space within the town boundary for the number of parking stalls desired, then
perhaps a dialogue could be opened with the City of Calgary to work on some intercept parking and frequent public
transit from there. It would have the double benefit of decreasing traffic on Hwy 1 as well as in Banff. What about
talking with the railway about the possibility of more passenger trains? That would be a visitor experience for certain,
given that it was the original method by which many early visitors arrived. Many visitors come through Calgary either
my air or by vehicle and given that Banff National Park is a national interest I don't think it would be unreasonable for
other jurisdictions to help with portions of the solution to making the process of receiving visitors more streamlined.
Why put the burden of space solely into Banff when that is the very place the park is meant to protect? Why
compromise already restricted wildlife corridors? Why not try to nip the congestion even closer to the source of all the
cars? I acknowledge that people prefer to travel in their own space (car/gondola) and on their own schedule, but I think
it would be a mistake to cater too heavily to that. Just because that's how it is in most locales/destinations, doesn't
mean that is how Banff has to be. We can lead a new way of approaching things....just as was done for the successful
and forward-thinking fencing of the highway and wildlife over/under passes. We can show that we deeply value the
landscape and wildlife and are willing to make difficult decisions to protect them. If we stand by our commitment to
maintaining the ecological integrity of the Banff area and advertise that this is why these transportation methods are
being implemented, then it can only lead to more respect for the park on behalf of the visitors.
2

I find the Study and this survey to be arrogantly "pro growth" and negligent in not discussing the effects of that growth
on wildlife and their habitat, nor on the aesthetics (vistas, viewpoints, etc.) for which visitors come to Banff and on

10/10/2016 10:40 PM

which all of your suggested ways to encourage increased traffic & visitation will have a strongly negative impact. You
should use an equal amount of energy in investigating another, option, i.e., slow or "no" growth or even a reduction in
visitation policy for the Town of Banff and for visitation to BNP.
3

Would some type of tram or trolley system be more effective and environmentally friendly than a bus system? Europe

10/10/2016 10:23 PM

and the US Parks have various alternatives to consider.
4

Intercept parking within the boundary, elimination of private parking at commercial establishments such as the gondola
and upper hot; access by transit only. Deterrents for parking; incentives for using transit. Ban trailers and motor homes
from the downtown core. Eliminate parking for motor homes and trailers

10/10/2016 10:01 PM

5

Needs to be within the existing development boundaries and paid for by the businesses who benefit.

10/10/2016 8:29 PM

6

Continue to improve cycling options in Banff. Include transit passes with all multi-day hotel stays and put revenue into

10/10/2016 7:39 PM

the transit system. Parks Canada could add intercept parking as well. Possibly even at the east gate and Lake Louise.
7

Add pay parking as was initiated for only 1 season, just bite the bullet & do it. The many visitors I talked to were happy
to pay a toonie to park. Intercept parking at the Fenlands, with the signage worked well as did utilizing the school
parking lot in summer & lot availability. Enhance public transit both in town, to Canmore & initiate to Lake Louise. Build
on the huge success of Banff/Canmore transit system. Continue with the positive successes, as experienced the

10/10/2016 5:46 PM

summer of 2016, with enhanced signage, utilizing train station parking & Parks Info Centre, pay parking & more public
transit whether free or for a minimum fee; all this will lead to success within the Town Boundary!
8

Accept previously agreed upon limits to growth for the town of Banff; provide intercept parking only within Town
boundary or outside National Park boundaries, i.e.. Morley; work with CP to provide passenger rail service to Banff

10/10/2016 5:35 PM

and Lake Louise; cancel special events, eg. Gran Fondo; develop a town transit system that can be integrated well
with regional transportation systems.
9

Investigation of a method for limiting entry to banff. Work with Parks Canada and province to develope mass transit to
popular destinations- -Johnson Canyon, Lake Louise, Lake Minniwanka. Get people out of their cars. Intercept parking
on Town property. Close Mountain avenue to private vehicles.
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10

Pedestrian/bicycle only streets. Automobile traffic, primarily bus traffic being limited to, for example, the four lane Banff

10/10/2016 3:50 PM

Avenue to enter the town and cross the Bow River Bridge. Locals would have an electronic pass that would lift gates
automatically, allowing them to enter residential areas with their vehicles. The Town and Parks needs to address the
fact that unlimited growth cannot continue and both entities need to plan for low or no growth into the future. The park
has exceeded its capacity in the past few years, with negative impacts on visitors and the environment becoming
evident, eg. the deaths of almost an entire wolf pack within a few short months, degradation of parks front country
trails and campsites due to overuse; frustration of visitors trying to see the townsite and parks premier sites with no
sense of being in a protected and stewarded environment.
11

As previously mentioned, the Town and Parks Canada need to work together to address the real problem, which is
controlling the numbers vehicles and people coming to the town and the national park. Don't let overwhelming

10/10/2016 3:49 PM

numbers ruin the town and park. The national park belongs to all Canadians, and is of global significance. Manage the
quantity of visitation instead and provide the highest quality experience, while protecting the national park, including
the town, and there will be business opportunities here forever. Most of the so-called "solutions" are just crude ways to
keep more and more people coming -- to the detriment of the national park, visitor experience, and quality of life of
residents.
12

How about limiting the number of visitors to the park and introducing a quota system? Aren't we already over
capacity? I believe the unbridled commercial development in the Town of Banff and Banff National Park has gone
beyond what is acceptable. Our responsibility to preserve the park and protect the wildlife has reached an all time low.
The impact of increasing visitation into our little town is a huge stress on the residents and wildlife. Why is there no

10/10/2016 3:37 PM

part in this study that looks at introducing a quota/reservation system to reduce the impact instead of trying to
accommodate more and more people?
13

Limiting the number of visitors to the Town of Banff by implementing a reservation system.

10/10/2016 3:08 PM

14

Intercept parking should only be considered within the current legislated boundary of the town and without the removal
of any remaining green space. Don't even think of putting it next to the hospital and St. Martha's! The only place this

10/10/2016 11:50 AM

could occur is at the train station - a poor visual introduction but an accurate representation of the Town of Banff. The
idea of expanding the boundaries of the town, whether for intercept parking or new bypass roads should not even be a
consideration!
15

Intercept parking, improved transit, and a dialogue on creative ways to limit growth and provide a HIGHER QUALITY
tourist experience, while not grossly increasing numbers. And remembering that Banff is also a community with year-

10/10/2016 11:36 AM

round residents.
16

This is a National Park, if you do build a gondola or large parking lots what happens to the park mandate.

10/10/2016 10:13 AM

17

What options are there for transit right from Calgary, especially for day-trippers, people who are coming out for events
at Banff Centre, for all the "special": events, that many people come to and then cut and run? This survey presumes
that the solutions you offer are the only possible options. Did you ask the right questions? One important questions are

10/10/2016 9:10 AM

"how can we actually reduce the number of vehicles coming into the area? How many vehicles represent single-day
trips? (How many are coming to Banff townsite and immediate area? How many are here for longer stays and will
continue to other destinations? These are more critical than predictions of an upward trend that may / may not
continue.
18

1. Adapt a shuttle service similar to the one operated in Zion National Park which is free, reliable, seamless, and a

10/10/2016 9:08 AM

pleasure to use. They nice type of bus used is also important so that people want to use them. 2. Consider charging a
toll to drive into town during peak periods when a shuttle is available. 3. Regular train service from Banff with a shuttle
to the rest of town. 4. Express Greyhound from Calgary and Cochrane during the peak tourist season.
19

Don't spent a public money for PRIVATE use : " BREWSTER " !!!!! It should be opposite , Brewster should finance any

10/10/2016 8:57 AM

infrastructure which bring more business .
20

A gondola from Fenlands to Norquay! This would increase commute transportation and traffic towards Fenlands
recreationial Center and Mountain Norquay, making it way more easily accessible to tourists and locals! Please
consider! Thank you!

10/10/2016 8:18 AM

21

Bigger multi story or level parking, just outside the town (near minnewanka exit) with shuttle services...

10/10/2016 8:10 AM

22

Send people to the other view point / sight seeing in the valley. I heard Norquay wants to have a gondola going in

10/10/2016 8:03 AM

town... This is a great idea with $0 tax payer involved !
23

Special events,( bicycle racing, etc) which are held a few times a year in the town of Banff, and bring more traffic
volume with it, are in my mind not the place to hold.

10/10/2016 7:42 AM

24

Consider closing Mountain Ave to private vehicles - transit and local traffic only (e-pass for Rimrock, commercial
services, and those who live there).

10/10/2016 7:41 AM

25

Stop trying to get more visitors to the town each year.

10/9/2016 10:41 PM
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26

Banning cars except for local resident vehicles then have drew transportation for tourists

10/9/2016 8:46 PM

27

Commercial And government destinations on sulphur should pay significant costs. Not right for public mechanism to
subsidize these destinations entirely.

10/9/2016 4:28 PM

28

Work within town limits only. Take over/ purchase property in town for intercept parking. Recognize Banff is within a
NATIONAL PARK, therefore there are limits to expansion and the number of people that be accommodated.

10/9/2016 4:06 PM

29

incentives so people cycle, walk, use a transit system that is reasonable fare so more people use it - work with other
agencies such as rail system idea, all the buses that operate at the ski area in the winter are barely full middle of day,
so partner with those systems to keep the price down, and make it convenient to get people from Canmore, Banff to
Lake Louise and to ski areas and various hotels

10/9/2016 4:04 PM

30

the goal appears to be to try and make Banff a big city in a little town of fixed boundaries. Stop trying to get more and

10/9/2016 12:39 PM

more people to come here. It will only destroy the experience for all. I deal with visitors all the time, and so many say
they will never return to Banff and never recommend it to friends because it is not the little town, mountain experience
that it tries to market. too many people for too small a town. stop building big hotels and t-shirt shops
31

Capping the number of cars allowed to enter the Town of Banff, encouraging public transportation (shuttles) from the

10/9/2016 12:15 PM

airport and designing a way to efficiently go about Town and all attractions without a car to convince visitors that they
don't need a car. Arranging better transportation further out towards Lake Louise and Jasper to alleviate the traffic as
well so that visitors are not stuck in Banff without a car and there are great alternatives in place for them to visit the
rest of the Park.
32

1. Investigate not spending any more of my tax dollars on consultants and studies. 2. Investigate that there may be no

10/9/2016 11:38 AM

solution to Banff's parking/congestion problem as long as the TOB is confined by legislated boundaries. Maybe the
chaos will sort itself out.
33

As a Town, we should -- very belatedly (as we should have started this in the 90s) -- develop a strategy for anticipating
and solving all of the issues that come with placing a limit on commercial growth. We must recognize that our space is
finite, that we cannot accommodate infinite increases in visitation, and we must start addressing how to recognize

10/9/2016 11:36 AM

limits and deal with them equably and intelligently. Without a plan and an endpoint in mind, it is wrong to try to
increase capacity.
34

Continue investments in pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure in town, to make the "car-free" experience even more
accessible and enjoyable.

10/9/2016 10:22 AM

35

You are doing a great job. The sequencing of the traffic lights has made a HUGE difference in travel times over the

10/9/2016 10:02 AM

Bow river bridge. Combined with the scrambles, although this is the busiest year for visitor traffic,, it is the fastest travel
time , EVER( 36 years in Valleyview)
36

Bus only lanes in summer. The signs at the entrance to town that show remaining parking spaces were a great idea perhaps larger/bold/similarly uncluttered signs that show estimated time to take public transit to various tourist
hotspots versus time needed to drive to destinations in a personal vehicle? Ex: 2 hours by personal vehicle from Rec

10/9/2016 8:27 AM

Centre to Sulphur Mountain Gondola vs 15 minutes by bus. (Put personal vehicle driving time first to shock them and
get their attention). Consider using transit logos and car icons to help get the point across for people who may not
speak English as a first language. Maybe even a smiley face beside transit logo/estimated travel time and frowney
face beside car icon/estimated travel time to reinforce the idea that other people are going to be having a better time
than them when they choose public transit.
37

Running a train from Calgary(Leaves from airport poetentially) that stops at Canmore ,Banff ,Lake Louise.

10/9/2016 7:50 AM

38

limits, limits, limits...we limit the numbers and behavior of all wildlife species even in our sacred national parks, except
our own...this must change if we want bears & butterflys, the reason why we're all here, to survive into the future...

10/8/2016 10:33 PM

39

Intercept parking is clearly an essential ingredient to Banff's transportation future. It's odd that it wasn't given the same

10/8/2016 8:34 PM

level of attention as the other three options. Respondents should have the opportunity to provide feedback on this
option as well, and understand the capital and subsidy implications. As a professional researcher, I was disturbed by
the methodology employed in this survey: it does not offer respondents a "don't know" or "neutral" option (i.e., creates
a forced choice), and the 3-point scale used to rate the proposed transportation solutions does not represent the full
range of responses (where are the "won't work, don't investigate further" or "don't know" options?). That said, the most
significant flaw with this survey is that no demographic information on respondents is collected: there is no way to
track who the respondents are, their relationship/connection to the town of Banff (visitor, homeowner, etc.), the
primary modes of transportation they use around town (vehicle, bike, walking), and so on. A fatal flaw.
40

Not allowing cars into some of the areas in town and making it mandatory to take public transit to the gondola and hot
springs

10/8/2016 8:33 PM

41

Perimeter satellite parking with free feeder buses is a universal solution that works effectively around the world, from
the Grand Canyon to Jiuzhaigou National Park in China. Why can't we make that work here? Clearly, we need to look
for solutions that involve a land transfer with Parks Canada.

10/8/2016 5:56 PM
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42

Limits! Limits!! Limits!!! Why is it so difficult for the Town to accept that this is a finite place and infinite growth is not
possible. This requires urgent attention and the Town and Parks Canada should begin planning immediately for ways
to stop the growth of visitation. It already is far too obvious that environmental impacts are increasing and the quality of

10/8/2016 4:00 PM

experience is declining for visitors as well as residents. No new land beyond the town boundary should be opened up
for intercept parking. The best location for an intercept parking lot would be on the west side of Calgary.
43

Convert the Town operations building in Compound and adjacent land into intercept parking structure. (Maybe
financed with the ToB cash-in-lieu-of-parking fund?) Its conveniently next to bus maintenance depot. And could tie in

10/8/2016 2:39 PM

with a rail platform. Pedestrian railway overpass over to Marmot Cres from Industrial area. Promote walking. This is
one of Banff's best features. If the aim is to reduce traffic in town, a cheap or free intercept parking lot and expensive
pay parking downtown will take care of it without any fancy gondolas. Transit should be able to ramp up as demand is
increased by pay parking.
44

Limits to growth. Bigger not better. If there was no park, there wouldn't be a town. Supporting & protecting the National

10/8/2016 2:03 PM

Park should be the Towns priority. Work with the park. The BLT should not determine the direction or the town or the
Park.
45

The study was very remiss in not stating outright that the Elkwoods area is Not within town boundaries. Parks Canada
needs to be closely involved in this study. Any means of allow more visitors within the town will inevitably result in the
NEED for more ----hotels, restaurants, stores, streets, staff housing, 6 lane highway.......and why is there a town

10/8/2016 1:43 PM

boundary anyway?
46

Bridge before hospital, so driver can get on the other side of town. Big parking near the stables with shuttles. And no
more car traffic on dontown core

10/8/2016 1:10 PM

47

I think the bike and walking trails need a lot of work. Especially the ones that are shared with horses... we tell
everyone to walk or bike but our trails are no good

10/8/2016 1:09 PM

48

Cycling is a great solution to transportation issues, but Banff doesn't always feel safe for cyclists, particularly on Main
Street downtown, and tourists don't always have bikes with them. Rent-a-bike stations (similar to what's been done in
other cities like Montreal) at the train station and other key parking lots as well as bus stops would encourage people
to use bikes- especially if people can rent with a credit card, and drop off their bikes at any station. Ideally, cyclists
should have equal rights on the road as motorists, and everyone (motorists and cyclists alike) would know the laws for

10/8/2016 12:42 PM

how to react to and as a cyclist on the road. Unfortunately, this is very difficult to achieve in Banff, seeing as the roads
are already narrow, and drivers and cyclists tend to be distracted by their new environment, or from elsewhere and
unaware of the laws. Creating a green route through town that bypasses the major arteries, and flows from the
parking areas would go a long way. A bike lane, or very slow (20 km/hr), safe route for cyclists on Muskrat street that
begins at the pedestrian bridge on Buffalo, would make a huge difference for downtown travel, but only if cyclists are
given the right of way. 'Lanes' at the edge of the street rarely make cyclists feel safe, as cars inevitably park there, and
motorists tend to still feel they own the road. The river routes around town take care of much of the rest of travel, and
a map showing the best bike routes around town would go a long way for educating tourists and new locals. A
common colour or marking to connect the paths around town would help guide visitors who would like a safe cycling
experience, and could be used to encourage crossing under the Banff Ave. bridge rather than at the major
intersections.
49

Please investigate the 6th mass extinction event. Scientific fact. Human overpopulation and encroachment into wildlife
habitat is destroying our ecosystem. 52% of wildlife species were destroyed, driven into extinction since 1970.

10/8/2016 11:32 AM

Humans doubled from 3.8 to 7.4 in the same period. Protect our life support system, our ecosystem.
50

Have simple visitor surveys and alternative transportation while in the town of Banff. Look at free shuttles during peak
times with frequent service. Look at creative ideas to pay for it such as a 1 or 2 % tourism tax on hotels and
restaurants.

10/8/2016 10:33 AM

51

Convince Parks to have an overflow centralized parking and bus all the tourists in. Convince CPR and the Canadian

10/8/2016 9:57 AM

government to investigate a study into a rail line in between Calgary and Lake Louise.
52

discourage day visitors from entering Banff with their vehicle and circle for a parking spot. Many cities in Italy for
example have an outside parking requirement or a special pass to enter the city. Visitors could be given a special
pass for their hotel/campground location. From there they should be encouraged to take public Transit. We have a
small town footprint and most people could walk or bus where they want to go. We can't be scared to inconvenience

10/8/2016 8:53 AM

people. There is a big city at our doorstep and people will still come. Hopefully we start discouraging growth a bit. The
present situation is 'no fun for anyone' anymore but business owners.
53

More encouragement to walk and ride. Maybe a free townie-tricycle system (so as not to compete too much with the
bike rental stores, and to prevent stealing (since they would be highly distinctive) - at all hotels etc. With baskets to
accommodate shoppers. And tires that work in winter. The more people see self-propelled transit as the norm, the
better we'll be doing our job as a model community in Canada's premier national park. and it's fun!
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54

Bicycle rentals, 1-3 day transit passes. What about smaller shuttle busses that run frequently with more routes as

10/7/2016 8:53 PM

compared to the great big buses with limited routes. Include shuttles to places like Johnson's Canyon. Make it easy for
people.
55

reducing the demand on our roads. Period.

10/7/2016 7:47 PM

56

All modes of transportation should be clean. Oct 31 2002, Outlook, benzene monitoring done through Envt'l advisory
com' tells us "the increase of cancer risk would be 7.26 to 25.7 x 10-6 increase in the lifetime risk for developing

10/7/2016 6:21 PM

Leukemia is generally unacceptable by health authorities & Ab Envt.'Wow that was 15 yr's ago! Lets look fwd' and
keep it clean. Ban diesel transport & cars (like parts EU & India by 2020) Really, do we need to assume an increase in
annual visitation? Several other tourist locations have capped their capacity, in Italy &Spain. Our infrastructure and tax
base,should demonstrate to the world we are sustainable, by this modelling. Perhaps some inner naval gazing
exercise is in order into maintaining a quality of experience for visitors & community life, what could those numbers
look like within our footprint?
57

Look at ways to get visitors to come in by train from Calgary, then ROAM bus from train station into/around town.
Incentives and disincentives... Stop the kinds of "events" that close-off streets or slow traffic flow. Stop the kinds of
"events" that require good weather only -- waste of $$ to plan and execute these events to have them flop (or be
poorly attended) due to inclement weather. Stop trying to bring more people into Banff (and Banff Park) -- there were

10/7/2016 5:02 PM

line-ups this summer for restaurants, and other services -- visitors got pissed-off! Limit those who can drive in to the
townsite , to those who have hotel room bookings (and delivery/service vehicles, and residents). Then the parking
areas at the east + west entrances might work, along with enhanced ROAM service. Action is needed now, less
"investigation".
58

Gondola to somewhere else than Sulfure. Also Bike access like many cities in europe.

10/7/2016 1:57 PM

59

Doppelmayr`s DCC

10/7/2016 1:46 PM

60

If this project proves feasible it will really fit our need in Banff. Still a concept, but it is being designed by Doppelmayr,
one of the aerial transit manufacturers, near their world headquarters in Wolfurt Austria, so it is serious.
http://www.waelderbahn.at/

10/7/2016 1:08 PM

61

Intercept parking is needed but visitors need ease, no charge access to shelter when it is cold, rain, snow etc. That is

10/7/2016 12:46 PM

why they want their vehicles close by.
62

Build a massive parking lot by the hockey rink/train station/old rec grounds and have all visitors park there. Only
residents can have cars in town. Tourists can walk or take shuttle buses everywhere. Close Norquay road and have
people park in this massive lot instead. Take gondola to Norquay main lodge. Environental damage from building this
massive lot will be more than offset by the closing of the Norquay road.

10/7/2016 12:42 PM

63

The bus parking lot behind the mount royal hotel is a disaster. If we are increasing our tour bus traffic this much
annually, a larger, better controlled area needs to be implemented.

10/7/2016 12:34 PM

64

interceptor packing lots with shuttles would be the best solution.

10/7/2016 12:31 PM

65

I strongly believe that Mt Norquay can plan a significant in helping out the town of Banff with traffic by building a
gondola from the Fenlands to Mt Norquay. This plan would fit in nicely with the town off Banff initiatives to increase

10/7/2016 12:15 PM

parking and Mass transit near the Fenlands. I don’t think as TAX paying citizen in Banff that we should help pay for a
new road or gondola infrastructure to service the Brewster (American corporation) Gondola.
66

More bike paths walking paths, use existing parking lots, satellite parking with transit connectors, possibly parking at
Morley and transit connector, this would involve native people more in local economy

10/7/2016 12:04 PM

67

Large parking lots at Fenlands and train station, mass transit and a gondola to Mt Norquay in my opinion is the

10/7/2016 11:58 AM

simplest and least costly to tax payers
68

Free commuter bikes, better/more walking paths, rapid transit that brings people into Banff and around the park so
they don't need to use cars

10/7/2016 11:34 AM

69

Bikes

10/7/2016 10:27 AM

70

Stop spending all this money and resources on study after study and focus on getting another bridge across the river.

10/7/2016 10:24 AM

More buses only add to the congestion, because let's face it some drivers are better than others -- some cannot make
the turn on or off the bridge (or other intersections) without going into the second lane or waiting for traffic to clear. I
see it all the time.
71

Perhaps a bypass down cave ave out to the highway?

10/6/2016 10:01 PM

72

You need to look at more intercept parking options, including Canmore. There also needs to be further discussions

10/6/2016 9:50 PM

with the private sector to get them to provide more transit options from Calgary to Banff and return.
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73

Frequent and reliable rail transport from Calgary to Banff that is publicly owned and an AFFORDABLE option for
visitors of all ages in the future who come to Banff--

10/6/2016 9:34 PM

74

Reduce funding to Banff/Lake Louise tourism and spend that money to enhance the experience of the people already
here. (Instead of trying to fill an already full town) Intercept parking is an important idea to investigate. Also some of
the larger hotels/destinations should be providing transit to and from their establishments at their cost. (Banff springs

10/6/2016 8:24 PM

hotel, hot springs, gondola, etc) they are benefiting from the people visiting their businesses they should want the
visitors to enjoy the experience of getting to and from these places.
75

Transportation to Lake Minnewanka, Two Jack Lake and Johnson Lake

10/6/2016 5:11 PM

76

Making ANOTHER BRIDGE!!!!!!!!!

10/6/2016 3:50 PM

77

Stop the Brewster monopoly for travel between Banff townsite and Lake Louise. Give people a less expensive and

10/6/2016 3:50 PM

more convenient choice
78

Park and ride bus service.

10/6/2016 3:46 PM

79

Let's look ahead a few years, not to predict the future, but to achieve the future we want. We're already far from a
model (look to many European tourist cities). If we want to be a model we need to get out front and design for the
world we want to live in 5 or 10 years from now, thinking seriously about technologies and society's expectations at

10/6/2016 3:38 PM

that time. The only way to reduce traffic is to get cars off the roads that are overcrowded. None of the 3 options
presented suggests closing some roads to private vehicles.
80

Can we look at being able to change the direction of traffic in the centre lane of the bridge to alleviate backups on
Spray & Mountain avenues during peak times? Or maybe get rid of one side of the sidewalk over the bridge to
accommodate an extra lane (so the bridge would have 2 lanes in either direction)?

10/4/2016 5:15 PM

81

Environmentally both bus and air options require power. Looking forward advances in electric vehicles and power
generation would improve Co2 emissions. As many tourists are retirees with limited athletic ability a bus hop on-hop off
would give them a way to visit the town at their pace.

10/4/2016 10:43 AM

82

Interception of traffic must occur outside of the park. Although providing for short distance transportation within the
town is a good first step, it will still be too convenient for visitors to stay in their car to drive around town. A larger

10/4/2016 8:58 AM

incentive is required to leave the car at home i.e. buses or trains from Calgary. I am from Ireland and have 2 - 3
visitors a year who are always astounded that they cannot get a direct public bus from the airport or Calgary, unless
they use Greyhound (terrible schedule and not from airport) or the Airporter (ridiculously expensive). In the short term,
improve bycycle infrastructure and reduce in-town parking. Brewster should be made pay for a shuttle service to
Sulphur, not the local property tax payer. Recent reports as you know have supported how there is increased pressure
on local tax payers to provide for services used by millions of visitors a year. These visitors keep us in jobs and pay
crazy ticket prices to Brewster, does Brewster put enough back in to the Municipal Infrastructure?
83

Why not doing the town of banff on the same style of wistler! Parking area outside of town and just walking area in
banff ave. So no vehicule in that area. we need a other route that will get around this place for sirculation to sulphure

10/4/2016 5:05 AM

mountaine (bridge)
84

Improved bike lanes. Share-cycles (bike icons painted on busy streets) don't actually protect cyclists from motor
vehicles and truly don't make many cyclists actually feel safer. Dedicated bike lanes throughout town would encourage
more green transportation.

10/3/2016 11:57 PM

85

Making buffalo street one way street to move traffic on heavy traffic days

10/3/2016 10:13 PM

86

Resident only parking in parts of town, with some kind of visitors parking outside townsite with transit links.

10/3/2016 8:59 PM

87

The increase in traffic is directly related to the increase in business expansion, not permanent population growth. Why
then would home owners see an increase in their taxes to solve a problem caused by corporate greed? Increase the
taxes on the business that houses these tourists instead.

10/3/2016 8:36 PM

88

rail transit using the tracks that already exist

10/3/2016 7:36 PM

89

park and ride

10/3/2016 7:25 PM

90

A trolley system! Right down the middle of Banff Ave. From the Inns to the bridge and beyond. Limit the amount of
cars to guests with reservations, and locals. Lake Louise did it this summer. Park outside of town and bus people in.
It's a safety concern as well as a huge annoyance. The town is only so big, clearly what the residents think and how
their lives are affected doesn't really weigh in. Build it bigger until it bursts, high density, destroy old character houses,
build the condos! It's upsetting. This is a small town. We survived 20 years ago with far fewer hotel rooms and visitors.

10/3/2016 7:21 PM

Don't lose the small town feel altogether. A single family home shouldn't cost $900K either, but that's another topic all
together. Need to reside clause?? Why bother.
91

I think a second parking garage would be a good idea. The bear street parking lot would be good, except it would
make bear street a nightmare. If there was somewhere closer towards the fenlands maybe.
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92

Intercept parking

10/3/2016 5:56 PM

93

Working with local hotels,lodges to encourage their guests using more bike ride,Turning some downtown street no
vehicle but bike only or vice versa.

10/3/2016 5:42 PM

94

Limiting how many people drove in to the town itself. Big car park by highway and a park And ride system

10/3/2016 4:16 PM

95

An intercept parking lot outside of town. Our town is not designed to house so much traffic, the only solution that will
make a difference is getting the cars off our roads. Not allowing buses in town would be a good start as our roads
aren't even large enough for them to turn. Have a parking lot and a shuttle to take people to their destination. Another
option that was mentioned was starting a train route between Calgary and banff.

10/3/2016 4:13 PM

96

I really like everything else. I worked at Brewster tours and the day care when I lived there and I lived in staff accom a

10/3/2016 3:48 PM

cross the bridge on Banff ave. keep up the good work
97

Lightrail or trolley type system - from deptot down the center replacing the median? No clue if that is even a good idea
but it seems to work in urban settings.

10/3/2016 3:46 PM

98

Unfortunately, the first two options rely on people actually using the intercept lots and leaving their precious vehicles
behind. Unless people are forced to leave their vehicles we will always have congestion. I think the first two options

10/3/2016 12:46 PM

will work if visitors know they can't park downtown or they can't drive over the bridge... Could you look into some sort
of restricted access for the bridge? I don't think the use of the intercept lots can be a voluntary thing. People will not
break out of their "car culture" unless they are forced to. THANKS!
99

incorporate no side walks on existing bridge and expand to offer more lanes on bridge economical for right now
remedy sidewalks could be constructed on existing structure but on side of bridge walls

10/3/2016 11:48 AM

100

You should investigate using Segways in banff,

10/1/2016 5:16 PM

101

Build a pedestrian bridge from Central Park to the rec grounds and make the existing traffic bridge vehicles only with 2
lanes in each direction

10/1/2016 10:43 AM

102

Another vehicle exit from the south side of the river. I am so sorry the (beautiful) foot bridge is not an exit . Yes, it's
beautiful, yes I love walking on it, but still and all, it's a lost opportunity to move traffic out (egress only from the south

9/30/2016 8:01 PM

side, north bound). I am very worried about evacuating anyone on the south side of the river in event of a fire on that
side. I just don't see it happening. Also (and this is not going to popular I think), no more horses north of the bridge
until we get this traffic thing under control. I'm sorry, I like horses, I like the idea of it, but it's just not doable under
these vehicle volumes at this time. Keep the horses on the south side, right along the river. Also, no more destination
events Jun 15 - Sept 15 in the downtown. Use the Rec Centre (Fenlands) as a staging/meeting/event area. Or the rec
grounds??? (I don't like that idea, but I'm not sure). Reassess this in 5 years and take some pressure off peak season
for a while. REally, everything ought to be up for reassessment. Thanks for asking. REally, thanks for asking.
103

Adding another lane northbound on the Bow bridge and adding another right turn only lane in front of the CIBC would
help to move traffic at this bottleneck.

9/30/2016 3:00 PM

104

attracting less visitors to Banff. we are already beyond capacity. so much for visitor experience.

9/30/2016 1:33 PM

105

Need to have the conversation no one want to have-Limits to growth-ony so many people allowed here per day. Parks
Canada should eliminate East gate, make the TCH a through road, set up toll booths at all exits from the TCH.
Provide a highway service centres at Minnewanka Interchange and the old campground east of Sunshine turnoff for
travellers who do not want to exit TCH. Stop allowing developers to build less parking, (Caribou staff accomm on

9/29/2016 11:00 PM

Beaver) If there is spare stalls they can rent them out to others. Don't allow units to be purchased or rented without a
parking space. people will just opt for the lower rent and park on the street. If they have a stall they are not using they
can sublet it. Make new construction and developers build units that have parking stalls big enough for pick ups and
SUV's. I can't park in my garage because my truck won't fit. This is the land of pickups and SUV's and they build stalls
for compact cars! Stop owners form turning their garages into man caves. I know of at least 6 in town and now those
people park on the street.
106

Have a fee if you are entering town, which could be collected as part of the park fee. Have a portion of the fee at the
Parks gates go towards paying for the new buses as well as expanding road capacity. 3.8 million annual visitors
paying 5 dollars each would go a long way to solve some of these issues. The locals should not pay for this, the
problem lies with the increased number of tourists. One possible option would be to remove the sidewalks on the
bridge and create another vehicle lane. Building a pedestrian bridge along side of the bridge or from central park to
the recreation grounds.
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107

Regional Transit! Rail link between Canmore and Banff, with intercept parking on land by Travel Alberta
building/Harvie Heights overpass. The addition of a second parallel track between Canmore and Banff could be

9/28/2016 9:27 PM

considered to accommodate track time demands. Transit must be interconnected throughout the entire bow valley. We
need better transit connections between towns (Banff/Canmore/LL), and to attractions (Johnston Cnyn, Bourgeau, LL,
etc). Transit is easily scaleable. The TOB will never solve the congestion problem with a town centre only solution.
Lets stop the ignorant small minded thinking. A regionally cooperative, multifaceted transportation system IS THE
ONLY solution.
108

Good bus service to and from the Banff Centre. We live in Canmore and would take the bus to Banff for performances
if we didn't have to walk up the hill and could be sure to be able to get home again.

9/28/2016 4:04 PM

109

Possibility of closing the town to the visitor traffic. Only allowing locals and guests to the hotels in with appropriate
parks pases and reservations. I imagine this would need lots of work to explore and implement but maybe it would
push all the visitors to park outside and use modes of transit provided by town. It would only need to be in very peak

9/27/2016 10:07 PM

periods of the year.
110

Free / cheaper bike rental usage for those who park at intercept lots, free shuttles

9/27/2016 7:28 PM

111

Capping the number of visitors with vehicles that are allowed into the townsite. This of course can vary from peak
season to slower seasons.

9/27/2016 5:00 PM

112

UNDERGROUND PUBLIC TRANSPORT TRAINS METRO THAT COVERS ALL THE POINTS AROUND THE TOWN

9/27/2016 6:57 AM

AND LOCAL AREA. THIS WILL BRING MORE VISITORS INTO THE TOWN AND THE LOCAL REGION AS THE
CARS, BUS VOLUME IS REDUCED LESS CONGESTION.
113

Immediate low cost solutions for peak days & hours of over-capacity traffic management. Traffic light at Banff / Buffalo
inbound is an example. Despite your comment that "computer controlled switching is in place so how could human
intervention improve it", I observe anywhere from 3 cars turning left onto Buffalo to 6, sometimes 7 vehicles getting

9/25/2016 6:13 PM

through the light. The difference is driver attention. Traffic control here by having RCMP alerting drivers, waving
drivers through more quickly and whistling to keep drivers who are distracted could increase the average by as much
as 1 car per left turn interval (minimum). If the average is 5 and the traffic manager increases it to 6 that is a 20%
increase - a huge gain! This alternative could be for as little as 3 hours per day, at specific peak times, scheduled by
inflows, at no capital cost, with NO DEBT, perhaps only 20 - 25 days per year. A simple, manageable, short term,
highly effective, trial by results solution that could be very high impact if the RCMP were friendly, energetic and
dressed in Red tunics!
114

As in many touristic cities in Europe we should think about making the whole down town pedestrian, with not cars
allowed to enter to the town, parking outside and getting public transportation to go to all the attractions and hotels

9/25/2016 5:23 PM

115

Bikes to go ? Like car to go. Like the free bike stations in Europe.

9/25/2016 3:10 PM

116

I am the most for aerial transit. Will create more long term jobs, will be an easy and effective way for locals and
tourists to get to work or the center of town. Although radical, I think this is what Banff needs.

9/25/2016 9:56 AM

117

We should not be trying to attract more people. Both parks and the town have been doing this. Banff is in a National
Park which is the main attraction attraction and a huge advantage. When the town is full we may have to limit

9/25/2016 7:24 AM

numbers of people who can enter on a given day. Remove the sidewalks on the Banff Avenue bridge and have
another lane of traffic coming back into main part of town.
118

What about a big parking lot at the entrance of Banff on Banff avenue from there a tramway on Banff ave traversing
the town and going up on mountain ave until the gondola! The downtown core block 100 and 200 should be only for
pedestrian!

9/24/2016 9:14 PM

119

I think that the idea of intercept parking would be the most feasible. Ultimately we need to get people out of their
vehicle's. We cannot keep bringing more people here unless there are solutions.

9/24/2016 8:49 AM

120

Parkades with housing.

9/23/2016 8:57 PM

121

A cute tramline from downtown to sulphur mountain with stops along the way. Switzerland has many small trams
leading from valleys to small mountain villages. If people don't like the aerial option, how about a version like this on

9/23/2016 8:50 PM

the ground?
122

Intercept parking seems to be the base of all options in your master plan. One might agree there is not a road
congestion problem rather there is a car problem.1) Stop automotive traffic from aimlessly driving around town with a
thirty foot trailer in tow. 2) Get people out of their vehicles and onto a mandatory transit system designed to move
people. 3) make it easy to use, inexpensive or free and most important regular and frequent. People will gravitate to it
with delight. Why has nobody suggested a rubber wheel tram / train or cog train. Integration into the existing road
may be a possibility. High capacity, easy to load and unload, environmentally friendly and a tourist attraction to boot.
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123

Banff needs another grocery store which caters to the residents. The price of groceries is ridiculous. The town needs

9/23/2016 7:36 PM

to cater to their work force- perhaps a parking mall for residents only, so they know they are safe from tickets when
they are at work downtown.
124

Electric dogems from Fenlands. Gondolas on the river a la Venice. Bike rickshaws from Fenlands. Etc.

9/23/2016 7:27 PM

125

Free bike rentals around town all summer.

9/23/2016 7:26 PM

126

Bikes for the summer.

9/23/2016 1:07 PM

127

Nothing

9/23/2016 10:27 AM

128

Elevate involvement of local, regional, provincial and federal resources to put pressure on Parks Canada to be part of
the solution. An intercept lot (contribution of land) with a variety of transportation options (transit, bike/ride systems,
etc.) to me is the better solution. Parks is accountable for the visitor experience (given their 1880's declaration of a
reserve to protect the area for future visitors) and needs to be accountable for the solutions that ensure that experience

9/23/2016 9:58 AM

is a good one and that the environment and national park are protected for future.
129

Pedestrian bridge from Central Park to Birch Ave. PAID PARKING!!!!!!

9/23/2016 9:49 AM

130

Pedestrian only downtown core, Wolf to Buffalo with cross traffic allowed at caribou. Two lane directional traffic north
on Beaver south on Lynx. Limiting RV traffic in the downtown core and across the bridge.

9/23/2016 9:14 AM

131

What about a Hop-on, hop-off bus/tour service?

9/23/2016 8:55 AM

132

Taxpayers say you should investigate LIMITS on the number of people allowed into the townsite.

9/23/2016 8:03 AM

133

It would be great to have something similar to the C-Train. Perhaps Old-Fashioned Tramways. It would bring some
cachet to the the town while improving on transportation. Calgary has a C-Train which runs in winter as well so it
should be doable out here. I believe the key to having people using those services is the keyword "Free". In one of the
plan, you suggested a 6$ fare for the aerial transport. That's 48$ for a return trip for a family of 4. I would definitely
take my car if that was the case. 10$ for the whole family is what I would be willing to pay. I also believe that

9/23/2016 7:07 AM

commercial industry in town should pay much more than the residential sector for those projects as they are the one
who will benefit the most out of those projects.
134

Car Share for local residents. One of those point-to-point bike rental systems in town (eg. have bike rental stations in
common places (visitors centre, YMCA, Banff Centre, Park Museum, Bumpers, hospital, Tunnel campgrounds, hostel,

9/23/2016 6:27 AM

fairmont, hot springs). With a small fee per half hour. Attach signs with recommended bike routes around/near town.
135

a bus which takes you to the Sally Borden Building, Rec Centre. Probably added to a current bus route, instead of
creating a new bus route

9/23/2016 4:39 AM

136

This town is still no where near bike friendly. I would love to see an entire lane dedicated to cyclists on a road off of
banff avenue (muskrat - maybe remove parking on one side of the road and use as a bike lane). Could you look at

9/22/2016 10:07 PM

cable fencing along the length of the car bridge for pedestrians? It's only a matter of time before someone steps off
into a car.
137

Parking lot at the gates with a shuttle for all non-residents.

9/22/2016 10:04 PM

138

Low cost or free shuttles to tourist destinations (such as Lake Minnewanka, Johnston Canyon, etc), lower cost buses
to Lake Louise/Moraine Lake

9/22/2016 8:51 PM

139

making the core blocks of banff avenue pedestrian area, with bikes allowed banff really is a small town where the mail

9/22/2016 7:51 PM

shopping downtown is wakable in no more than 15mins.. trailers and rvs should not be allowed diwntown - for traffic
and parking reasons
140

Paid parking in town, especially if you use ground level buses. I know it's unpopular but I just can't see offering
ground level transit into town being enough of an incentive to use the intercept lots!

9/22/2016 4:31 PM

141

I believe the Town should have a hardcore lobby body that is relentlessly pursuing either Resort Municpality Status or

9/22/2016 3:49 PM

some kind of monetary support Federally for Town of Banff. I hardly think it is reasonable to expect the 9000 citizens of
Banff to support the entire infrastructure for millions of visitors.
142

#4

9/22/2016 2:46 PM

143

Given that tunnel Mountain campground already has bus service we could add transit that includes Minniwanka and
Two Jack I strongly believe we should ban RV's and Trucks pulling recreational trailers from the downtown core. They

9/22/2016 2:46 PM

take up between two and four standard spaces each and, without them, I think the parking issues would be greatly
reduced. Having said that intercept parking with free transit would be a wonderful addition to town as well.
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144

Ignore my input for the second group of questions about more transit for next year as I don't know enough about the
consequences of any of the options and there wasn't a "not sure" option to choose. I agree that traffic can get bad
during peak times but Banff is so small that I don't think it's really significant in comparison to big cities. As for having a
new transit system, I have no idea how that would affect traffic. Would it be affordable and run at convenient times

9/22/2016 2:38 PM

enticing people to actually use it? Will property owners then raise the price of rent for tenants in who live in Banff who
may not even use public transit much? I can't make an educated guess without this information so I'd take my
answers, as well as others, with a grain of salt.
145

More obvious and accessible parking outside of the town centre with regular (and cheap) transit trips down town.
Visitors almost need to be "forced" to park outside of town. If it becomes the obvious and easiest option then people

9/22/2016 2:05 PM

will choose this option. I don't see the current tactics of taking away parking down town working because visitors do
not know how limited there options are until they are already down town and clogging up the road ways. Visitors could
be informed of there options at the Park Gates, there should be signs that say "Banff Day Parking -->" or "Banff Multiday Parking -->". Day visitors should have to park in these parking lots. People staying in hotels may park there and
be transported to their hotel, or the hotel should provide parking in an underground parking garage. They should not
be permitted to park on the street.
146

-An additional highway exit which would connect the Sulphur Mountain region to the Trans-Canada (probably not
feasible, admittedly) -Expanding the Bow River Bridge to four lanes of traffic, perhaps by removing one pedestrian
walkway and reducing the width of the other.

9/22/2016 12:05 PM

147

Change current vehicle bridge to cars/bike only (no side walks), maybe adding another pedestrian bridge from central
park to the rec grounds area.

9/22/2016 10:24 AM

148

limiting the amount of vehicles that are allowed to enter the town. trains from calgary.

9/22/2016 9:45 AM

149

Intercept parking is great, but it won't work without paid parking downtown. Bring back paid parking at downtown
lots/parkade and implement a residents parking pass program in areas to ensure residential parking.

9/21/2016 9:59 AM

150

Integrate ROAM services with aerial transit to alleviate downtown congestion.

9/20/2016 2:16 PM

151

Just like we have capped commercial sq footage, residential real estate, we should cap numbers allowed in town. It
should not be all about satisfing commercial interests we should remember we are in a NATIONAL PARK!

9/20/2016 12:03 PM

152

Expanding regional transit links between Calgary, Canmore, Banff and Lake Louise, either publicly funded or through
public-private partnerships.

9/20/2016 2:39 AM

153

Gps cars, soon to be at Calgary airport with intercept parking. Accomplished "private" while avoiding visual impact. Put

9/19/2016 11:55 PM

a toll on the road up the hill for drivers to dis incentivize them to drive up for day attractions. Get Brewster/hot springs
to start charging for parking. Free services from downtown. I get the gondola idea. Just really don't like the visual
impact.
154

Limit access to the park as is already happening in many American parks. Even during the 1970's there were quotas
on visitors to Yosemite.

9/19/2016 8:18 PM

155

First of all, although I like the idea of an online survey you should also make this available in another way, maybe
paper form, for the people who are not very tech savy. Many of these people have been long time residences of Banff,
they may have some good ideas on how to help with the transportation issues in town. As for transportation ideas: We
could also go with a "hop on hop off" bus idea, where people buy a bus pass for a day and they can hop off the bus
where they like and get back on when they want (I used this in London England, it worked great! They even gave me a

9/19/2016 7:20 PM

nice map with really good information on all of the attractions and they tell me which stop to get off at). These buses
can serve all of the tourist destinations. Buses also go right through town, which visitors like because if they see
something they want to see they will get off and look around. Also get rid of those 30km/h signs on Banff avenue. Who
really follows speed limits anyways, it would be a better idea to direct bikers down one of the residential streets to bike
into the downtown core. Also ANY amount of signage for bikers would be good. People coming into Banff by bike get
to the end of the legacy trail (by the Inns of Banff) and get confused. A nice map at the end would be fantastic and will
help direct visitors where to go. If we want to decrease traffic going across the bridge, make it so that only residences
of Banff and local transit buses are allowed across the bridge (have a gate or something that could monitor this, similar
to a parking garage). That way visitors won't be allowed to drive their personal vehicles across the bridge. If the bus
routes and times are plenty, then it won't be an issue for visitors to take the bus instead of driving.
156

Central parking with transit - mandatory - free for all users - have it come out of hotel & restaurants charging a Banff
Tourism tax/fee. No matter what residents shouldn't have to pay to use transit - make the million visitors.

9/19/2016 4:30 PM

157

also considerations between banff and canmore. has there been discussions too with via rail about train stops from

9/19/2016 3:21 PM

calgary to banff and lake lousie etc (and maybe places in between)? i think a lot of people who are regular weekend
tourists would be apt for riding the train (if there was a low cost version to the rocky mountaineer). Even being able to
have the for local commuting would help cut down cars as well as our regular tourist influx from Calgary
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158

I fee that what is missing in this document is the underlying cause of the traffic issues - over promotion on many fronts,
over development e.g. new hotels, without addressing traffic issues within those realms. I would like to have a
discussion of what the Town and its partners envision for future visitation, what is sustainable, and what is realistic and

9/19/2016 1:36 PM

desirable for this valley. I feel like there is a given perception that the projected growth is all good and that everyone
agrees on this principle. I personally don't and just reading this document makes me feel like this is a town I might not
feel at home in after forty years here. I suspect many visitors have similar feelings that this is not a place to come back
to. I feel this document lacks creativity and input from the public. It lacks addressing the impacts on existing traffic
levels - and on future ones - on visitors and residents alike.
159

Bikes! Bike share programs, more access to visitors about biking around in the Town (where to go, how long it takes
to get there), getting hotels on board both with a town subsidized bike fleet and also helping to get the information out
there. We already have the potential for multi-modal travel with Roam, need to get the information out there about how
easy it is to throw the bike on the bus to Sulphur Mountain/the Banff Springs and ride back down. Share bikes

9/19/2016 9:24 AM

available for intercept parking lots. Even though not all streets in Banff have the ability to install sanctioned bike lanes,
if there are more bikes (bike share and personal) on the roads, studies show that everyone is safer. Programs to
subsidize bike infrastructure at individual businesses (not Town land) to get businesses on board.
160

A light rail system (preferably electric) within the town site that would coordinate with a future rail system from Calgary
to Banff. In conjunction with a bus system and potential gondola, a light rail system would be another piece of the

9/18/2016 10:53 AM

transit pie to help move people in an efficient and agreeable manner. Please look at the Jung Frau District in
Switzerland (Grindelwald, Wengen and Lauterbrunnen, for example) - it works very well when all three are utilized
together.
161

It's time for intercept parking for long vehicles in the very least. Prohibit private vehicles pulling trailers/cars from the
downtown core. (Eg. a 10m RV pulling a car/trailer.) Core might be from Buffalo to Wolf, Bow Ave to Muskrat. Don't let

9/18/2016 9:44 AM

them across the bridge, public transit must be used. Commercial buses won't be disappearing, but at least they are
driven by professionals. The extended length private vehicles constrict traffic at tight corners. (Buffalo/Banff,
Buffalo/Lynx, Caribou/Banff, Wolf/Banff). We are killing the "golden egg" as I hear from more mountain visitors NOT in
Banff saying they are bypassing Banff and BNP because they have heard about the traffic and visitor congestion. Will
we let it degenerate to the point of requiring permits to visit? Will the RCMP close the roads into Banff, as they did in
LL?
162

an inceptor lot at the Fendland's or entry in to town with a fun tourist attraction shuttle service

9/18/2016 8:42 AM

163

Banning cars in the downtown core. Alleyways - how to prevent them from being so clogged and be more pleasing

9/17/2016 8:49 PM

aesthetically. Currently, the alleys on the east and west sides of Banff Avenue are an embarrassment. Grease. Poles.
Wires. Garbage bins. Poor maintenance by landlords/shop owners.
164

Any public transit solution must be free to use. The cost of a free transit system is off-set by the savings incurred by
the reduce impact and maintenance on road infrastructure. Free transit encourages visitors to leave their vehicles

9/17/2016 6:48 PM

where they are staying and residents to leave their private vehicles at home. Cost recovery could come from a hotel
tax such as the fee collected by Banff & Lake Louise Tourism. Or hotels could distribute transit passes and the costs
incurred by the business could be used as a municipal tax credit or deduction. As well, paid parking must be revisited
as a revenue generating mechanism.
165

Bicycle stations across the town to promote cycle usage. Get rid of the stupid bicycle lanes you had built last year
which create more problems then good for the traffic. Its ridiculous - expand the side walk like in Europe if need be -

9/16/2016 3:29 PM

do not eliminate a lane. Put the speed limit back up to at least 40km an hour - 30km is way to slow. Has anyone
looked into how the 4 way cross is doing at the traffic lights as this also impacts movement as NO ONE KNOWS HOW
TO USE THEM. I would really suggest that major studies are conducted on how we deal with traffic for TODAY which
is certainly an issue before worrying about 20 years from now.
166

The main bridge should have two lanes on both sides. Pedestrians could be pushed to one side only, using the other

9/16/2016 10:22 AM

one for the second lane back to downtown. Traffic coming from across the bridge should be encouraged to leave via
the Norquay Exit, not drive all the way down Banff Ave. This could be done via signage and road markings. A serious
consideration should be to restrict visitor vehicles in the summer. By this, I mean that day trippers leave their cars at
the edge of town somewhere, and are given transit passes for the day. Unless they have a hotel reservation or
business in town, the cars don't enter.
167

Moving people into Banff by rail so that they do not bring vehicles in the first place

9/15/2016 6:20 PM

168

Creating a parking space outside of town for visitors and having buses take them to the townsite. Limit local traffic

9/15/2016 1:36 PM

only, aka must live or work in Banff to drive in Banff.
169

The need to continuously bring more people to banff... I believe the visitor experience and the image/brand of Banff
are suffering from the congestion. As well, building new housing projects with limited parking will not help. From such
existing project like the one on the corner of Banff av. and Moose, people are not renting available parking stalls and
parking on the street. The same will happen with the new development, further congesting that part of town.
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170

Rail transportation from Calgary and intercept parking.

9/14/2016 9:49 PM

171

1) Totally eliminate extraneous events that are taking place in Banff National Park during peak times (i.e. Gran Fondo,
Banff Marathon). There is no need for the additional vehicles, including equipment trucks etc. that come with these

9/14/2016 5:17 PM

groups. As well, roads are closed, even temporarily, for these events. This is a very simple, easily implemented
potential solution to positively impacting traffic congestion. 2) Investigate best practices of large US National Parks that
are successfully managing large numbers of visitors and public transit (i.e. Grand Canyon, Zion, Yosemite). 3) Parks
Canada needs to step up to the plate and be an equal partner in any solution. The Town of Banff needs to be careful
not to assume full responsibility to solve this problem created by Parks Canada. We sincerely applaud the Town's
efforts in trying to proactively address these concerns (i.e. paid parking trial) and your transparency in encouraging
public input into this process. If there is any way that residents' opinions can be communicated directly to Parks
Canada, then we would welcome that opportunity. We would like to better understand what Parks' "hold-backs" are
and reluctance to be more proactive in ensuring that Banff retains its reputation as a well-protected, preserved
environment within one of the most beloved, pristine parks in the world. We are proud to live in Banff, love having
tourists visit our peaceful community and appreciate the opportunity to share our feedback. Thank you!
172

The study seems to take the 93% of visitors arriving by vehicle as a given - why not try to change this? It's actually a
much higher number than I would have expected - all those tour buses only amount to 7% of visitors? Such an uphill

9/14/2016 4:59 PM

battle to get those people out of their car once they've already driven to Banff - much easier to encourage/enable them
arrive without a car in the first place. Different solutions here for Calgarians versus folks flying in to YYC. Work with
Calgary Transit/Alberta/Parks Canada on creating solutions for the locals and push push push the tourism promoters
to encourage YYC arrivals to take a bus (or eventually train?). Consider a congestion charge (to be levied downstream
of free or less expensive intercept lots), maybe reduced/waived for resident vehicles, maybe reduced/waived during
the shoulder season. As mentioned above, please consider extending the scope of the study to include transit from
Calgary (YYC airport, downtown, Crowfoot/NW and 69 Street/W LRT termini?) as well as to popular destinations like
Lake Louise. Why do so many visitors (both from Calgary and out-of-province) think that they need a car? Transit in
Banff should of course work for residents, but it would be a mistake to not create a seamless system benefitting both
residents AND visitors. Bike share; seriously, I think that Banff would be an excellent place for bike share - lots of
short trips, surprisingly flat, all things considered, especially in combination with a bike-friendly gondola and/or a
Trondheim-style lift up to Sulphur Mountain. Free/cheap intercept parking with a big friendly bike share station and
easy transit to Sulphur Mountain versus a $15 congestion charge, still paying for parking, still some degree of
congestion... Transit fares (whether for bus or gondola) should be as user-friendly as possible, especially for visitors.
$6 for a single gondola ride seems cheap, but then that's $12 return for one person, let alone a group (many visitors
are in groups), and you're competing against the car, which is already the default (or how people got to town in the
first place) which get an all-you-can-eat for free ride across the Bow River bridge. Parking at Sulphur Mountain would
have to be hitting $32+ (or traffic actually really seriously bad) in order to get a family of 3-4 to start thinking about
ditching the car and taking the gondola to Sulphur Mountain. As much as possible, transit should be done as an
unlimited day pass or even linked to things like your hotel booking/Sulphur Mountain/Cave+Basin so that the marginal
cost of the next transit trip seems free. Open payment systems by phone or card would be a good step here, too. Also
think about how bikes could be accommodated at gondola stations and/or aboard some of the cabins. Consider
extending the gondola up to Norquay, and allowing mixed-use development of the Norquay parking lots, replacing
them with a parking structure (additional capacity) at the Fenlands intercept lot. How cool would it be to stay in a
magical low-car/car-free village up at Norquay, and be able to take the gondola into town (and vice versa).
173

build intercept multi level parkades , not parking lots only use free to user disney style hop on hop off shuttle trains

9/14/2016 3:38 PM

174

Investigate some other mountain towns and what they have found beneficial - Chamonix, Zermatt, Tignes, Saas Fee,
etc. Also look at the green leaders of this world such as Denmark & Sweden and see how we can learn from them -

9/14/2016 1:19 PM

how to increase bike transport and make it more safe & accessible in the spring/ summer/ fall period - for ex. Bixi bike
concept such as in Montreal - The "Christiania bikes" from Denmark are super handy and quite the experience as well
so how to introduce these as a solution to our transport issues & again creating a memorable experience for our
visiting guests & our local community
175

Smaller vehicles such as those used in disney land, so ppl can hop on and off.

9/14/2016 11:04 AM

176

Rail from Calgary, bike lanes, partnerships with Parks Canada for transit to popular trailheads/attractions

9/14/2016 10:34 AM

177

Monorail

9/14/2016 10:34 AM

178

Having just travelled in Europe this summer I was impressed in Venice how they move people. There are no cars in

9/14/2016 8:53 AM

Venice yet it is easy to get around in the many boats. We need a more efficient transport system to get people out of
their cars. In Chamonix they had a large parking area on the edge of town. You then could walk to the cable car or
into the village.
179

Mandatory intercept parking

9/13/2016 8:10 PM
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180

2 things that will help relieve the burden on the roads are getting the horse and carts off the main roads and only offer
tours in low traffic areas. As well, they should install turn left traffic lights on all of the stops down Banff Ave, and they

9/13/2016 5:32 PM

should run for longer than 15 seconds. This would help with traffic turning, and increase the flow along the main street.
Currently it is such a nightmare trying to turn left across the flow of traffic, and a shake up of the traffic lights in town
will definitely help combat this.
181

Intercept lots, as We have been suggesting for decades makes the most sense. More Roam Buses. Keep it affordable

9/13/2016 5:12 PM

182

When do you start build the gondola??? AWESOME

9/13/2016 4:03 PM

183

I was VERY VERY disappointed to see that some options were considered and off the table - especially reversing the

9/13/2016 1:59 PM

traffic lanes over the bridge. This would solve most of the problem in summer months and has not been investigated
fully or even tried properly despite the FAQ page. Many cities do this - memorial drive, lion's gate bridge. Traffic over
the bridge should be consider an exit and a priority - get it moving so people can get "out" of the town not into it.
Reversing the traffic in the afternoons to two lanes leaving from spray ave & mountain ave. should be done. Also no
left hand turn on Buffalo to the post office! This was the case for several years and we never had traffic backed up on
the bridge. The advance green is useless - cars can not get through the intersection on the advance green because
the post office intersection is so messed up! It's a four way stop with six lanes of traffic! And so many pedestrians at
this intersection - it mustt be a traffic light to control the pedistrians and this many lanes of traffic. Cars can't move here
because of the people, which causes the traffic to not get through on the advance green for turning left on Buffalo.
This is turn blocks up spray ave and mountain ave. Get a traffic light at the post office, no left hand turn on buffalo,
reverse the traffic on the bridge during the afternoons and PROBLEM SOLVED!!i
184

A fee for visitors to travel into the town site particularly at prime times. Proven to work in major cities in Europe. Offer

9/13/2016 12:07 PM

a transit system that is just about continuous. The likes of Disney and/or check out the new transit system inside the
Calgary Airport which offers access to the new International concourse. It looks awesome but is probably not practical
in this case but worth seeing. Park and Jet is quite efficient as is the transit system, terminal to terminal at airports in
the U.S. Even Sunshine Village Ski Area transit when backed down the road. There alway seems to be a bus coming
or going which makes the transition almost bearable;-) Thanks
185

To improve Roam Transit encourage the hotels to buy passes for their guests and their staff; have corporate program

9/13/2016 11:29 AM

to make this affordable.
186

Makeing the town friendly to driver-less vehicles. Partnering with a company working on this technology to run a

9/13/2016 10:49 AM

bus/taxi like service from an intercept lot. This is a much less restrictive option than aerial transit as destinations can
change, and it can include transport to trail heads. If we feel we need to charge, people will likely be willing to pay for
full destination customization ability. A 66 million dollar investment in this approach will go a long way. I think this is the
future of public transport. That's were we should be putting our efforts.
187

Train system from Calgary Airport and key downtown locations to Banff, stopping at key locations within Banff. Huge

9/13/2016 10:37 AM

project but would be a long term solution as expanding road ways and adding more transit buses is not a long term
solution. Would also increase frequency of day trips from Calgary and would facilitate moving international travelers to
and from Calgary airport. Why has this never been considered?
188

Need to increase Banff Ave bridge across the Bow, to 4 lanes. Many days in summer, the back up of vehicles goes all
the way to BSH, and moves very slowly, esp. during commuter hours 4- 6 pm. The walk way for pedestrians across

9/13/2016 10:29 AM

the bridge should be one side only. An inexpensive partial solution.
189

Bring back paid parking. As a local I would be fine paying for a parking spot in the summer months as when we did

9/13/2016 10:28 AM

the trial you could always find a spot. I also think if your going to approve apartment buildings they should have
adequate parking and not rely on street parking.
190

INTERCEPT PARKING IS THE WAY WE NEED TO GO

9/13/2016 10:19 AM

191

One idea might be is to take our foot off the gas in relation to tourism. Wait until we have an infrastructure to catch up.
The Park has exceeded all expectations of 2% growth per year and I believe we are now at would be 2027 target. As

9/13/2016 9:41 AM

for the infrastructure - lets admit that at some point we will need to say "we are at capacity" - no more. What will that
look like and then build that. We cannot continue to build - thankfully and hopefully, Parks will be steadfast in the
Town's limits. Generations have lived here, there is a reason people come and I do not believe it is for trinket stores or
candy or for that matter a road bike race. Let's get back to why people came here in the first place. Let's help build a
community that people visit - not a commercial spectacle where people work and get out.
192

Please investigate any alternative that will improve the concept of PARK. Park the car and enjoy the Park

9/13/2016 9:28 AM

193

intercept parking needs to be introduced now, not later ,stop talking about it, and get the process initiated formally with
parks Canada ,.then support the Calgary rail option

9/13/2016 7:35 AM

194

Mandatory Parking and shuttle service to Gondola. Absolutely no RV'S downtown. Refrain from Horse carriages
downtown in peak season and keep to the Banff Springs and not on main roads.

9/13/2016 6:40 AM
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195

Limit vehicle access to town - for example, have 9,000 daily visitor vehicle passes, auctioned off through an automated

9/12/2016 11:55 PM

online ticketing agency. The rest come on foot from intercept lots/Stoney Casino/Canmore/etc. Yes, this would be
difficult to manage, but with modern tech, I believe it is possible. Could provide the sought after revenue that makes
aerial look so good. Given 70% of the vehicles entering town are going to the Springs and Sulfur, equal cost
distribution to the tax base looks odd. We could close down the bridge to non-resident/booked guest traffic... and
provide shuttles to Cave & Basin and the other two spots. Always free to walk.
196

Intercept parking lots at both entrances to town

9/12/2016 7:03 PM

197

Whatever idea the town decides to go with it should be done as cheap as possible OR done with as many local
companies as possible to have a positive effect on the workforce of Banff itself.

9/12/2016 5:56 PM

198

A large part of the congestion is due to the popularity of the Sulphur Mountain Gondola. What about an option for
people to have a similar, and different experience, on the other side of the valley at Norquay? What best practices

9/12/2016 1:20 PM

have been visited in Europe, other US National Parks or other protected places in the world that we could learn from?
199

All alternate methods of transportation to work with transit

9/12/2016 11:22 AM

200

Ground transportation is undergoing radical change with rapid convergence of electric, autonomous, on-demand/ride-

9/11/2016 7:16 PM

share & connectivity for vehicles. These technologies have unexpectedly gone from futuristic dream to reality in the
past few months. Technology, automobile & bus manufacturers have publicly announced production plans and
partnerships, and begun public trials around the world. Changes that were expected to be measured in decades are
now within a five year horizon. This whole realm is in flux. Together these will have profound impact on transit
systems. It is crucial that we re-examine this major shift in transportation / transit before major capital commitments.
What are the opportunities for service, public perception, Banff's image, cost reductions?
201

Banff needs to be car free. I'd suggest a focus on delivering people to the edge of town, either by car, bus or train, and

9/11/2016 6:43 PM

then focus on making the townsite vehicle free. A combination of pedestrian, cycle, and human powered options might
be feasible. Perhaps small scale means of moving people around, such as small buses, or trams might work. Don't
put big capital into inflexible systems like a chairlift. Make transit pet friendly. Keep it human scaled and flexible.
202

Bike?

9/11/2016 4:09 PM

203

In order for buses to be desirable, they need to move faster than the surrounding traffic jams, consider having

9/11/2016 1:02 PM

dedicated bus lanes so that this is possible.
204

High speed rail from YYC, and/or better intercity bus service (all of which are sadly lacking anyway). Get people out of
cars. Impose a congestion fee to reduce non resident private vehicle usage in the townsite.

9/11/2016 12:32 PM

205

Bike share, especially if free -- super easy to get short distances (i.e. most of Banff) and a very nice way to see any
new town. Expanded cycle tracks should go with the above, to keep tourists on rental bikes from mixing with tourists

9/11/2016 12:05 PM

driving giant rental RVs or cars... There are only 4 mentions of "bicycle" in the whole study document, which seems
completely crazy! Many tourist towns I've visited in Europe have *extensive* cycling and walking infrastructure -- some
even make the *entire* town pedestrian-only. These are *very* pleasant ways to visit a place. While a complete
pedestrian-only makeover of Banff isn't likely to work very well, the goal should be to keep all or most private vehicles
OUT of Banff -- drastically increasing the amount of people who can be downtown. Currently, the walking infrastructure
in Banff is *terrible* -- you have to stop *every* block on super-congested sidewalks. Cycling infrastructure is basically
non-existent. (When compared to any place in Europe, really).
206

Converting existing travel lanes to bus lanes. Cycle tracks and other cycling infrastructure. The only way to reduce or

9/11/2016 11:07 AM

mitigate congestion is to shift mode share. Cycling should play a major part in this strategy. Additionally, cycling is an
economic development tool that connects with existing cycle tourism opportunities within the area. It is disappointing
that this survey does not ask about active transportation improvements.
207

Free roam bus pass when you get a residence pass!!

9/11/2016 10:45 AM

208

More should be done to promote walking times and distances - especially with the lack of exercise contributing to poor

9/10/2016 11:18 AM

health, higher obesity rates etc. How many steps from this neighbourhood to the school, to downtown, to the springs
etc. 10,000 steps per day is the goal. Add complimentary panels to the bus schedule and trail signs, kiosks with this
info. Promote Banff as a "walkable" town. Clean up the alleys - make them walkable - add more artwork to rear
business walls - add cool sayings - promote themes - arts/culture, events, hikes, get a grant write a series of programs
related to walking and exploring. Do we really need to permit events during peak season - wasn't the idea to use
these to bring folks during the shoulder seasons. Sure there is capacity in the restaurants and hotels - but lack of staff,
poorly trained staff etc. all result in a less than stellar visitor experience. Shouldn't we be going for quality over quantity
- if it's about stuffing as many visitors into our stores, bars, restaurants and hotels, we are so done as a community we will never have enough parking, roadways etc.
209

Cheap passenger train service from Calgary.

9/10/2016 9:21 AM

210

A pedestrian free zone that includes all downtown Banff.

9/10/2016 6:54 AM
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211

Train?

9/9/2016 7:31 PM

212

the town planners have made bike riding a nightmare by putting parking spots on the marked bike lane on spray ave..
and, angle one way parking beside the river for example.. the ped bridge does help but its soo dangerous for any

9/9/2016 5:31 PM

riders anywhere in the townsite im afraid to ride my bike...at one point it looked like town was trying to help bike riding
but it has failed...
213

High speed rail from Calgary! Hook up to the airport and C-train! I know it's A pipe dream but that would be incredible

9/9/2016 3:20 PM

214

Entry permits and parking permits to Banff town, incentivizing use of the border parking lots.

9/9/2016 3:10 PM

215

We need to get people out of there cars, walking or taking the bus.I am in favor of having an intercept with an (8 / 12

9/9/2016 1:31 PM

hour max time ) parking area either the fenlands or maybe in between the compound road and the homestead in on
Banff avenue . Keep a row of trees on the Banff avenue side and the railroad track side . have the shuttle bus do a
pick up and drop off there and provide free bus transportation with proof of parking from this lot to anywhere in Banff
people should be able to come back to their cars during there stay . it could be a print out that come comes out of a
machine that could be 2 copies or more ( 1 for the car 1 for the bus ride).we could have residents be in procession of
a parking pass like there is in a lot of cities that state that you can park in Banff in zone ? we could have all side
streets where the residences are, off limits to "out of towner "parking unless you have a zone permit .If we increase
the frequency of buses people will have more option to ride. we need to cover some of our bus stops.As soon has it
rains people get in their cars and the whole town slowwwwws down .We know that the gondola / hot springs parking
lot get full and the traffic back up in the busy days, sometimes the traffic is stopped before you get up to the Rimrock.
It also means that the bus going up there is also stuck in traffic so we are not winning. I believe that if we provide a
free bus transportation pass with parking in these remote parking lots and have more frequent buses It will help We
need to restrict where visitors can park in town . It is the only way to reduce the amount of cars on our roads .I hope
this makes sense and it can be of some help
216

Before moving to Banff, I grew up in Southern Ontario suburbs where driving everywhere to do anything was a way of

9/9/2016 12:15 PM

life. After moving to Banff I sold my car due to how little I used it. I grew to accept and enjoy that if I want to get
somewhere faster and also keep my stress levels down, I should walk. I no longer look at walking like an
inconvenience or a waste of my time but just a necessary part of my day. I think better education about what the park
is about is needed to teach people that this is not an automotive town. If people wan't to come here they should be
ready to adopt the mindset that a healthy lifestyle and walking are part of being a local and visitor. I mentioned
European cities before but it's worth bringing back up that these are not car-centric places and they still promote
tourism. I think the commuter lifestyle is all too common and I imagine most of our visitors come from this lifestyle so
it's not their fault. We need to prepare people to expect that this a pedestrian town and to walk outside of their comfort
zone. People should enjoy the journey inside the destination, we have some very scenic walks here, even if just down
Banff Ave. More investments into PR for walking, biking and transit, as well as transit itself will be the best way to
address our growing traffic as well as stay with the BNP brand and lifestyle.
217

What are the most efficient ways of using existing roadways? What are the potential costs and savings of converting
more roadway space exclusively for bicycle and bus use (with the caveat that buses fix some of their horrific exhaust

9/9/2016 12:02 PM

issues first)? If it's more efficient for people to move around using bicycles and buses, how can that be further
encouraged and developed? What are the potential impacts of new vehicle technologies? If self-driving cars were to
arrive within the next 5-10 years, can that technology be combined with a car sharing service to get people around the
Town of Banff? There may be opportunities for Banff to partner with company's looking to test these technologies in
the real world.
218

I like the idea for intercept parking, but make it mandatory for all "day" guests. Over night guests get hotel parking and

9/9/2016 10:56 AM

use of downtown parking facilities. Increase bus frequency to and from main attractions, and from the parking lots to
town.
219

Restricted access to Banff altogether, via parking lots outside of Banff making people walk in or take transit.

9/9/2016 9:57 AM

220

Bike share, 4/6/8 people bikes, self guided/informational/historical walking guide/app, Le petit train.

9/9/2016 9:39 AM

221

Build the intercept parking keep it free. Run shuttles with short wait times. Then implement paid downtown parking to
encourage use of the intercept lots.

9/9/2016 9:06 AM

222

dedicated cycling lanes

9/9/2016 8:02 AM

223

Entire controled access into the park sumilar to ohara, daily limits on cars and prople let into the park and into
attractions such as JC, Morraune, LL etc, increase price to bring a vehicle into the park on top of the per person fre

9/8/2016 11:14 PM

and rebates or free for those willing to shuttle to attractions
224

Stop removing removing parking for special events like a market and restrict rv parking and movement in the
downtown core.
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Long-Term Transportation Study
225

consider resigning, so that the tourist, who can only arrive by rubber tire, is taken care of by your replacement Without
the tourist , there is no Banff To remain married to the Community Plan is fine if you want to turn away tourists at

9/8/2016 9:09 PM

roadblocks
226

A bridge between on road towards Surprise Corner, north of the Bow Falls, and connector to Rimrock/Gondola.

9/8/2016 9:08 PM

227

Free parking outside the downtown core, paid parking downtown. No RV's allowed at peak times. Bus only to get to

9/8/2016 5:58 PM

the gondola - Brewster to subsidize.
228

Cut down trees and build giant intercept lots at the entrances to town Then ban all day traffic cars and make people

9/8/2016 3:36 PM

ride the bus
229

Ways to get people from Calgary to Banff without the use of a private car. Offering easy access/stops at key locations

9/8/2016 3:33 PM

so they don't need a car during any part of their mountain journey.
230

Declaring the town to be full at X vehicle count. When it's full, you can only come in if you have a hotel reservation or a
home here. Paid parking!!!!! As you point out yourselves, bus transit works best when there are disincentives to

9/8/2016 2:28 PM

bringing your car.
231

Paid Parking, We need to consider parking and charging people as a stimulus to use the bus and as a revenue

9/8/2016 2:22 PM

generator to pay for the transit.
232

Trying to make Banff flow freely like a small rural town will never happen. As long as traffic flows nicely (think - road
capacity expanded) then people will never get out of their comfy cars. Make a decision - are you going to continue to

9/8/2016 1:51 PM

support cars or try something different? The key to continued economic success will be to offer the alternative before
they get frustrated and leave because of bad traffic. (think: the news regarding lake louise this past summer). More
parking needs to be developed outside of downtown and a friendlier pedestrian/cycling environment needs to be
created for the core. I think it's time to close roads to cars. I'd love to see a trial of a fully closed (local traffic only, one
way) bear street and Caribou from linx to Banff ave. for a month in the summer. Also: Aerial route from the Fenlands,
along the creek to central park? or: New road alignment for the Bridge - have the road flow directly to
Bear/Linx/norquay rathen than through downtown? and what about developing the Legacy trail from Minnewanka exit
to the Norquay exit along the highway rather than down Banff Ave.?
233

The 'disincentives' idea is the only solution that places the remotest responsibility back on humans to consider their
choices and the effect they have on the environment that they claim to appreciate so much. Penalty fees for single-use

9/8/2016 1:32 PM

vehicles, and requirement to use public transit, are the only way to preserve what BNP was designed to preserve, and
simultaneously send a strong message that we walk our own talk. If tourism falters as a result of the 'inconvenience' to
visitors, then that is the tourism that this location should be proud to be without.
234

Consider the idea of having a second set of gates entering town. If you live hear have a hotel reservation or have
mobility issues you can enter the downtown core. If not you pay a large fee to access the downtown in you vehicle.

9/8/2016 12:16 PM

Otherwise park in intercept parking and use public transit.
235

Put the onus back in the companies that are creating the issue ie: have no parking for the Banff springs hotel commuter access only same with Brewster's gondola.

9/8/2016 11:58 AM

236

Restricting vehicles such as large campers/trailers in the downtown core, they take up space on roads and in parking
lots. It must be a nightmare to drive such a vehicle downtown, let alone park it! Oftentimes dangerous situations are

9/8/2016 11:50 AM

created with limited visibility on the road. Construct a parking area away from the downtown core with a frequent bus
service available. Increase presence from Bylaw officers to enforce traffic rules already in place, such as no parking in
a bus stop area and other illegal parking situations.
237

as a long term local who lives on Cave Ave I have watched the horse and buggies create congestion which then lasts
for hours. With the increase of visitors to the Cave and Basin combined with the increase of visitors to the stables we

9/8/2016 11:49 AM

now have more traffic on Cave then ever before and when the horse and buggies make their way downtown they
cause a huge traffic jam that lasts for hours. They should not be allowed on main streets (Cave, Bridge, Banff Ave Bow
River) at all during the summer as they lead to congestion and driver frustration!
238

Reduce all special events during peak periods. Come up with a tangible incentive program to have residents leave
their cars at home during peak periods. Canmore residents do not contribute to our tax base and while they are

9/8/2016 11:45 AM

necessary to our work force - they should have to pay to park here - or be provided a subsidized transit pass.
239

Hotels to charge a 1-2% room tax/fee that goes directly to conventional transit solution. Impose paid downtown
parking, fees go towards conventional transit solution. (Somehow) include a closure of road past the bridge to
residents only during the summer. Market the heck out of existing Roam Transit. Entire solution seems doomed if
Parks Canada is truly unwilling to give up land for intercept parking. Don't give up on rail option from/to Calgary.
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